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Better never than late.
In electronics, dominant market
positions are now established with
breakneck speed. Arrive even slightly
late, and you're left with nothing but
unprofitable scraps.
Given the current state of the electronics
market, it might be wise to pull the plug on your
latest product before it ever sees the light of day.
Why? Because even aminor lag in product
development can trigger amajor collapse in
profitability. Arrive late to market and your
revenue curve peaks and declines rapidly, long
before it recovers your initial investment.
And the shorter product life cycles become,
the worse the penalty for late arrival. All at a
time when the life expectancy of most electronics
continues to plummet.
This is where Electronic Design Automation
(EDA) comes in. The only way to compress

product delivery schedules, yet retain competitive
product quality, is to harness advanced computer
technology and automate as many product
development functions as possible.
This is precisely what Mentor Graphics, the
industry leader in EDA, has done.
AMentor Graphics EDA system dramatically
cuts time to market. Which means revenues
rapidly overtake development costs and push on
into profitability. Also, your products enjoy a
longer market life, with extended earning potential.
Does it really work? Absolutely. Thanks to
Mentor Graphics, more companies are saving
more time to market on more products than ever
before possible.
For an information package on Mentor
Graphics and its EDA products, phone:
1-800-547-7390.

Men!or
Graphics®

Twist.
Snap
Twist. Twist.
An encoder with adifference.

Up to 240 times an hour! It takes
as little as 15 seconds to install
Hewlett-Packard's new, HEDS-5500
optical encoder. That's completely
installed, aligned, ready to go with
baseplate, housing, code wheel, encoder
module—and no gluing.
That's not all. At prices as low
as $25* apiece in 1000 quantities, it's
also one of the lowest-cost encoders
you can buy.
At its heart is the award-winning
HEDS-9100 optical encoder, afavorite
among those building custom encoders
since its introduction last year. Code
wheel resolutions from 96 to 512 are

available. Shaft diameters from 5/32"
to 1/4" can be accommodated.
In short, it's acomplete, simple,
quick solution, with the potential to
increase the productivity of your
assembly line.
[ample our newest twist for yoursel0
Send this coupon, acheck payable to
Hewlett-Packard for $7.00 and your business
card to: Monte Smith, do COMAC/AD219,
565 Sinclair Road, Milpitas, CA 95035-5470.
Offer good for 90 days. One to acustomer.
Check one: El A. 500 counts per revolution,
%" shaft dia.
12 B. 360 counts per revolution,
V
I"
shaft dia.
Name
Title
Company
Address/Mail Stop
City/State/Zip
Application

3/31/88

CG08702

To order, contact your nearest HP distributor. In the U.S.: Almac Electronics, Hall-Mark, Hamilton/
Avnet, or Schweber. In Canada: Hamilton/Avnet or Zentronics Ltd. t
U.S. list price.
CG08702A
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The One Week Analog ASIC.

The leading technology ...the best support ...go!
The leading analog ASIC family:
RLA80, RLA120, and RLA160 userconfigurable macrocell arrays. Onchip thin film SiCr resistors and duallayer metal for ease of interconnect
routing and maximum array utilization and performance. Wide supply
voltage range — ±
-1V to ±16V. And
simplified design procedures that take
days, not weeks.
D Configurable macrocells: 8, 12, or
15 gain blocks in any combination as
general purpose op amps, open collector output comparators, or as input
amplifiers with ground sensing function for single-supply systems.
RLA160 has apreconfigured onboard adjustable ±30 ppm voltage
reference.
Circle 2 on reader service card

Thin-film resistors: on-chip SiCr
resistors exhibit 1% matching and
temperature drift characteristics comparable to discrete film resistors. High
performance and high values (1.25 kfl
to 150 kn) handle awide variety of
applications.
D Design support: The RLA Breadboarding Kit contains complete
design and applications documentation, 200x plots, apre-drilled printed
circuit board, and 23 ICs. Friendly
RLA Model software includes menudriven user interface program for
PSPICE ,,SPICE 2 model library for
RLA series, documentation files, and
full screen editor. Not to mention the
attention you get from applications
engineers who have 15 years experi-

ence meeting custom and semi-custom
requirements.
Call Raytheon for access to RLA
program information and details on
the RLA Macrocell Array Breadboarding Kit. We promise you aweek
that will go down in history.
Raytheon Company
Semiconductor Division
350 Ellis Street
Mountain View, CA 94039-7016
(415) 966-7716
'PSPICE is atrademark of MicroSim Corporation.
SPICE developed by University of California.

Access to the right technology

Raytheon
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the Pentagon itself."
That someone turned
out to be Robert B. Costello, under secretary for
acquisition. "I finally got
to Costello on March 16,
and that tied the whole
thing
together,"
says
Tobias.

as getting a phone call
from someone with something to say. Or it can be
as complex as collecting
bits and pieces over weeks
and months the way adetective picks up clues.
When it comes to getting
information from the Degibn March 18, Electronfense Department, the
ics was acquired from
technique of necessity is
McGraw-Hill Inc. by VNU
definitely that of Sherlock
Business Publications, a
Holmes.
wholly owned U. S. sub"Covering the Pentagon Naegele has to be a detective sidiary of VNU United
is not like covering the to cover the Pentagon.
Dutch Publishing Co., the
electronics industry," says
largest publisher in the
Tobias Naegele. "An electronics compa- Netherlands. It publishes more than 50
ny will sometimes tell you that some- computer and electronics titles in 10 inthing is coming, but with the military
ternational markets. In the U. S., VNU
you have to find the news."
publishes Electronic Design, MicroTobias, our military/aerospace editor,
waves ct RF, Engineering Tools, and
did just that with his article on the Pen- Personal Computing magazines.
tagon's new approaches to procurement
This is a very special addition for
policy that leads off our military pack- VNU. It gives us the opportunity to exage on p. 83. "The story kept changing pand our scope beyond our design-oriand growing until what I wound up
ented magazines to include computer
with was something different, and quite and electronics management. Readers
a bit more, than what Ithought Ihad
and advertisers will benefit from the
when Istarted."
synergies.
It started simply enough when Tobias
The sale of amagazine transcends the
suggested a story on the changing mere exchange of assets: a torch is
specifications for military systems. Pur- passed with the buyer assuming a
suing that, he attended aseminar in De- weighty mantle of service and editorial
cember sponsored by the Semiconductor tradition. With the acquisition of ElecIndustry Association. "People there
tronics, we feel an awesome responsibilwere talking about changing specs, so I ity to maintain—and build—the quality
figured Ihad the beginnings of agood
of a publication that has served an inpiece." In February, Tobias went to
dustry for almost 60 years.
Dayton, Ohio, to talk to the people at
Thus, we are especially pleased to
DESC, the Defense Electronics Supply
welcome the award-winning editorial
Center. And later that month, to get staff of Electronics to the VNU family.
industry's side of the equation, he spoke
With Editor in Chief Robert Henkel conto officials at Martin-Marietta Corp. and
tinuing in charge, VNU is committed to
Harris Corp. in Florida. All this time he
maintaining the magazine's high editoriwas gathering information for what he
al standards.
thought was an article on specs.
The acquisition of Electronics means
But that changed. "The more people I more than just a change in ownership.
talked to, and the more Ilooked at the The publication has astrong, new finansubject, the more I realized that the
cial commitment, as well as access to
things I had learned pointed to a lot resources that will be used to make a
more than mere changes in specs. Rathgreat magazine even better. We are iner, they were actually outgrowths of a vesting heavily in the magazine to serve
broader policy change. The thing Ineedthe most important people in the
ed was confirmation from the people at world—the readers of Electronics.
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NEWS

INSIDE TECHNOLOGY

Newsletters

COVER: DSP chips are here... but the software's not, 57
But new solutions are starting to show up for digital signal
processing—high-level-language compilers and other strategies for
easier programming, plus specialized emulators—and they hold the
key to faster growth for the DSP chips

Electronics, 21
•MIPS Computer Systems raises
the ante in the high-stakes RISC

game with its new chips and
new partners
•Microwave Semiconductor and
TriQuint improve their chances
of getting performancecompatible GaAs chips
•Zilog soups up the Z80, seeking
to expand its share of the 8-bit
microprocessor market
international, 51
•Apple sets up an international
headquarters in Paris...
•... And outlines anew
integration strategy
for open systems
•Mobile phone system responds
to spoken commands
Memories, 31
The Intel-Micron deal carves out a
new route for the U. S. in DRAMs
Gallium arsenide, 31
Ford bucks the trend by switching
to analog GaAs
Integrated circuits, 32

Sluggish leadership hunt leaves
Sematech's schedules in disarray
Communications, 34
Now, an optoelectronic IC replaces
hybrids for LANs
Solid state, 34

More and more, it's
Sparc vs. Sparc
Military, 45
Here's away to cut
the GaAs wafer gap
Business, 46
Now it's Japanese companies that
are flocking to Mexico
4

•DSP's big conference enters the real world of products, 63

The International Conference on Acoustics, Speech, and Signal
Processing is taking on more of areal-world commercial cast
with exhibits and papers that show the impact of more DSP chips
hitting the market
•Array boards give IBM PCs near-minisuper speed, 64
Communications Automation & Control's low-cost array processors
run between 8and 25 megaflops. Prices start at $695, adrastic
reduction over typical plug-in array-processor boards
•Aptec links an integrated processor to its I/O system, 68

The new vector/scalar board seeks to replace much more expensive
array processors in 32-bit intensive calculations
•Here comes a high-end DSP chip for low cost systems, 70
Analog Devices puts memory on its best-selling DSP microprocessor
for systems where volume and price are crucial
•The fastest DSP add on board around hits 8 mips, 72
Chips from Analog Devices help West Germany's cm turn
personal computers into high-speed number crunchers
Fujitsu ups the gate-array ante: 90,000 usable gates, 77
A new configuration, abasic gate cell, is the key to achieving high
density without sacrificing speed or utilization
SCSI rivalry heats up as new controller chips vie, 79
Chip makers turn their attention to computer original equipment
makers; will IBM endorse scSi for personal computers?

Now, apractical way to run DOS code under Unix, 80
With Hunter Systems software, the conversion is aone-time operation
with no limit on the number of users
Selling to the military: is it about to get easier?, 83
A rash of bills before Congress threatens to fundamentally alter
the business practices of defense suppliers, and the Pentagon's new
undersecretary for acquisition aims to make cultural changes
in procurement procedures
•Ti finds anew way to predict package reliability, 87
Computer modeling can estimate the reliability of IC package
designs and show the predictions graphically
•An easy way to make power hybrids: building blocks, 91
Omnirel's family of standard metal packages and circuit modules is
an alternative to custom design and will be particularly useful
for military applications
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NEW PRODUCTS
Newsletter, 25

•G2's PC AT chip set lets
designers reconfigure products
from software
•Raytheon's 1-µm cmos gate
arrays cut dissipation in half
•'franstream's 64- Kbit/s T-1000
does away with modems
Semiconductors, 99

•Micrel's 100-v drivers boost
output voltage threefold so
dichroic LCD displays can deliver a
brighter, sharper picture
•A 10,000-gate bipolar array from
Fujitsu boasts 100-ps unloaded
gate delays—three times faster
than the competition
•AMD'S 800521 microcontroller
chip boosts reliability by
integrating an advanced
watchdog timer
Computers & Peripherals, 102

•Paravant squeezes the power of
an IBM PC into abook-sized box
with state-of-the-art packaging
and memory technologies
•A personal computer add-in
board from Data Translation
handles data acquisition three
times faster than the competition
•Motorola's 68030-based
microcomputers deliver
minicomputer performance for
just one-tenth the cost
Military/Aerospace
Newsletter, 95
•Bicmos won't make it
as amilitary technology,
says Honeywell
•Defense suppliers may face
reduced profits
•Vitesse will supply GaAs static
RAMS to support Darpa's 32-bit
GaAs processor
Electronics/March 31,
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DEPARTMENTS
Publisher's Letter, 3

How our man in Washington,
Tobias Naegele, ferrets
information out of the
Department of Defense
FYI, 8
Can we make R&D more efficient?
One expert says 25% of the
annual $4 billion tab goes for
duplicate research
Letters, 12
Electronics Week, 108

•Floating Point Systems seeks a
development partner and unveils
new models in its M64 line
•DOD seeks more control of the
R&D funds it allots to universities
•Epoch Systems will unveil its
first products: file servers for
networked work stations
•Apple charges HP and Microsoft
with illegally copying the
Macintosh interface
•SRX will develop acentral-office
controller for the Northeast's
phone company, Nynex
5

This is no time to test for faults.
If it doesn't fly, it's your fault.
You didn't see it. Neither did your test equipment.
But now that the fault is in silicon, it's going to cost you.
In fact, field failures are over 100 times more
expensive to fix than faults found in-house.
So why wait?

Complete fault grading at the design stage.
Now you can achieve total fault grading of ASIC,
VHSIC, Custom VLSI, and entire system designs.
With aZycad concurrent fault simulator.
Our simulators are dedicated hardware accelerators
that detect faults hundreds of times faster than software

simulators running on mainframes or workstations.
So you can test Full-Custom, ASIC and even system
designs with our full line of simulators, including the
Fault Evaluatorrthe MACH 1000" and the new Magnum 117
All our simulators run as direct extensions of the
logic simulation environment you're using now. And they
can be integrated with your present CAE equipment.
Free fault concept handbook
To get our free handbook on fault simulation
techniques and how you can save money with fault

simulation, call 800-631-5040; in Minnesota, 612-490-2500.
Or write us at Zycad Corporation, 3900 Northwoods Drive,
Suite 200/Dept. FC, Arden Hills, Minn. 55112.
We'll help you fly right the first time.

CORPORATION'

We accelerate your success.
C

Zsrad. Fault Evaluator is aregistered trademark. MACE IWO and Magnum II am trademarks ol Errad tleporaiturs
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CAN WE MAKE CHIP R&D MORE EFFICIENT?
$4 billion ayear is now being spent on chip R&D,
"but this full investment is not being utilized," says
SRC's Sumney; "25% is lost through duplication"

I

10 to 2000 MHz
only S179
iN STOCK...IMMEDIATE DELIVERY
•. 22 dB gain, flat

± 1.5

dB

•40 dB isolation
•meets MIL-STD-202
•operates from —55° to +100°C
•boost signal/sweep generator
output to 50 mW
•achieve broadband isolation
•use as amplifier driver
•SMA connectors
•rugged 1.25 in., sq. x 0.75 in.
RFI-shielded case
•one-year guarantee
ZFL-2000 SPECIFICATIONS
FREQUENCY

10-2000 MHz

GAIN

20 dB

GAIN FLATNESS

41 5dB

OUTPUT POWER
1dB compr.

17 dBm

NOISE FIGURE

70dB

INTERCEPT POINT
3rd order

25 dBm

VSWR, 50 OHMS

21

DC POWER

415V, 100 mA

Call or write for 64-page
RF Designers Guide or refer to EEM,
EBG, Gold Book, Microwaves & RF Directories.
finding new ways...
setting higher standards

=Mini-Circuits
A Onits,on of Sclent Me Components Corporabon

World's largest manufacturer of Double Balanced Mixers

PO. Box 166, B'klyn, N.Y. 11235 (718) 934-4500
C98 3REV °RIG
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'completely missed it. And I'll bet you
did too. But an end-of-the-year amendment tacked onto the U. S. trade bill that's
now languishing on Capitol Hill is well
worth talking about. While passage by Congress could end up creating just one more
government committee turning out no more
than tons of never-read reports, it just
might end up becoming one of the most
important things that the Congress will do
this year—at least it could for the U. S.
electronics industry. I owe my newfound
knowledge to Larry Sumney, president of
Research Triangle's Semiconductor Research Corp., as \\ell as managing director of Sematech, who laid
the plan on me in Cocoa Beach, Fla., at arecent Harris Semiconductor seminar. Larry, by the way, would be delighted to have his SRC
provide staff support.
The bill would set up aNational Advisory Committee on Semiconductors in the executive branch, with its own budget, and made up
of government and industry managers. Its goals would be resource
allocation, setting chip R&D priorities and directions. It would set up
a data base on semiconductor R&D, carry out technology assessments, and develop a national semiconductor strategy.
This strategy should improve the coordination of all chip R&D as
well as increase the amount of cooperative R&D. The result should
be improved efficiencies in R&D that would equal or exceed the
present level of Federal funding for such work, he believes. The
federal government alone spends $500 million annually in semiconductor R&D. This would be enough to restore the competitiveness of
U. S. chip makers, Larry says. The grand total spent in the U. S. on
chip R&D amounts to a surprising $4 billion a year. "This full
investment is not being utilized," Larry maintains. "Nearly 25% is
lost through unnecessary duplication." One inefficiency he cites is
the time lost by not transferring R&D to other product areas.
If the trade bill doesn't make it, Larry says the amendment would
be attached to another bill or even introduced on its own hook. "I
think the semiconductor committee will happen this year," he says.
It should be viewed as amodern test case for industry-government
cooperation in restoring and maintaining technology capability that
is important to the nation, Larry points out It is not agovernment
committee telling the industry what to do, he says, nor is it an
industry committee telling the government what to do. It is apartnership that is attempting to address a national priority.
Ihave never believed in tightly managing R&D in anaive attempt
to make it "more efficient" R&D should be viewed as exploration; if
you don't explore, you don't discover.
ROBERT W. HENKEL
Electronics/ March 31, 1988
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LeCroy's New 9400A Gives You More
Unequaled signal recording fidelity is
offered by LeCroy's New 9400A, 175 MHz
Oscilloscope. It incorporates the highest
quality flash ADCs, and delivers better
accuracy, than any other fast oscilloscope on the market. The 9400A's 32K
memories give longer record times, finer
time resolution and ensure you always
capture those precious one-time phenomena easily, even when signal speed is
uncertain.
The 9400A offers extensive built-in
processing capabilities like fast signal
averaging, mathematical functions, min/
max monitoring, smoothing, integration
and differentiation. Measuring frequency,
magnitude, power density, or phase is

easy with the 9400A's FFT capability - a
unique feature in an oscilloscope.
Let us show you how with its high performance, familiar "analog" front panel and
rapidly updating display, the 9400A
"Gives You More" in a digital oscilloscope. Call us today or fill in the reply card
for a free demonstration or further
information.
LeCroy Corporate Headquarters
700 Chestnut Ridge Road
Chestnut Ridge, NY 10977-6499
Tel.:

(914) 578 6097
800-5-LeCroy
TWX: (710) 577-2832
Fax:
(914) 425-8967
Circle 9 for Information.
Circle 180 for Demonstration.

Innovators in Instrumentation

The new Gerber 9
the plots out of the

ntroducing the higher tech

IGerber 9620 laser plotter —

twice as fast, more accurate and
nearly half the cost of the best
the competition has to offer.
The 9620 is built for speed.
It runs at an astounding 140 sq.
inches per minute. And it can
produce a20" x 26" plot in only
4minutes!
The amazingly high accuracy
of the Gerber 9620 is the result
of our patented dual axis, closedloop feedback control and
split beam laser guidance system
that monitors all vital system
parameters. In real time!
Plus, the 9620 was built to
provide dependable day-to-day
operation, no matter now
demanding your requirements.
The 9620 is the fastest, most
reliable laser plotter in the world.
No other laser plotter, at any
price, comes close. Step up to
higher tech without paying a
higher price.
For more information on
the exciting new Gerber 9620
laser plotter call (203) 644-1551
ext. 4618. Or write The Gerber
Scientific Instrument Company,
83 Gerber Road West, South
Windsor, CT 06074.

Gerber

620 beats
competition.
Circle 11 on reader service card

LETTERS
That's 15 GHz, says Signetics
Your special report on biCMOS [Electronics, Feb. 4, 1988, p. 55] was
both timely and balanced. There was,
however, an error in the description of
Signetics' new biCMOS process. Our process is based on an advanced, self-aligned
bipolar process, which has an npn maximum cutoff frequency (ft)of 15 GHz, rather than the 7GHz cited—the difference is
significant. Adding the CMOS transistors
to the process does not degrade the npn
performance; it only adds to the design
flexibility.
George Conner, Manager
Bipolar Technology Development
Signetics Corp.
Sunnyvale, Calif.
To the editor:

Proven Systems
for Precise Control
A MATE/COL Certified and Inventoried
• IEEE 488/ATE Programmable AC Power Systems
A Voltage, Frequency and Phase Angle Converters
• Line Conditioners — AC/AC &Uninterruptible
A DC/AC Inverters
• Voltage, Current &Resistance Calibrators
CALIFORNIA INSTRUMENTS manufactures abroad line of precision
AC Power and Calibration equipment. These off-the-shelf products fill
both commercial and military power-source applications worldwide.
Have custom requirements? Call CALIFORNIA INSTRUMENTS!
Our Special Products technical staff is ready to help.
An industry leader for over 26 years, CALIFORNIA INSTRUMENTS is
unsurpassed in Quality, Reliability and Customer Service. Call or write
today for information on our complete line of power and
calibration systems.

TOLL FREE
1-800-356-2244
1-800-821-1634 (CA)
An affiliate of

Amstar Electronics Group

Amstar !:_alifornia Instruments Corp.

5125 Convoy Street
San Diego. CA 92111
(619) 279-8620
Telex 695047
FAX: 6192798139

Circle 12 on reader service card

Product Showcase
An exciting new marketplace of
products and services in full color.
Electronics' Product Showcase section is afast and easy way for you to:
• Obtain information on new
oroducts
• Find out about new capabilities
II Get aquick look at new
applications

I Send for new catalogs
• Request product fiterature
II Get free samples
And if you'd like to advertise your
company's products or services,
contact Advertising Manager, at
(212) 512-2143.

Electronics

Who's first and who's latest?
To the editor: In an Electronics Newsletter [Electronics, Mar. 3, 1988, p. 22], reference is made to astudy of smart-power
devices completed by Electronic Trend
Publications. That report is not the "first
detailed report" on the smart-power market. In January 1986, BIS Mackintosh began its Power Integrated Circuits study,
the results of which were delivered to 40
clients worldwide in July of that year.
The market values cited in the article by
Mr. Selven correlate pretty well with
those in the BIS Mackintosh study. Good
work, Electronic Trend Publications, but
you're two years too late!
George LStojsavljevic
Senior Marketing Representative
BIS Mackintosh Inc.
Natick, Mass.
III Gene Selven, publisher, Electronic
Trend Publications, Saratoga, Calif., replies: Ifeel a two-year-old report needs
updating, especially where automotive
markets, representing almost athird of
the smart-power market by 1995, are concerned. We update some reports within
two months ofpublishing them, normally within 11
/ years as market conditions
2
she.
I'm not disputing thefact that Mackintosh published the first study on smart
power almost two years ago. But being
first doesn't always mean you're the ultimate authority—unless our industry has
gone "mature."
Correction: In the table of supercomputer systems on p. 53 ofthe article "Supercomputers: The Proliferation Begins" [Electronics, Mar. 3, 1988], we
goofed on the peak megafiops rating for
the Ametek Series 2010. We gave 80 million floating-point operations as the
peak—but that's with only four processors. At 20 mfiops per processor, the 512processor Series 2010 system should
have been rated at 1,024 mfiops, peak.
Electronics/March

31, 1988
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lmV, 1.5ppm
Monolithic Voltage Reference
AD588

••

FEATURES
Low Drift - 1.5ppmrC
Low Initial Error - 1mV
Pin-Programmable Output
+10V, +5V, ± 5V Tracking, -5V, -10V
Flexible Output Force and Sense Terminals
High Impedance Ground Sense
fAachine-Insertable DIP Packaging
Guaranteed Long-Term Stability - 25pprn/1000
Hours

AD588 Functional Block Diagram
PRODUCT DESCRIPTION
The AD588 represents amajor advance in the state-of-the-art in
monolithic voltage references. Low initial error and low temperature drift give the AD588 absolute accuracy performance previously not available in monolithic form. The AD588 uses aproprietary ion-implanted buried zerier diode, and laser-wafer-drifttrimming of high stability thin-film resistors to provide outstanding
performance at low cost.
The AD588 includes the basic reference cell and three additional
amplifiers which provide pin-programmable output ranges. The
amplifiers are laws trimmed for low offset and low drift and
maintain the accuracy of the reference. The amplifiers are configured to allow Kelvin connections to the load and/or boosters
for driving long lines or high-current loads, delivering the full
accuracy of the AD588 where it is required in the application
circuit.
The low initial error allows the AD588 to be used as asystem
reference in precision measurement applications requiring 12-bit
absolute accuracy. In such systems, the AD588 can provide a
known voltage for system calibration in software and the low
drift allows compensation for the drift of other components in a
system. Manual system calibration and the cost of periodic
recalibratMn can therefore be eliminated. Furthermore, the
mechanical instability of atrimming potentiometer and the

PRODUCT HIGHLIGHTS
I. The AD588 offers I2-bit absolute accuracy without any mer
adjustments. Optional fuse-trim connections are provided for
applications requiring higher precision. The fine-trimming
does not alter the operating conditions of the mum or the
buffer amplifiers and thus does not increase the temperature
drift.
2. Long-term stability is excellent and the CD and TD versions
are 100% tested and guaranteed for 25 parts-per-million
stability in a 1000-hour period.
3. Output noise of the AD588 is very low -typically fisaV
A pin is provided for additional noise filtering using an external
capacitor.
4. A precision ±5V tracking mode with Kelvin output connectiom is available with no external components. Tracking
error is less than one millivolt and afine-trim is available for
applications requiring exact symmetry between the +5V and
-5V outputs.
5. Pin strapping capability allows configuration of •wide variety
of outputs: -± 5V, +5V at +10V, -51/ & -10V dual outputs
or +5V, -5V, + 10V, -10V single outputs.

potential for improper calibration can be eliminated by using
the AD5U and autocabbration software.

FOR THE WORLD'S NI
ACCURATE MONOLITHIC
REFER TO THIS
If the voltage references you've been using
have forced you to choose between low
1:
. initial error and low drift, we'd like to refer
you to our new AD588. With only lmVof
initial offset and 1. 5pprriPC of drift over temperature, it offers
the best absolute accuracy possible in amonolithic reference.
This exclusive combination provides arange of userprogrammable voltage outputs. You can choose from single
+10V, +5V, —10V, and —5V ranges, simultaneous outputs of +10Vand +5V, or —10Vand —5V, or even a±5V
tracking range.

INICE,

All of this is available with typical long-term
stability of 15ppm, with selected versions tested for
1,000 hours and certified to be less than 25ppm. And
you can get the AD588 for about half the cost of similar
hybrid or in-house designs. Prices start at $12.75 in
100s, to be exact.
For the most accurate reference on the AD588, call
Applications Engineering at (617) 935-5565, Ext. 2628 or
2629. Or write to Analog
Devices, P.O. Box 9106,
Norwood, MA 02062-9106.

ANALOG
DEVICES

Analog Devices, Inc., One Technology Way, P.O. Box 9106, Norwood, MA 02062-9106; Headquarters: (617)329-4700; California: (714)641-9391, (619)268-4621, W081559-2037.
Colorado: (303)590-9952; Maryland: (301)992-1994; Ohio: (614) 764-8795; Pennsylvania: (215)643-7790; Texas: (214) 231-5094; Washington: (206) 251-9550; Austria: (222) 885504;
Belgium: (3)237 1672; Denmark: (2)845800; France: (1)4687-34-11; Holland: (1620)81500; Israel: (052)28995; Italy: (2) 6883831, (2)6883832, (2)6883833; Japan: (3) 263-6826;
Sweden: (8) 282740; Switzerland: (22)31 57 60; United Kingdom: (932) 232222; West Germany: (89) 570050
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HARTING/Austria, Vienna, Tel. 0222-68 6818-0 •HARTING/Belgium, Relegem, Tel. 02-465.42.40 HARTING/France, Fontenay-sous-Bois Cedex, Tel. (1) 487 706 21
HARTING/Great Britain, Biggin Hill, Tel. (09 59) 71411 •HARTING/Italy, Pioltello (Milan), Tel. 02-92100 847 •HARTING/Japan, Yokohama, Tel. 045-931.5711

THINGS CAN LOOK
PRETTY DARK
WHEN
CONNECTORS
DON'T WORK THE
WAY THEY'RE
SUPPOSED TO.

World headquarters:
HARTING ELEKTRONIK GmbH
P0. Box 1140 D-4992 Espelkamp
West Germany
17: (0 5772) 47-1
972310-11 he d
CONNECT UP WITH QUALITY —
WITH HARTING.

HARTING
%MW

HARTING/Netherlands, AM Etten-Leur, Tel. 01-608-3 54 00 HARTING/Norway, Oslo, Tel. 02-64 75 90 HARTING/Sweden, Spanga,
Tel. (08) 7617980 HARTING/Switzerland, Schwerzenbach, Tel. 01-8255151 HARTING/USA, Chicago, Tel. (312) 519-77 00
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Improved Speeds!

Megabit SRAM
Modules

High-speed megabits give you
an "unfair" advantage.

(g) 8M624

(a) 64Kx16

8MP624

(b) 128Kx8

8MP824 SIP

(c) 128Kx8

8M824(C) monolithic pinout

(d) 128Kx8

8M824(N) monolithic pinout w/SOICs

(e) 128Kx8

7M824 memory subsystem

(f) 64Kx16

7M624

(g) 64Kx16

8M624

ig

For example, the IDT8M824 JEDEC
standard 128Kx8 is now at 45ns. The
IDT7M624 64Kx16 is 3Ons.
Use these fast megabits to design
todays leadership products. Then —
when they become available—use
either monolithic megabits or the next
generation of fast/dense modules in
your next generation of leadership
products. Either way, you keep an "unfair" advantage.
All our modules are CMOS and
all are fully tested and available now
as cost-effective commercial or full
MIL-STD-883C compliant.

128Kx8 memory subsystem cycles
at 20MHz clock rate.
By including address and decode registers—plus decoding and buffering—on
board, the IDT7M824 memory
subsystem achieves aclock rate
of 20MHz.

Irrifflíà1
41. Ell
tt

F915247itflaCKSlilfetZt510352K.

71882/—/

1987

HMV

X,895

/088

All of our very high-speed megabit modules undergo
constant Improvements In speed.
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We also provide complex
custom solutions.
If you need complex subsystems or
functions you should consider our
custom solutions which can provide

memory, microprocessor, logic and
DSP functions all on asingle, fully tested
module. Now you can design the major
memory portions of your system using
megabyte RAMs, high-speed caches
or writable control stores in the form of
single components. You may also design
using SRAM modules with features
such as address latching or buffering
and x16 words.
May we be of assistance?
If you need to design commercial systems with uncompromising performance
at the right price, call your local IDT
representative or (408) 492-8551 for a
copy of our Subsystems Shortform
Catalog.
You will receive information about
over forty different off-the-shelf modules
including: high-speed Static RAMS,
dense FIF0s, Writable Control
Stores, Synchronous RAMs and
Dual Port RAMs.
When cost-effective performance counts

Integrated
Device Technology
Subsystems Division
3236 Scott Blvd.
Santa Clara, CA 95054-3090
(408) 492-8551
FAX: 408 727-3468

On April 28, we'll reveal whether
designing future computer
systems will be worth the RISC.

Are standard microprocessors

instruction-set computer (RISC)

OEM switching power supplies,

running out of steam? Many com-

chips. What are the tradeoffs? Will

plus technical articles on instru-

puter makers accustomed to build-

RISC be asavior, or just apassing

mentation amplifiers and smart

ing their products around them are

fad? In an important special issue,

power technology.

now demanding performance that

the editors of Electronics will exam-

It's an important issue that

is outstripping what chip makers

ine the latest trends, and introduce

guarantees high visibility and read-

can deliver.

the newest entries in the field.

ership. Don't RISC missing it!

So in the frantic search for more
speed, agrowing number of com-

What's more, this issue will also
have the next installment in our

puter system design managers are

1988 Technology Series on Analog

designing their systems around a

and Power. Coverage will include a

burgeoning number of reduced-

special report on multiple-output
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Counts.
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EZ-PRO Emulators

E

xperience quick delivery,
easy operation, fast development schedules. EZ-PRO®
users reap the benefits of the
Clanguage fully integrated
with advanced emulation
tools, including precedence
triggering, Deep Trace,'
on-line code revisions, and
performance analysis tools.
In addition to IBM® PC-XT/
AT, hosts include IBM Personal
Intel: 8031
8032
8086 8035.
8088 8039
80186 8344
80188 8048
80286 8049
8050
8051
8085A
8085A2
8096/97

Motorola:
68HC11A2
68HC11A8
68000
68008
68010

6800
68B00
6801
6802
68B02
146805E2
6803
6808
681308
6809
6809E
68B09
68609E

System/27 Macintosh II"
VAX7 MicroVAX,' and Sun
Workstation
EZ-PRO users also have the
advantage of the best postsales support in the industry.
They know that their
emulators are covered by

Hitachi:

6301E
6301V1
6301X
6301Y
6303R
6305V
63705
6309
6309E
64180RO
64180R1

Rockwell:

6502
6503
6504
6505
6506
6507
6512
6513
6514
6515

American Automation's
5-year limited warranty.
Experience counts. Now
with over 10 years experience,
American Automation has
designed more emulators than
anyone. Count on EZ-PRO to
provide the most cost/effective
development support.

RCA:

1802
1805
1806
CDP6805C4
CDP6805C8
CDP6805D2
CDP6805E3

Zilog:

Harris:

80086
80088

NEC:

NSC800

FAX: 714/731-6344
Circle 20 or' reader service card

V40
V50
8X300
8X305

*Assumes EZ-PRO Development Station
connected to MSDOS host.

amerkan automation
2651 Dow Avenue, Tustin, California 92680

V20
V30

Signetics:

National:

...AND MORE

Z80A
Z8OB
Z8OH
Z180
Z8001
Z8002

A

(714) 731-1661

IBM is aregistered trademark of
International Business Machines,
VAX and MicroVAX are registered trademarks
of Digital Equipment Corporation,
Macintosh is aregistered trademark of
Apple Computer, Inc., Sun Workstation
is aregistered trademark of Sun
Microsystems, Inc.
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ELECTRONICS NEWSLETTER
MIPS RAISES THE ANTE IN THE HIGH—STAKES RISC GAME
stakes in the fast-moving marketplace for reduced-instruction-set comTheputers
are going up again. MIPS Computer Systems Inc., of Sunnyvale,

Calif., is making three announcements March 28 aimed at forcing its competitors in the Sparc camp (see story p. 34) to rethink their strategy. In rapid-fire
succession, MIPS is unveiling its second-generation 32-bit RISC chip and
floating-point coprocessor, announcing AT&T Co.'s endorsement for the application -binary interface that MIPS is using for its RISC chips, and disclosing its
plans for ajoint-venture company that will concentrate efforts on adapting
software for MIPS-based hardware. MIPS speeded up the new chips, by
scaling down from a2-µ,m CMOS process to 0.8 j
urn and by revamping the
internal architecture to reduce the number of cycles per instruction from 1.5
to 1.25. The result is a 25-MHz central processor that can run 20 million
instructions/s, twice what the 16-MHz previous generation could handle. On
the software front, MIPS and three chip partners—IDT, LSI Logic, and Performance Semiconductor—have formed Synthesis Solutions Inc., a new joint
venture to develop software for MIPS-related systems. The new firm will be
run by Owen Brown, former president of Sun Microsystems Inc., which is the
chief backer of the arch-rival Sparc chip.
D
MICROWAVE SEMICONDUCTOR AND TRIQUINT SHARE GaAs CHIP PROCESSES
Microwave Semiconductor Corp. and TriQuint Semiconductor Inc. are joinMing in what they say is the tightest second-sourcing agreement ever to hit
the gallium arsenide chip industry. Because of the difficulties in fine tuning
analog chips, such as MMICs (microwave/millimeter-wave integrated circuits),
atraditional second-source agreement doesn't guarantee performance-compatible parts, says MSC president Saul Lederhandler. That's because it takes
more than identical design rules to make identical analog chips—it takes
identical processes too. So the two companies are using a 1-µ,m depletionmode technology that can support linear, digital, or MMIC designs. They spent
ayear proving out the technology transfer, running acombined total of 400
wafers testing three designs in both tabs. The result, says TriQuint president
Alan Patz, is that "we fall into atighter window [of compatibility] than either
company guarantees from run to run or wafer to wafer." Electrical performance comparisons between parts made at TriQuint's Beaverton, Ore., plant
and those made by MSC in Somerset, N. J., were consistently closer than the
15% tolerance each company guarantees on its own line.
D
ZILOG SHOOTS TO EXPAND ITS SHARE OF THE 8-81T MICROPROCESSOR MARKET

W

While battles rage over 32-bit and reduced-instruction-set computer processors, Zilog Inc. is launching asouped-up, highly integrated version of
its popular, but aging, 8-bit Z80. The Campbell, Calif., subsidiary of Exxon
Corp. hopes the Z80180 will expand the life and size of its fading 8-bit star,
now 10 years old. The new CMOS part marries aZ80 central processor with
on-board memory management, two direct-memory-access channels, two universal asynchronous receiver/transceivers, two counters, timers, an interrupt
controller, and an on-chip oscillator. The chip, which will be available in 8MHz versions for about $11.45, is being aimed at embedded-control applications, says Jim Magill, components product marketing manager. He believes
the Z80180 could potentially double Zilog's 8-bit microprocessor sales by
providing anew migration path for higher performance to current Z80 users.
But analysts suggest that the move is designed to head off defections to 16bit chips. Dataquest Inc. estimates that Zilog's Z80 sales accounted for nearly
10% of the more than 60 million 8-bit microprocessors shipped world-wide
last year.
D
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ELECTRONICS NEWSLETTER
COMING SOON: AN AI TOOL TO CONFIGURE MAP 3.0 NETWORKS
With Version 3.0 of the Manufacturing Automation Protocol factory networkii ing scheme due out at midyear, the Industrial Technology Institute of Ann
Arbor, Mich., is set to roll out anew tool to spur the lagging MAP market.
MAPcon is an expert-system-based network configurator for MAP 3.0 that will
initially run on aTexas Instruments Inc. Explorer computer under Knowledgecraft, an Al language offered by Carnegie Group Inc. of Pittsburgh. MAPcon is
also being readied for use on work stations from Sun Microsystems Inc.
MAPcon queries the user on ahalf-dozen key parameters on each device—
computer, peripheral, machine, or robot—on the network. It then graphically
constructs data-link, network, and transport parameter values—up to six dozen per device. In addition, if aparticular set of devices cannot be configured
under MAP 3.0, MAPcon alerts the user and suggests alternatives. MAPcon is
available to members of the Institute's Group for Advanced Implementation of
Networked Systems (Gains), aresearch cooperative.
D
SHOULD INDUSTRY PLAY A LARGER ROLE IN FUNDING R&D?
cience and technology investments may be vital to the future of the U. S.,
but "the federal government can no longer do it alone," says Robert
S
Dawson, associate director for natural resources, energy, and science in the

Office of Management and Budget. "The old way of funding science and
technology programs won't cut the mustard anymore. There is no money."
Dawson says industry has to pick up more of the tab, but he isn't ready to
recommend tax incentives or other financial perks to encourage R&D investment. "The government doesn't have the money for it," he says. Dawson
would like to see more of private enterprise pursuing projects like the Industrial Space Facility, aprivately funded man-tended space research station [Electronics, Sept. 17, 1987, p. 105]. Dawson says that by offering to guarantee
$700 million in business for the system, the Reagan Administration is providing an incentive for the facility's owners to launch it. The administration is also
trying to reinstate the R&D tax credit as apermanent tax incentive, he says.
The credit is scheduled to expire at the end of this year.
D
MITEL HAS AN INTEGRATED SOLUTION FOR ISDN's R—INTERFACE
Corp. is out to make it easier to design Integrated Services Digital
systems for high-speed voice, data, and video communication.
Its Semiconductor Division in Kanata, Ont., is offering anew hybrid device,
the MH89500, that replaces the 20 to 25 discrete components now required
to build an ISDN terminal adapter. The Mitel circuit handles functions of the Rinterface in the ISDN reference model, which allows present-generation terminals, printers, and facsimile machines to tie into an ISDN network using
current serial communication techniques, such as RS-232-C. Mitel plans to
have asingle-chip implementation of the R interface within 18 months.
D
Mitel
tel

GTE'S 22—GHz LASER PROMISES HIGH—DATA—RATE VIDEO
at 22 GHz, topping GTE's own world record by 4 GHz. The Waltham,
S
Mass., lab says the lasers could be used as sources in ultra-high-capacity
cientists at GTE Laboratories Inc. have produced diode lasers that operate

optical-fiber transmission systems, carrying voice, data, and especially video
signals. The light-emitting layer of the laser, made up of indium, gallium,
arsenic, and phosphorous, is embedded between two layers of indium phosphide. GTE scientists used the same basic structure they developed for the
18-GHz laser, until now the fastest ever, but by thinning the light-emitting layer
by almost 50% to 0.8-µ,m, they were able to boost the laser's speed.
D
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NOW IT ONLY
TAKES TWO /G
TO TRANSFORM YOUR IMAGE

ound fishy?
;elieve it.
'ideo image
lanipulation is now
,ossible with just two
hips. TRW LSI
'roducts introduces the TMC2301
mage Resampling Sequencer — the
ndustry's first low-cost solution to
eat-time graphics manipulation. One
)air eliminates literally hundreds of
;omponents and costly board space
)reviously required to perform the
;ame graphic functions.
A TMC2301-based board system
:an offer performance equal to many
,ideo-effect systems currently availible. This powerful two-chip set, along
with three multiplier-accumulators,
:an expand, rotate, zoom, pan, compress, warp and/or filter atwoJimensional bit-mapped color image.
Even complex transformations such
as polar-to-rectangular coordinates
and video standards conversion can
be achieved easily and economically.

In fact, with
aprice tag of
just $69 each*,
the TMC2301 reduces the cost of
video manipulation by hundreds of
dollars.
The TMC2301 utilizes powerconserving CMOS technology and
operates at up to 18MHz from asingle
5V supply. It's ideal for video broadcast equipment, personal computer
graphics, medical imaging, satellite
image processing and defense electronic systems. And, it's available now
from your nearby Arrow, Hall-Mark
or Hamilton/Avnet distributor.
TRW LSI Products — bringing the
worlds of Data Acquisition and DSP
together.
TRW has made video image
manipulation easy and inexpensive

And we're working to simplify many
other image processing tasks for you.
For details contact TRW LSI Products. Our applications engineers an
always available to help answer yout
questions. For full data sheet and
application notes, contact:
TRW LSI Products
P.O. Box 2472
La Jolla, CA 92038
619.457.1000
In Europe, phone:
TRW LSI Products
Munich, 089.7103.115;
Paris, 1.69.82.92.41;
Surrey (U.K.), 0483.302365
In the Orient, phone:
Hong Kong, 3.856199;
Tokyo, 03.461.5121; Taipei, 751.2062;
Seoul, 2.553.0901

TRW LSI Products
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*1000 piece qty. (U.S. Dollars)

Now you can grab, store, and process
16 images in Real Time on the PC AT.

Uri"

//iî

The many faces of Fred Molinari, President.
The DT2861 Arithmetic Frame
Grabber can process 4times as many
images as any other frame grabber
built for the PC AT.
With abuilt-in processor, the 11f2861
also lets you process 4images in parallel,
or switch display instantaneously from
as many as 16 images. The DT2861 grabs
images off virtually any video source,
Image
Processing
Board

Computer

DT2861
Frame IRIStutor
IBM PC AT
Grabber

including CAT scanners, scanning
electron microscopes, line-scan
cameras, as well as
ordinary video cameras
and VCRs. It even ships
with IRIStutor- software—
for free!
For more information
about the Frame Grabber

that's 4times better than anything else
made for PCs, give us acall today.

(617) 481-3700.
DT-Connect' is an open interface
specification which permits the direct
connection of stand-alone data acquisition and frame grabber boards to processor boards for greatly accelerated
signal (DSP) and image processing.

Resolution

Gray Levels

RS-170, NTSC,
RS-330. CCIR,
RA LCompatible

Com
Compatible

Slow Scan

Number
of Video
Inputs

Real-Time
Frame Grab

On Board
8-bit ALU

512x512

256

Yes

Ves

0-12 MHz

8*

Yes

Yes

vcR

Memory-Mapped

Frame-Store
Memory

16 buffers
512x512x8 each
(4 Mbytes)

Zoom, Pan,
Scroll
Yes

Software
Support
CIT-IRIS

Price

$4995

*With DT2859 Va size multiplexer board ($395).

DATA TRANSLATION®
World Headquarters: Data Translation, Inc., 100 Locke Drive, Marlboro, MA 01752-1192, (617) 481-3700 Tlx 951646
United Kingdom Headquarters: Data Translation Ltd., The Mulberry Business Park, VVokingham, Berkshire RG11 2W, U.K. (0734) 793838 Tlx 94011914
West Germany Headquarters: Data Translation GmbH, Stuttgarter Strasse 66, 7120 Bietigheim-Bissingen, West Germany 07142-54025
International Sales Offices: Australia (2) 662-4255; Belgium (2) 735-2135; Carrada (416) 625-1907; Chile (2) 25-3689; China (408) 727-8222, (8) 721-4017; Denmark (2) 274511; Finland (90)
372-144; France (1) 69077802; Greece 951-4944, 527-039; Hong Kong (3) 771-8585; India (22) 23-1040; Israel (3) 32-4298; Italy (2) 82470.1; Japan (3) 502-5550, (3) 375-1551, (3) 355-1111;
Korea (82) 756-9954; Netherlands (70) 99-6360; New Zealand (9) 504-759; Norway (02) 55 90 50; Portugal 545313; Sirgapore 7797621; South Africa (12) 46-9221; Spain (1) 455-8112;
Sweden (8) 761-7820; Switzerland (1) 723-1410; Taiwan (2) 709-1394; United Kingdom (0734) 793838; West Germany 07142-54025.
IBM PC AT is aregistered trademark of IBM. Data Translation is aregistered trademark of Data Translation, I
nc.
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PRODUCTS NEWSLETTER
G2'S PC AT CHIP SET LETS DESIGNERS RECONFIGURE PRODUCTS FROM SOFTWARE

Sbuild an AT-clone motherboard that handles future design changes—such as

ystems houses that target the IBM Corp. Personal Computer family can now

implementing faster memory—without redesign. G2 Inc.'s three-chip set integrates state machines that orchestrate areconfiguration by using down-loaded
software in on-board registers. The state machines on the CMOS GC131, 132,
and 133 also let designers configure assembled host units for synchronous or
asynchronous operation. The Milpitas, Calif., company's set implements an
intelligent memory interface, abus bridge for Intel Corp.'s 80386 running at 20
MHz, and peripheral support functions such as direct-memory controllers, clock
generators, and interrupts. A motherboard requires the three-chip set, microprocessor, keyboard controller, clock, bipolar drivers, and memory. Available in
May, the set costs $195 in 1,000-piece lots.
D
RAYTHEON'S I-MICRON CMOS GATE ARRAYS CUT POWER DISSIPATION IN HALF
«
A CMOS gate-array family from Raytheon Co. delivers a 50% powerdissipation advantage over the competition by using a proprietary 1-i.t.m
high-speed CMOS technology. Typical unloaded gate delays of the RL1000
series are 300 Ps and core-cell dissipation is 8µ,W/MHz—compared with 1.2
SW/MHz for competing 1-p.m CMOS cells and 18 p,W for the more common
2-p.m technologies. Densities of the channelled arrays range from 5,670 to
20,440 gates and gate utilization on atypical design should be about 80%,
say executives at the Mountain View, Calif., company's Semiconductor Division. Devices designed with the arrays operate at a250-MHz flip-flop frequency, are compatible with TTL and CMOS input/outputs, and come with up to
160 I/O pins. Production prices based on 10,000-units/year sales are about
$0.20/unit and design costs start at $25,000.
D
TRANSTREAM'S T-1000 DOES AWAY WITH MODEMS AND TRANSMITS AT 64 KBIT/S
Modems are facing astiff challenge in adata-transmission product from
M
startup Transtream Inc. that delivers full-duplex, circuit-switched synchro-

nous or asynchronous data transfers over two-wire telephone lines at up to 64
Kbits/s. The T-1000 switched-digital-data unit is the first product to make
digital transmission between customer-premises equipment areality, says the
Agoura Hills, Calif., company. Instead of modulating and demodulating avoice
line, it depends on the burgeoning use of digital switches by regional Bell
operating companies. The first version of the T-1000 is compatible with
Northern Telecom Co.'s DMS -100 central office switch and SL-100 PBXs. It is
available now for an end-user list price of $1,095, with volume discounts
available. Transtream will add support for switched digital services from AT&T
by the end of the year through plug-in read-only memory software modules.D
KOPIN'S GaAs-ON-GaAs WAFERS BOAST LOWER DEFECTS
opin Corp. is now providing standardized GaAs-on-GaAs epitaxial wafers
Kthat
outstrip the competition in defect densities by at least a2.5 factor. The

Taunton, Mass., firm's defect densities are less than 10 particles/cm2 compared with 25 to 100 for competitors who measure defects. Having fewer
surface defects contributes to higher speed in devices made on the wafers.
Three-inch wafers with abuffer layer for low-noise applications sell for $450
each in quantities of 100; the same diameter with apower FET structure costs
$555 each. Prices for 2-in, wafers with the same types of layers are $265 and
$316, respectively. Prices for 4-in, wafers are not established. Kopin is also a
supplier of gallium arsenide-on-silicon epitaxial wafers [Electronics, Oct. 15,
1987, p. 47].
D
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PRODUCIUMVSIETTER
VITESSE'S GaAs MULTIPLEXER HANDLES TELECOM DATA AT 1.24 GIGABIT/S

A

major barrier has been hurdled to designing equipment that can handle
the 1.24-gigabit/s data speeds called for in a proposed optical-fiber,
broadband telecommunications standard. The VS8010, a gallium arsenide
multiplexer/demultiplexer integrated circuit from Vitesse Semiconductor Corp.,
implements an 8-to-1 or 1-to-8 mux-demux on a single chip to meet the
Synchronous Optical Network standard. Parallel 8-bit data received at a 155Mbyte/s rate can be converted to a 1.24-gigabit/s serial bit stream, or the bit
stream can be converted to bytewide data. Most of today's systems are
limited to a 565-Mbit/s serial communications rate, according to the Camarillo, Calif., chip maker. The chip is the result of collaboration between Vitesse
and Bell Communications Research, Livingston, N. J. Samples cost $980 and
will be available in April. Production volumes will be ready in May.
D

MOTOROLA'S MILITARY MOS FETS TAKE UP ONE-THIRD THE SPACE

D

esigners of military and high-end commercial systems that depend on highpacking-density printed-circuit boards can get athree-fold space saving with
Motorola Inc.'s latest series of power field-effect transistors. Using a new,
hermetically sealed package developed by Omnirel Corp., Leominster, Mass.
(see p. 91), the devices take up about one-third the space of the standard TO-3
package. Specifications for the n-channel and p-channel power MOS FETS
range from the MHR5N100's 5 A and 1,000 V to MHR35N10's 35 A and 100
V. Initially, Omnirel will assemble units for Motorola's Semiconductor Products
Div., in Phoenix, Ariz. The devices have outlines similar to standard TO-218 and
TO -220 plastic packages and will cost from $40 to $100 each in 50-unit
quantities when they ship in the second quarter.
D

NCR GIVES ITS STANDARD-CELL ASICS A 60% BOOST IN SPEED

A

speed boost of about 60% is in store for circuits based on NCR Corp.'s
1.5-um CMOS VS1500 standard-cell library, thanks to eight new high
performance cells now available. The cells—five flip-flops, two latches, and a
toggle—run from 30% to 100% faster than the original cells, NCR says. This
provides a nominal toggle rate of 140 MHz with system clock rates up to 80
MHz. NCR's Microelectronics Division, Fort Collins, Colo., achieved the
speedup through a redesign of the cells using nonstandard architectures. The
new D flip-flop, for example, features extra transmission gates, added between the master and the slave portions of the circuit to perform look-ahead
operations. NCR says the new cells make the VS1500 as fast as or faster
than any competing 1.5-µ,m CMOS standard-cell library. Prototypes are in
production, and typical nonrecurring engineering costs begin at around
$44,500.
D

INTERSIL'S CMOS FLOATING-POINT CHIP IS TWICE AS FAST AS BIPOLAR COMPETITION

B

yintegrating multiply-and-accumulate functions on-chip, Intersil Inc. is mak[Wing its ISP9326 32-bit floating-point-processor CMOS chip twice as fast as
the bipolar competition. Designed to be compatible with Advanced Micro
Devices Inc.'s AM29325, the 144-pin 9326 can perform a single-cycle 32-bit
floating-point multiply-accumulation in 150 ns and handle 16 million floatingpoint operations/s in the multiply-accumulate mode. The 1.25-µ,m processor
also holds a big edge in power dissipation-1 W compared to 9 W for the
29325. Targeted applications include math accelerators for single-board computers, digital-signal-processing systems (such as radar and sonar), computer
graphics, and image processing. Available now, the processor sells for $495
each in 100-piece quantities.
D
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180 MHz with low power.
It's cause for celebration. AMCC extends
its lead as the high performance/low power semicustom leader with three exciting, new BiCMOS logic
arrays that optimize
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good reasons. As CMOS gate arrays become larger and
faster, designers can't meet their critical paths due to fanout
and interconnect delay. As Bipolar arrays become larger
and faster, power consumption becomes unmanageable. So
AMCC designed aBiCMOS logic array family that merges
the advantages of CMOS's low power and higher densities
with the high speed and drive capability of advanced Bipolar
technology. Without the disadvantages of either.
Our new Q14000 BiCMOS arrays fill the speed/power/
density gap between Bipolar and CMOS arrays. With high
speed. Low power dissipation. And, mixed ECL/ITL I/O
compatibility, (something CMOS arrays can't offer).
For more information on our new BiCMOS logic
arrays, in the U.S., call toll free (800) 262-8830. In Europe,
call AMCC (U.K.) 44-256-468186. Or,
contact us about obtaining one
of our useful evaluation
kits. Applied
MicroCircuits
Corporation, 6195
Lusk Blvd., San Diego,
CA 92121.1619) 450-9333.

ABetter BiCMOS Array is Here.
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While developing software for the Bi-B Bomber radar system, Westinghouse Defense landed
on atough problem —integrating its computer resources. 'We needed acomplete network that
would allow hundreds of software engineers across the country to interact, create, enhance and
modify the software:' says Ron Clanton, Manager of Software and Information Systems.
The solution was anetwork from Digital.
Remarks Clanton, 'The network is so comprehensive, it extends even to the air in our Flying
Software Lab. Giving us real-time, in-flight software testing and development capabilities. The Software
Lab alone provides acost savings of up to 98% versus traditional in-flight testing in the Bi-B Bomber:'

'A networked software
engineering environment that
helped Westinghouse
Defense zero in on ways to
cut in-flight test costs by 98%.''
"But our savings don't stop there:' continues Clanton. 'With the VAX" architecture and the
VMS"' operating environment, engineers both on the ground and in the air can react instantly to
each other's modifications:' He adds, 'That's sharing their knowledge and expertise faster and more
productively than they ever thought possible. Which, of course, provides ke abetter end product.''
Clanton sums it up this way, "Our Digital network and The Flying Software 1213 allow us to
cut software development time and costs across the board. And that's increasing our productivity
and ability to compete for similar projects:'
To find out how Digital can give you acompetitive edge, write:
Digital Equipment Corporation, 200 Baker Avenue, West Concord,
MA 01742. Or call your local Digital sales office.
m
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a
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Digital Equipment (;orporation, 1988
The 1)igital logo, VAX and VMS are trademarks of Digital Equipment Corporation.
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TEKTRONIX

INTEGRATED

All

And we do mean all.
Tek provides you with everything
you need for developing
real-time embedded
systems with Ada.
Including aprogram
composer for easy
source-code entry.
Compatible native
and cross compilers. A sourcelevel debugger. Software
executers for code verification
without atarget prototype. Plus
in-circuit emulation for MIL-STD
1750A and 68020 applications.
One System. Teks Ada LANguage Development System—
Ada LANDS—takes you from
keyboard to target with one

DEVELOPMENT

SYSTEMS

stems Go.
throughout the lifetime of
your product.

integrated environment. One
user interface.
One company. And one
phone call for the most
reliable service and
support in the industry—

Ready to go, now.
Ada LANDS software
and hardware systems
are designed to function in your development environment.
And they do—whether
you're using VAX,rm
MicroVAX,Tm or other
popular workstation
environments. So when
you're ready to work,
your development system
is too. To get started, contact
your Tektronix representative.
Or call 1-800-TEK-WIDE,
ext. 612.
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COMMEE TED TO EXCELLENCE

Circle 30 on reader service card
"VAX and MicroVAX are trademarks of Digital Equipment Corp Copyright c 1988 Tektronix, Inc All rights reserved
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PAINT THE INTEL-MICRON DEAL
RED, WHITE, AND BLUE
First all-American reseller pact carves out a new route for U. S. in DRAMs
SANTA CLARA, CALIF.

selling of American-made dynamic
random-access memories is taking on
a new twist as U. S. electronics executives continue to rally around efforts to
save domestic DRAM technology. Intel
Corp. is rejoining the small ranks of
American chip makers supplying domestic-made DRAMs—not as amaker but a
reseller of chips fabricated by Micron
Technology Inc. of Boise, Idaho.
The strategic agreement for 256-Kbit
parts was unveiled by the two companies in Washington, D. C., on March 23
with fanfare that is common in the capital but unusual for announcements of
industry alliances. One reason for the
hoopla is that, although U. S. chip merchants have struck similar deals with
Asian memory makers, this is the first
between two American firms.
GREATER COOPERATION. Furthermore,
proponents of greater U. S. industry cooperation can point to the Micron-Intel
accord as evidence that such cooperation
is occurring—the chip business is consolidating through partnerships aimed
at reducing the risks of making commodity chips. The next move could come
from National Semiconductor Corp.,
which is still deciding how to re-enter
the DRAM market.
However, some analysts worry that
such arrangements could actually worsen the shortage of DRAMs, at least initially, by lengthening the supply pipeline. And others note that the deal does
not put any new fabrication capacity directly on stream.
But in Boise, Micron officials are jubilant. They say that the added security of
having Intel as a steady customer plus
the money from the planned sale of
600,000 shares of stock (at $19.375 a
share) to the Santa Clara company will
enable them to expand more aggressively
in dynamic memories. "It enhances our
ability to make decisions on investments,"
says Juan Benitez, president of Micron,
which had 1987 sales of $91 million compared with Intel's $1.9 billion overall.
The agreement is part of amuch larger Intel strategy to broaden into important but often risky commodity semiconductors while maintaining afocus on miThe
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croprocessors and erasable programmable read-only memory products. The
agreement is also Intel's second such
DRAM deal. Last August, Intel eased
back into the business by striking its

first DRAM-reseller agreement with
South Korea-based Samsung. That
agreement, similar to the one with Micron, allows Intel to buy DRAMs, label
them as its own products, and resell
them to distributors and customers.

Since last year, Intel has been supplying
limited volumes of Samsung-made 64-Kby-1-bit, 256-K-by-1-bit, and 64K-by-4-bit
n-MOS DRAMs. Once Intel starts selling
the Micron-made chips, in the third
quarter of this year, it won't tell customers which parts are which.
VOLUME UP. Intel expects its volume of
Micron 256-Kbit chips to increase as fab
lines in Boise continue to produce more
products. Micron is adding a new $100
million 6-in, line at its headquarters for
1-Mbit DRAMs and fast static RAMs,
and the firm expects to use more of its
existing capacity on 256-Kbit chips as
the other memories are shifted over to
the new fab next year.
"Intel is adding the key commodity
semiconductors that are sold with Intel
products," says Barbara Nelson, manager of Intel's nine-month-old Santa Clara
Commodity Operation, which now focuses on memories but is expected to
branch out. "Samsung was the first
with their DRAMs, and now Micron is
the second on the list. We will go from
there into other commodities. We are
aiming at high enough volumes to get
our distributors excited, but it will be
low enough that we are not going to
make a difference in the market share
of the business."
Robert Lineback

GALLIUM ARSENIDE

FORD BUCKS THE TREND BY
SWITCHING TO ANALOG GaAs
COLORADO SPRINGS, COLO.

as other companies appear ready
Oto push large-scale digital gallium arsenide integrated circuits into the real
world, Ford Microelectronics Inc. is
turning its focus to analog GaAs microwave ICs for the military. One reason:
poor digital yields.
Ford has not cut back on overall
GaAs funding at its Colorado Springs,
Colo., facility—in fact, officials say it
has upped spending "by several hundred percent" over the past two years.
But most of the money is now being
spent on technology aimed at the De-

fense Department's Mimic program (for
microwave/millimeter-wave monolithic
ICs), says Anthony J. Tether, vice president of technology and advanced development at Ford Aerospace, a Ford Microelectronics division.
Indeed, thanks to an innovative semicustom approach to building monolithic
microwave ICs, Ford believes its team
has a good chance of winning one of
several Phase 1Mimic contract awards
expected from the Pentagon next month
[Electronics, Nov. 26, 1987, p.121]. Unlike the custom approach to Mimic circuits proposed by the 15 other Mimic
31

Phase 0award winners, the team headed by Ford Aerospace is pushing an approach it dubs application-specific Mimic, or ASMimic.
The technique relies on a standard
"footprint" circuit containing FETs, resistors, diodes, and other basic circuitry,
which can then be personalized into any
of several GaAs microwave circuit types
by adding the final metallization layers.
Ford says the method can slash Mimic
circuit costs and development time to
half that required for conventional custom approaches.
The Ford decision to deemphasize digital GaAs is being met with disappointment. Many other digital GaAs backers
have been reporting improving yields
and increasing shipments of digital semicust,om GaAs parts [Electronics, Feb.
18, 1988, p. 40]. "It certainly is disappointing, because we had hoped we
could extend our agreement with Ford
to include products over the next six to
12 months," says Lou Tomasetta, president of Vitesse Semiconductor Corp.,
Camarillo, Calif. Vitesse announced an
alternative-foundry source agreement
with Ford last year to produce commer-

cial LS! digital GaAs devices [Electronics, Sept. 17, 1987, p. 48].
Ford won't say how much it has spent
so far on GaAs. But William I. Strauss,
president of Foward Concepts Co., a
Tempe, Ariz., consulting firm, estimates
the figure at around $50 million. "We
thought we could help offset the cost of
this facility by also selling digital GaAs
commercially," explains John R. Wallace, Ford Microelectronics president.
But so far, "we've been very disappointed in our ability to do so," he concedes.
SPORADIC YIELDS. Good yields on Ford's
self-aligned gate enhancement/depletion-mode digital GaAs process have
been "sporadic," Wallace says. The firm
took orders and did manage to ship a
few prototypes of a 1,000-gate equivalent GaAs array, the 21G06, introduced
to the merchant market about a year
ago. "But it was at an internal cost that
would have been outrageous if we had
tried to recoup in the commercial market," says Ford Aerospace's Tether.
Both Wallace and Tether emphasize
that Ford has not given up on digital
GaAs. Spending levels are being held
steady, says Tether. "Our plan calls for

us to be at yields in the 5%-to-10% range
by this time next year," he says. And
Wallace doesn't rule out amove to license
another firm's digital GaAs process later.
On the Mimic front, Tether says the
company has already demonstrated an
ability to produce "five or six" different
GaAs microwave circuit types operating
in the 0-to-30 GHz range based on a
single ASMimic footprint. Likewise,
Comsat—one of Ford's Phase 0 partners—has the process "well in hand"
for faster 30-to-65-GHz circuits, Tether
adds. Feasibility for 65-to-100-GHz circuits, the highest frequency targeted by
Mimic, has yet to be demonstrated. "But
we can't think of any reason we can't do
it," Tether says.
Besides Comsat, Ford is teamed in the
Mimic project with Harris Microwave
Semiconductor, IBM, Pacific Monolithics, Singer, and TriQuint. If the team
fails to win aPhase 1contract, Ford will
continue ASMimic development, "but at
a much slower pace, and more for our
internal needs," Tether says. "The current business plan is very aggressive,"
notes Wallace, and it is "keyed to winning Mimic."
-Wesley R. Iversen

INTEGRATED CIRCUITS

LEADERSHIP HUNT LEAVES SEMATECH HANGING
and chief operating officers is the linch- mg in his late 30s or early 40s, and just
ematech is way behind schedule in pin that must be in place for all other coming off a manufacturing line. He
naming a chief executive officer and recruitment efforts. Sumney says that won't have aclosed mind; he'll be somethe delay could be damaging. RecruitCongressional funding and site selection
one with innovative ideas—a different
ment for the semiconductor manufactur- had been important considerations for view of how a manufacturing operation
ing consortium is at a standstill, and senior executives who are candidates for should run."
that imperils its goal of matching within
those jobs. In addition, any qualified
After Sumney's managing-director job
two years the finest manufacturing line
candidate already has an important job
is eliminated, its functions will be hanwidths produced in Japan.
dled by an executive commitEverything is on hold until
tee, which was chosen in the
Sematech names a CEO and a
past few weeks to fulfill the
separate chief operating offifunctions of a chief executive
DIRECTORS
cer. Until the two choices are
until that person is in place.
made, aseries of other moves
Members of that committee
CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER
intended to staff the Sematech
are Sanford Kane, vice presifacilities in Austin, Texas, is
dent for industry operations in
CHIEF OPERATING OFFICER
on hold.
IBM Corp.'s General TechnolLarry Sumney, who has
ogy Division; James Peterman,
QUALITY
TECHNICAL ADVISORY BOARD
been Sematech managing dia vice president in the Semirector, acknowledges that deconductor Group at Texas InVP
VP
VP
SEMICONDUCTOR
lay in filling the top spots
MANU
ADMINstruments Inc.; and George
RESEARCH
RESEARCH CORP
FACTURING
1ST RATI ON
means "we'll have to work a
Schneer, vice president and dilot harder" to meet the consorrector of component quality
tium's goals. He expects a Now that Sematech has decided on its organization, it is still late in and reliability at Intel Corp.
CEO to be chosen within a starting toward its goal: matching Japanese line widths in two years.
The second position to be
month, but the original goal
filled, the chief operating offiwas to have one aboard last September that requires substantial travel, limiting cer, will be in charge of working out
[Electronics, May 28, 1987, p. 33]. Mean- availability for an interview.
how Sematech meets its goals in device
while, Sumney's managing-director posi"We want to have the CEO picked first geometries. Phase 1will rely on optical
tion is being phased out. Sumney is also
because his opinion will be important in
lithography to achieve an 0.8-µm basepresident of the Semiconductor Re- picking the chief operating officer," Sum- line. Phase 2has atarget of 0.5 pm in
search Corp., Research Triangle Park,
ney says. "The CEO will be Mr. Outside,
optical lithography using a1-Mbit static
N. C., which will have atechnology advi- working with the Congress and the indusrandom-access memory as ademonstrasory role with Sematech.
try. The chief operating officer will be tion vehicle; Phase 3 has dual goals of
But selection of the chief executive
Mr. Inside. Ienvision that person as be- 0.35 m in optical and 0.3 bun in X-ray
COCOA BEACH, FLA.

S

NOW SEMATECH IS ORGANIZED
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SpeedReading.
Abig book, packed full of record breaking, highest performance,
lowest power parts.
Required reading for designers who are building faster systems
that run cooler, and use less power.
Read all about:

CMOS high speed SRAM. From our 7ns 1K to our family
of 25ns 64K SRAMs, with 30 + parts in
between.

CMOS high speed PROM. Reprogrammable, if you wish. In afamily with
speeds as fast as 25ns and in sizes to 128K.
CMOS high speed PLD. Including the fastest, coolest CMOS 22V10 with 25ns quarter
power performance, and optional reprogrammable versions.
CMOS high speed Logic. Highlighted by our
3Ons 16-bit slice, and our 35MHz FIFO family in
cool, cool CMOS.
And read about: Our expanding military product
line. Our QuickProTM for easy programming and
diagnostics using any PC-compatible. Our newest
products. And our applications notes.
624 pages of parts and ideas you can use to design
faster, cooler systems.
Yours fast, for atoll-free phone call.
1-800-952-6300, ask for Dept.0 108
1-800-423-4440 (In C4), ask for Dept.0 108
(32) 2-672-2220 (In Europe). (416) 475-3922 (In Canada).
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Cypress Semiconductor 3901 North First Street, San Jose, CA 95134. Phone (408) 943-2666.1tlex
821032 CYPRESS SKI UD, TWX 910-997-0753. QuickPro is atrademark of Cypress Semiconductor.
©1987 Cypress Semiconductor.

lithography, using a4-Mbit SRAM or 16Mbit dynamic RAM as demonstration vehicles.
As for what Sematech has already accomplished, Sumney says that the toplevel organization plan (see figure) and
the consortium's five-year operating
plan are in place. An annual operating
plan is being written. So is the memo of
understanding that is required before
the federal government can implement
the grants under which Sematech will

be funded. The money probably will tronic receiver IC's sensitivity is -26
come in four equal payments, dividing
dBm, there was amargin of 4.5 dB.
the $100 million Congress appropriated
Until now, designers of optoelectronic
ICs for LAN sfaced acruel dilemma in
for Sematech in the fiscal 1988 budget.
Further, Sumney says the Austin fa- materials. All their circuit-device expericility's clean room will be ready by Sep- ence in compound semiconductors has
tember. Staffing the office will begin in been with gallium arsenide, but indium
April, however. The interim office in phosphide is needed to make optical deSan Jose, Calif., will be closed in April vices that operate in the 1.3- and 1.55or May, when the first members of a p,m long-wavelength bands favored for
work force that will reach about 800
long, repeaterless spans.
moves to Austin.
-Lawrence Curran
The NEC engineers found a way
around this problem: they used molecuCOMMUNICATIONS
lar-beam epitaxial growth to fabricate a
heterostructure
with
single-crystal
GaAs on a semi-insulating InP substrate. Devices are fabricated in a 0.2pm-thick GaAs layer atop a 0.8-p,m
GaAs buffer layer. The quality of the
GaAs epitaxial layer is equal to that of
KAWASAKI, JAPAN
The new devices should be easy to layers grown on GaAs substrates. The
use in LANs because they are small and
esearchers in Japan have come up
InP laser on the transmitter chip and
with optoelectronic integrated cir- there is no need for assembly. Thus
the p-i-n photodiode on the receiver chip
cuits that could replace the hybrid cir- they should replace the hybrid devices
are fabricated by standard liquid-phase
cuits now in use and make optical local- now being used, mainly because earlier epitaxial growth or vapor-phase epitaxiarea networks easier to implement. The optoelectronic ICs could not match hy- al techniques. Integrating the GaAs
researchers—working at NEC Corp.'s
brids' performance.
driver metal semiconductor FETs and
Optoelectronics Research LaboratoIn their experiments, NEC research- the InP laser on the transmitter enables
ries—have demonstrated that their long- ers injected a 1.3-gm-wavelength laser operation at signal rates up to 2.4
wavelength devices can communicate re- beam from an optoelectronic transmitter
Gbits/s. Maximum laser power output is
liably up to 52.5 km at 1.2 gigabits/s.
IC at a power level of -1 dBm into a more than 10 mW.
NEC's new entry consists of a
The receiver chip has an InP
transmitter chip with an indium
photodiode connected to GaAs
phosphide laser and metal semiMES FETs that are configured
conductor FET drivers, as well
as a low-noise wide-bandwidth
WAVEOEIC
as a receiver chip based on an INPUT
OEIC
transimpedance preamplifierthat
OUTPUT
LENGTH
InP photodiode. Commercial
converts a low-power photocur1.3 pm
LOW NOISE
DRIVER
AMPLIFIER
products should become availrent input into a higher-power
LASER
SINGLE MODE FIBER,
able in about two years, says
voltage output.
PHOTODIODE
52.5 km LONG,
WOUND ON SPOOL
Mitsuhito Sakaguchi, general
The sensitivity of the chip is
manager of the labs, who has
rated at -26 dB below 1mW with
high hopes for optoelectronic in this lab setup, NEC researchers used optoelectronic iCs to a dynamic range of more than
ICs. Sakagushi says he expects communicate reliably over 52.5 km of fiber at 1.2 Gbits/s.
25 dB. Unlike the transmitter
that demand for devices in
chip, which is efficient at all freLANs and subscriber circuits, including 52.5-km optical fiber with aloss of 0.39 quencies up to about 2.4 Gbits/s, the
intelligent buildings and metropolitan
dB/km. The laser was modulated at 1.2 receiver is optimized for operation at 1.2
networks, will eventually outstrip that Gbits/s non-return-to-zero. Since loss in
Gbits/s by a feedback resistor in the
for backbone telephone company lines.
the line totaled 20.5 dB and the optoelecamplifier.
-Charles L. Cohen

NOW, AN OPTOELECTRONIC IC
REPLACES HYBRIDS FOR LANS

R

NEC's LAB TEST
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MORE AND MORE, IT'S SPARC VS. SPARC
TphaseSparcas campaign
is entering anew
the chip houses that have

has aproduct road map leading straight
to 40 mips by mid-1990 (see figure,
p. 45). That will put it head to head with
enlisted behind Sun Microsystems Inc.'s
the Sparc chip due from Bipolar Intereduced-instruction-set microprocessor grated Technology Inc. of Beaverton,
prepare to battle each other. That is a Ore., in early 1989. The territory in bemajor change; up to now, the chip mak- tween-30 mips—is occupied by the
ers concentrated on capturing individual
Sparc chip coming from Cypress Semipieces of the speed spectrum as they conductor Corp. of San Jose, Calif.
worked to develop and promote their
Managers at Fujitsu's Advanced
own versions of Sparc—Scalable Proces- Products Division, which recently moved
sor Architecture.
to San Jose from nearby Santa Clara,
But it's no more Mister Nice Guy.
are pressing the new-product strategy
Fujitsu Ltd.—currently the only supplier because they say Sparc has gained moof circuits for Sparc systems, with chips
mentum faster than they expected since
rated at 10 million instructions/s—now
they introduced their 10-mips 20,000SAN JOSE, CALIF.
he
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gate-array-based product last summer.
Full-custom design of a new integer
unit is underway, and Fujitsu is planning CMOS microcores for semicustom
processors, apowerful new 64-bit Sparcoriented floating-point unit, and amemory-management unit.
Fujitsu's broadened commitment isn't
the only indication of a new Sparc era.
It comes on the heels of LSI Logic
Corp.'s decision to become the fourth
firm to back Sparc (while also embracing acompeting RISC design from MIPS
Computer Systems Inc.). The Sparc
backers are fighting for what is still a
tiny segment of the 32-bit microprocesElectronics/ March 31, 1988

Gould has features
you won't find at the
ordinary AMC house.

Anose to the grindstone.
What do twenty-one years as an ASIC
vendor do for your customers? A lot.
Two decades give you the time you need
to develop and manufacture over 6000
successful designs.The time you need to
accumulate 900 man-years of engineering experience.The time you need to learn
things not found in the textbooks.

That's the kind of experience Gould
Semiconductors can put to work for you
on every circuit you do.
Gould recognized early how valuable
the combination of CMOS processes and
CAD/CAE technology would be for our
customers.VVe have been an innovator in
both of these areas.

We've also had time to fully develop application-specific IC techniques that still
frustrate other vendors. For instance, Gould
is an acknowledged industry leader in
analog/digital circuit combinations. Many
ASIC producers can't even offer them.
The most important advantage to you,
though, is that Gould has probably produced adesign similar to yours already.
We know the problems to look for and how
to avoid them. In many cases, we can

recommend easily incorporated features
that add value to your system.
That's what twenty-one years of hard work
can do for you.
Manufacturer of Gould AMI
Semiconductors.
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An ear for your problems.
All ASIC customers want essentially the
same things: better system performance,
lower system cost, quick development
and production cycles. But every ASIC
project has adifferent set of priorities.
Your only guarantee of success is the
vendor's sensitivity to your individual
needs. For two decades, Gould has

listened and responded with strategies to
provide the best system solution.The ASIC
Continuum is one such strategy.
The ASIC Continuum provides adesign
solution effective for any application.There
are low-cost E2PLDs for instant prototypes
and small volume production applications. Also gate arrays for fast prototyping

IOW

COST

FASTER DELIVERY
%MIMI DESIGNS

D`PM2

HU. 02,

and cost-effectiveness over abroad
range of volumes.
More advanced implementations get
standard cell or cell-based custom circuits.These are ideal for analog/digital
combinations, high-density systems and
other circuits requiring special performance characteristics.
We are also meeting your needs with
expert-based design aids. Extensive cell

and macro families for PCs and workstations. Afull-service design group. And
more comprehensive programs to give
you the best ASIC solution.
Manufacturer of Gould AMI
Semiconductors.
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An eye on the future.
The pressure on system designers
will continue to be intense. Gould has
responded by cutting development spans,
increasing functions and performance.
And now we're using artificial intelligence
(Al) to go even further

Al-based generators and compilers create
cells in days instead of weeks. Standard
cells. ROMs. RAMs. Even analog cells, like
op amps and filters. And these tools are
process independent, making our libraries
some of the easiest to tailor to your needs.

Already Gould Expert Systems tools
are adding value for system designers.

Going astep further megacell compilers
create large custom functions (bit-slice
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µPs, DSPs, etc.) in half the space of standard cells. And our newest Expert ASIC
tool, Circuit Cincher7finds logic errors
missed in simulation, so you get silicon
that's right the first time.

will convert your netlist for production at
Gould.That's true vendor flexibility

A Gould exclusive is Netrans universal
netlist translator. This single tool makes
Gould aready alternate source for any
ASIC you do. No matter who your primary
vendor is. Use any CAD/CAE system and
cell library you want: our Netrans translator

Manufacturer of Gould AMI
Semiconductors.

Come see how Gould's Expert ASIC tools
can play amajor role in your future.

Electronics

Gould ASIC professionals are dedicated
to giving you the best system solution.
And acompetitive edge found nowhere
else. We invite you to come meet our
team. Once you see what we can do for
you, you'll choose Gould hands down.
Shouldn't you find out more about us?
Just return the Gould business reply card
adjacent to this ad. If someone beat you
to it, write: Gould Inc., Semiconductor
Division, 3800 Homestead Road, Santa
Clara, CA 95051, Attn: N. Greene.
No purchase obligation is rmplred.

c 1988 Gould Inc., Semiconductor Diu

If we receive your card or letter by May
31,1988, you will be entered in asweepstakes to win one of ten compact disk
players!' To get information faster, call
1-800-GOULD 10.
Manufacturer of Gould AMI
Semiconductors.
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sor market, but one that is about to
explode.
Dataquest Inc., the San JoseMips Scheduled
Chips
Technology
MHz
Features
based market research firm, estimates that all the RISC camps com10
First Sparc chip:
4
1.3-p.m CMOS
16
•Based on 20,000-gate array
summer 1987
•Integer unit; floatingbined will account for 20% of the
point controller
roughly 27 million 32-bit processors
that will ship in 1992.
15
Samples: July 1988
1.5-p.m CMOS
2
25
•Standard-cell-based IU
Dataquest analyst Alice Leeper
•Custom FPC from outside
notes that because each Sparc chip
20
Samples: March 1989
1-µm CMOS
33
•lu, FPC, floating-point unit
3
maker is planning different imple•Full custom
mentations of the architecture, they
•Could include a memorymanagement-unit chip
are not alternate sources. And that
means each must win customers.
40
Mid-1990
NA
NA
NA
To be selected
"It is still aconfused market," she
says. "There is no question when you've
every 6 to 12 months, says Wilfred J.
with afull custom layout. Fujitsu is also
got as many players in a small arena,
Corrigan, chairman of the Milpitas,
working on ahigh-performance floatingthere is going to be a shakeout within
Calif., company.
point controller and its own floatingjust afew years."
Fujitsu, meanwhile, is gearing up to
point coprocessor compatible with IEEE
Meanwhile, both LSI Logic and Fujitsu
reach 40-mips performance in three
standards. Then, within a year, there
are going full speed ahead. They aim to
stages, starting in July with a 1.3-1.tm
will be a memory-management unit.
ship this summer competing, yet soft- standard-cell-based integer unit. With a
Beyond 40 mips, Fujitsu is working
ware-compatible, integer and floating- Sparc-specific floating-point controller, it with two or three U. S. customers to
point controller chips capable of deliver- will run at 15 mips. The new part, to be
determine if ahigher performance offering 15 mips at 25-MHz clock rates. Cy- called S-25, will be housed in a 179-pin
ing should be based on ECL technology,
press is preparing to ship samples of its plastic pin-grid array and is expected to
and if so, whether it will be a custom
20-mips Sparc products in the summer,
cost less than the current 256-pin 10- product or available commercially. Ken
and 40-mips emitter-coupled-logic Sparc is
mips part, which requires a separate
Katashiba, senior vice president for the
expected from Bipolar Integrated Tech- 20,000-gate array floating-point control- Advanced Products Division, says the isnology in the second half of the year.
ler unit. Fujitsu plans to introduce a20- sue is amatter of cost and size of marLSI Logic plans within 18 months to
mips three-chip set, running at 33 MHz,
ket potential. In addition, he hints that
have a 40- to 50-mips Sparc processor in March 1989. Susan Mason, marketing the Japanese-based firm also has in its
made with biCMOS. The company will
development manager for the product,
technology bag gallium arsenide and
start in mid-1988 with a 1.5-gm drawn
says the process will be 1-µm CMOS.
high-electron-mobility transistors for
gate CMOS product offering 15 mips,
The 20-mips integer unit, called S-33,
even higher performance should market
and increases in performance are likely
is being designed from the ground up
need appear.
—J. Robert Lineback

FUJITSU'S SPARC SCHEDULE

MILITARY

HERE'S AWAY TO CLOSE THE GaAs WAFER GAP
PARIS

French companies have come up
with what they say is a sure-fire
combination to overcome the expected
shortage of gallium arsenide wafers for
the U. S. Department of Defense's Microwave and Millimeter Wave Integrated Circuit program.
One company is ISA Riber, a division
of Instruments SA in the Paris suburb of
Rueil-Malmaison. It has come up with a
molecular-beam-epita.xy
machine—the
first of its kind—that can handle adozen
GaAs wafers at a time instead of the
usual one [Electronics, March 5, 1987,
p. 38]. The other company is Picogiga SA,
atwo-year-old startup and aproducer of
wafers that come with epitaxial heterostructures. Paris-based Picogiga intends to
boost its output at least tenfold by using
ISA Riber multiwafer machine.
Besides the boost in output, the price
will be right, says Lihn T. Nuyen, president of Picogiga. He maintains the yield
of the new machine, which was designed
to Picogiga's specifications, will run as
high as 90%, much better than possible
with the main two competing technolTwo
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ogies—ion implantation and metal-organic chemical vapor depostion. As result, Nuyen says, chip costs can come
close to meeting the Pentagon's target
of $20 chips for phased-array radar
transceiver modules [Electronics, Nov.
26, 1987, p. 121].
The multiwafer machine, not yet
named or formally announced, will be
able to produce about 2,000 high-quality
wafers per month, reports Pierre Bouchaib, director of ISA Riber's Semiconductors and Advanced Materials Department. Delivery of the first machine to
Picogiga is slated for late 1988.
"The challenge was designing a machine that can handle a lot of wafers
with the same specs [1% to 2% uniformity in the expitaxial layers] amono-wafer
machine," says Bouchaib. ISA Riber's
computer-controlled machine—the base
price is between $1 million and $1.2 million—will achieve anywhere from 5to 10
in-spec 3-in, wafers or one in-spec 6-in.
wafer for each batch of 12. "With metallic organic chemical vapor deposition,
you can do maybe 20 wafers in the
same reactor but to get to specs you

lose 18 wafers at $1,000 each," he says.
And he adds that the new machines
turn batches out much faster because
there are no gases to be flushed out
after each run as there are in metallic
organic chemical vapor deposition.
All of which should be welcome news
for the Pentagon, where Picogiga's
Nuyen has been airing his ideas on
GaAs this week. He's trying to get the
DOD to urge Mimic participants to use
his company as asecond source for wafers. The $500 million Mimic project
could call for as many as 200,000 GaAs
chips per month, compared with the current annual output of 300,000 [Electronics, Jan. 21, 1988, p. 83].
Such a sudden boost in chip demand
would swamp the current capacities of
U. S. wafer suppliers, who are using
time-tested technology with low fabrication yield for military projects. Meanwhile, Nuyen points out, the Japanese
have shown that the capability needed
for the Mimic project—a combination of
GaAs wafers with molecular-beam epitaxy and high-electron mobility transistors—does exist. They are using it for
45
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heavily produced consumer products like
direct-broadcast satellite-receiver front
ends. And they are using molecularbeam epitaxy GaAlAs wafers to make
the diodes used in compact-disk players.
With the machine being built for it by
ISA Riber, Picogiga alone could supply,
at the right price, 20% of the wafers
needed for the entire Mimic program.
The key, Nuyen says, is utilizing advanced GaAs wafers, which have very
thin epitaxial layers of GaAlAs and
GaAs atop a semi-insulating substrate,
to fabricate HEMT or heterojunetion bipolar transistor structures. "The reason
people like MBE is because you can control the doping and thickness of your
epitaxial layers very closely," says Eliot
Cohen, director of the DOD's Mimic Program. "But the problem with MBE is
that it's very slow."
Nuyen figures the new machine can
banish that problem. Therefore, he says,
"for the Mimic program, this is really the
way to go." He admits that at first
glance, wafers processed using molecularbeam epitaxy look expensive. At $2,000
for a3-in, wafer on the average, they cost
seven times as much as those processed
with ion implantatión and more than half
again as much as $1,200 wafers with epitaxial layers put down by metal organic
chemical vapor deposition.

But when fabrication yields are factored in, molecular-beam epitaxy turns
out to be the most cost effective, Nuyen
insists. Right now, he explains, with 150
Mimic chips per wafer, cost per chip
runs $153 for molecular beam, $573 for
vapor deposition, and $716 for ion implantion. By 1992, by which time the
new generation of process equipment
should be in full swing and chip prices
dramatically lower, the difference will
be almost as marked: $27 per chip for
molecular beam, $56 for vapor deposition, and $93 for ion implantation.
Still, Nuyen knows he has another
problem—convincing U. S. semiconductor specialists to put molecular-beam
epitaxy on the production floor. "MBE is
so sophisticated, many people think of it
as just a research tool. We believe we
have demonstrated that it can be done
in aproduction environment." Japanese
firms, he points out, have snapped up
Picogiga's first generation of HEMT wafers for consumer products. Picogiga, in
fact, shipped 700 wafers in 1987, for
prices between $1,000 and $3,000. The
company now sells three types of wafers: one for HEMTs and pseudomorphic
HEMTs (with gallium indium arsenic alloy); one for heterojunction bipolar transistors; and one for quantum-well lasers.
-Jennifer Schenker

BUSINESS

JAPANESE MANUFACTURERS
FLOCK TO MEXICO
J

ing offshore to less expensive locations.
An even stronger investment wave
companies are rushing into
may be in sight, says aconsulting firm
'Mexico to take advantage of cheap
labor and other favorable economic fac- that offers services in establishing startups in Mexico. Enrique Esparza, presitors that make it among the world's
dent of AIM Inc. in Chula Vista, Calif.,
cheapest manufacturing places. And the
boom along the U. S. border is expected predicts that companies from Korea,
to grow even more as other Pacific Rim Taiwan, and Hong Kong will intensify
the boom. 'They will be setting up busicountries build and expand plants.
Giant companies such as Sanyo, Hita- ness in Mexico very soon," within a
chi, and Matsushita are leading the Jap- year, he says. AIM says it has 38 clients,
anese incursion. Growth is most rapid including Fortune 500 companies, and is
south of San Diego, Calif., particularly grossing about $30 million yearly.
In fact, the first major Korean investin the Otay Mesa section of Tijuana, although activity is apparent
all along the boundary.
WHERE THEY ARE
The investment growth
"• SAN DIEGO
UNITED STATES
rate by the Japanese in the
ePASO
\‘ MEXICALI
area is 25% annually, accordCIUDAD
JUAREZ
ing to the San Diego Eco- TIJUANA
NUEVO LAREDO
PIEDRAS
nomic Development Council.
NEGRAS
•
MATAMOROS
The council, instrumental in
GULF OF MEXICO
attracting such investment,
MEXICO
says that the latest surge bePACIFIC
OCEAN
gan late 1986 when the yen
IRAPUATO
gained strength against the
GUADALAJARA"
dollar. The net effect forced
Japanese firms to shift high- As Japanese companies flock to Mexico, the biggest conpriced domestic manufactur- centration of plants is south of San Diego.

TIJUANA, MEXICO
lapanese
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ment surfaced afew weeks ago. Seoulbased Samsung Group, the consumer
electronics firm, announced it will start
doing subassemblies for its television
sets in Tijuana later this year. The company plans to later expand into other
goods.
Mexican plants are attractive because
of hourly labor rates of $1.00 to $1.25—
about one-seventh the level of the U. S.
and other industrialized nations. U. S.
electronics companies in California have
taken advantage of the disparity since
the 1960s by establishing plants under
what Mexico calls its maquiladora program. The plants assemble components
shipped south from the U. S. and send
back finished products; taxes are levied
only on the value added.
Not all companies may qualify for the
maquiladora program's tariff advantages that are available. But even then
there are other enticing reasons to build
large plants. sources say. In addition to
the cheaper labor, reasons for shifting
production to Mexico include the low
cost of the infrastructure needed to
manufacture products as well as the
proximity to U. S. markets.
The case of Sanyo Electric Co.'s new
automated battery plant, which opened
this month in Tijuana, makes agood example. Labor constitutes only about 10%
of battery-production costs, estimates Yasuo Sasaki, who is in charge of property
investments in North America for Sanyo.
But factoring in the lower costs for real
estate, utilities, and support services
along with efficient equipment brought
from Japan brings production expenses
for Sanyo batteries down to nearly half
that in industrialized countries.
Sanyo plans to aggressively exploit
the advantages—production capacity at
the plant initially is set at 800,000 batteries amonth, and will be expanded for
the world market.
BIG IN TIJUANA. Sanyo is a major presence in Tijuana, with three other plants
for television sets, refrigerators, and
fans. Its TV plant is expected to be the
largest electronics operation in Tijuana
with some 500,000 ft2 of space. It will
house nearly 3,000 employees when it
gets into full-scale production, according
to astudy compiled by the U. S. Embassy staff.
But the maquiladora concept will also
remain a strong inducement. The same
U. S. Embassy study predicts that there
will be an increase in companies that
take advantage of the value-added tax
rule, in addition to the anticipated jump
in direct investments from Asian nations. It estimates that Japanese companies alone will be opening about 100
plants a year that qualify for maquiladora status through the early 1990s—
with at least half of them electronics
operations.
-Larry Waller
Electronics/ March

31,
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*ENHANCED STATISTICS now providing Histograms for Bus Utilization,
Absolute time from Trigger and Search on General Pattern in Trace, in
addition to Histograms for Bus Activity Distribution between user defined
Address Windows and Bus Levels.
*96 channels Board Based Stat Analyzer with a2K Trace Buffer.
*Trigger on 32-bit Address Window, 32-bit Data (any byte xx), 32 Discrete
Signals (any x) and Bus Levels.
*Store Qualifiers on Address Window, Bus Levels, both or none.
*Time Tag for Elapsed time between samples.
*Two RS232 ports enables Transparent operation from ASCII terminal.
*Trigger Output and External Signal Input.
*VBT-160 from $3,350; VEST-320 from $4,900.
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VMETRO, Inc.

VMETRO AS

2500 Wildcrest #530
Houston, TX 77042
Phone: (713) 266-6430
Fax: (713) 266-6919

Sognsveien 75
0855 Oslo 8, Norway
Phone: (472)39 46 90
Telefax: (472) 18 39 38
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Product Showcase
An exciting new marketplace of
products and services in full color.
Electronics' Product Showcase section is afast and easy way for you to:
• Obtain information on new
products
• Find out about new capabilities
• Get aquick look at new
applications

• Send for new catalogs
• Request product literature
• Get free samples
And if you'd like to advertise your
company's products or services,
contact Advertising Manager, at
(212) 512-2143.
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The solution is at hand, with parts,
design and production assistance
from OKI
Oki is ready to help you speed product
development, improve your production efficiency
and shave costs with integrated system technologies
and long-term technical support. Oki is more than a
one-stop source of the highest-quality electronic
devices and state-of-the-art ASIC support. We
provide total project assistance, from design and
manufacturing of system components and modules
to technology assistance, available at any development stage, through design centers in the U.S.,
Europe and Asia.
Our achievements are your solutions.
Oki's technical leadership in I.C.s, Displays, PCB,
Factory Automation and SMD manufacturing forms
the basis for our system technologies services.
And, Oki leadership is backed up by astrong
commitment to the future, developing 4M dynamic
RAMs, GaAs ICs and others to help you achieve
your full potential, now and in the years to come.
For more information contact your nearest Oki
representative.
Oki Electric Industry Co., Ltd.

Oki Semiconductor Group

Electronic Devices Group
Overseas Marketing Group
Head Office Annex
10-3, Shibaura, 4-chome,
Minato-ku, Tokyo 108, Japan
Tel: 3-454-2111
Fax: 3-798-7643
Telex: J22627

650 North Mary Avenue,
Sunnyvale, CA 94086, U.S.A.
Tel: (408) 720-1900
Fax: (408) 720-1921
Telex: (910) 338-0508 OKI
SUVL

Oki Electric Europe GmbH

Oki Electronics
(Hong Kong) Ltd.

Niederkasseler Lohweg 8,
4000 Düsseldorf 11,
West Germany
Tel: 0211-5955-0
Fax: 0211-59-1669
Telex: 8584312 OKI D

1-111e1"
ELECTRONIC DEVICES

16th Floor, Fairmont House,
8Cotton Tree Drive, Hong Kong
Tel: 5-263111
Fax: 5-200102
Telex: 62459 OKIHK HX

OKI
Oki Electric Industry Co., Ltd.
Tokyo, Japan
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Advanced CMOS Logic is the newest reinforcement
in the world's broadest High-Re! CMOS product line.
If you're designing tactical military systems, it's more logical than ever to come to GE
Solid State for all your High-Rel logic needs. Because we've just introduced well over 50
ACL logic devices that give you the speed of FASTt plus all the benefits of CMOS. These
devices, fully compliant to Mil-Std-883 Rev C, are available in both AC and ACT
(TTL-compatible) versions.

Call toll-free, 800-443-7364 ext.23
In Europe, call: Brussels, (02) 246-21-11; Paris, (1) 39-46-57-99; London, (276) 68-59-11; Milano, (2) 82-291 Munich, (089) 63813-0 Stockholm (08) 793-9500

Reporting for Duty
Two Hex Inverter/Buffers*

One 4-Bit Full Adder with Fast Carry

One 9-Bit Odd/Even Parity Generatcr/Checker

Three Quad 2-Inputs*

Two 4-Bit Binary Counters

Three Octal Buffer Line Driver 3-State (Inverting)*

Three Dual Flip-Flops

Two Synch 4-Bit Binary Up-Down Counters

One Octal Transparent Latch 3-State

Two 3- to 8- Line Decoder

Two Octal Buffer Line Driver 3-State*

One Octal D-Type Flip-Flop 3-State*

Two Octal BUS Transceiver 3-State"

One Octal Transparent Latch 3-State(Inverting)

One Quad 2- to 4- Line Data Selector

One Octal InvertingTransparent Latch 3-State

Demultiplexers*
Two Quad 2-Inputs Multiplexers
'Standard Military Drawings available
FAST

IS

atrademark of Fairchild Semiconductor Corp.

GE Solid State
GE/RCA/Intersil Semiconductors
Three great brands. One leading-edge company.
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INTERNATIONAL NEWSLETTER
APPLE COMPUTER SETS UP AN INTERNATIONAL HEADQUARTERS IN PARIS...
t's
I

back to Europe for Michael Spindler. Having been called home to Apple
Computer Inc.'s Cupertino, Calif., corporate headquarters in 1984 to unify
the company's international businesses, the president of Apple Computer
International is now off to Paris to run the fast-growing division from a base
being set up there. Spindler expects that the company's total international
business, including Japan and the Pacific Basin, will represent more than a
third of the company's sales before 1990 [Electronics, Dec.17, 1987, p. 8].
Its European sales, which he believes will surpass $1 billion in 1988, are
growing at a blazing 80% annual rate—compared with 50% for the company
as awhole. Nearly all Apple products sold in Europe are built there, thanks in
large part to astate-of-the-art flexible-manufacturing plant in Cork, Ireland. The
automated production line in Cork can respond instantly to new orders so that
systems and peripherals can be delivered anywhere in Europe in less than 72
hours while local stocks contain only low-cost parts such as keyboards. D

... AND OUTLINES A NEW INTEGRATION STRATEGY FOR OPEN SYSTEMS

D art

of Apple's new Paris facilities will be a new research-and-development
for work on data communications, peripherals, and software. A big
part of the R&D task will be to implement a new plan called Oasis, for openarchitecture systems-integration strategy. Essentially a commitment to the Open
Systems Interconnection standards that are evolving most rapidly in Europe,
Oasis will be crucial to Apple's ability to tie its personal computers and localnetwork products into larger networks linking mainframes, minicomputers, and
server hardware. Apple's move away from a proprietary approach towards opensystem standards will be aided, says Michael Spindler, president of Apple
Computer International, by technology alliances and original-equipment-manufacturers agreements with European manufacturers, as well as joint work with other
European R&D facilities, including those at universities.
0

r center

MOBILE PHONE SYSTEM RESPONDS TO SPOKEN COMMANDS

hilips Kommunikations Industrie AG has demonstrated a hands-free car
telephone system with voice-recognition capabilities. When a driver
speaks into a small directional microphone on the dash, the unit dials the
wanted party, or looks up in its memory the number of the intended party and
then dials. The prototype system understands phrases like "I would like [such
and such a number]," "dial," and "correction," which corrects wrong numbers. The Nuremberg-based communications-equipment subsidiary of the
Dutch company Philips says its system will not only make using car telephones more comfortable, but also less dangerous: a driver can keep both
hands on the wheel and his eyes on the road at all times.
0

P

WEST GERMAN TELECOM—DEREGULATION LAW GOES TO DEBATE

he West German parliament will start debating in April a bill that would
deregulate the country's terminal-equipment markets and communication
services such as telex, telefax, data transmission, videophones, and mobile
and satellite communications. The law, drafted earlier this month by the
Bundespost—the state-run communications authority—could be enacted in
about a year, if the parliament approves. The draft law leaves untouched the
Bundespost's monopoly over the core telephone service itself, but it would
finally open many parts of the big German communications market to foreign
suppliers. As a demonstration of the fact that it's serious about market liberalization, the Bundespost has started seminars in the U. S., where potential
telecom suppliers can learn how to do business in West Germany.
D
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NTERNATIONAL NE SLETTEll
EXPERIMENTAL JAPANESE NEUROCOMPUTER HAS ASSOCIATIVE IMAGE MEMORY

A

Japanese government-sponsored research project is developing an experimental optical neurocomputer said to be the first to use learning to
improve its ability to recognize images. The optical associatron, as it is
called, is still in an early stage of development at the Ministry of International
Trade and Industry's Industrial Products Research Institute, Tsukuba, which is
working with Hamamatsu Photonics K.K., Hamamatsu. The system uses optical analog calculation to implement an associative image memory, a type of
content-addressable memory. One key part of the system is a microchannel
spatial light modulator. This device, developed by Hamamatsu Photonics,
transforms an incoherent-light input image striking a photo cathode into a
charge image on a lithium-niobate plate. The charge image can be read out
by a helium-neon laser as a coherent image using the Pockels effect
(changes in a crystal's refractive properties that are proportional to the
strength of an applied electric field). Feedback that corrects the charge
distribution on the lithium-niobate plate constitutes a form of learning. Researchers expect to increase memory capacity by improving the resolution of
the microchannel spatial light modulator.
D

SIEMENS STRENGTHENS ITS POSITION IN UNIX-SYSTEM MARKET

eaffirming

Rcomputer

its commitment to Unix, Siemens AG is introducing five new
models that run the company's version—Sinix—of the AT&T Co.
operating system. Two high-end models, the multiprocessor MX500-70 and
MX500-80, accommodate as many as 64 terminals operating simultaneously,
twice the capacity of the earlier MX500. The midrange models, MX300-10 and
MX300-20, cover applications needing up to 12 terminals. The single-user
X20 system has been upgraded from its forerunner with a more powerful
processor. All five Sinix systems use 32000-series 32-bit microprocessors
from National Semiconductor Corp. and can communicate with mainframes
from Siemens and IBM Corp. With about 20,000 Sinix systems sold, Siemens
is Europe's number one supplier of multiuser Unix machines.
D

NATIONAL'S LOGIC CHIPS WILL BE PACKAGED THE JAPANESE WAY

H

igh-speed bipolar and CMOS logic chips that National Semiconductor
Corp., Santa Clara, Calif., added to its line by acquiring Fairchild Semiconductor Corp. last year will be assembled into packages in Japan by Mitsubishi
Electric Corp., Tokyo. The small-outline surface-mount packages are of a type
approved as a standard by Japan's Electronic Industries Association, because
Japanese equipment makers prefer them. In the U. S., such packages are not
used; they are not a Jedec standard. After assembly, Mitsubishi will ship the
packaged devices to a National facility in Nagasaki for sale in Japan.
D

MORE GERMAN FIRMS ENTER U. S. MARKET DESPITE A HIGHER-PRICED DEUTSCHEMARK

C

convinced that their products can overcome the currency problems that
beset many European companies [Electronics, Jan. 7, 1988, p. 51], two
West German firms are set to enter the U. S. market. Harting Elektronik
GmbH, based in Espelkamp, is betting that its high-reliability connectors and
solenoids will find a friendly reception in the U. S. The devices, manufactured
at German and Swiss facilities, will be sold through Harting Electronics Inc. in
Chicago and a network of distributors. Another company testing the waters is
Spea Software AG [Electronics, Nov. 12, 1987, p. 90]. Via a U. S. subsidiary,
Spea will soon launch an offensive on the original-equipment-manufacturer
market with computer boards based on the Clipper processor from Intergraph
Corp.'s Advanced Processor Division in Palo Alto, Calif.
0
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INTERNATIONAL WEEK
SANYO WILL BUILD
MAGNETRONS IN UK...
By August, microwave ovens
and the magnetron engines
that drive them will be manufactured in the UK by Sanyo
Electric Co. Ltd., the first time
aJapanese company has made
magnetrons outside Japan.
The move was prompted by
growing European demand
for microwave ovens—and
fear of future tariffs. The European Communities already
penalizes some electronic products, although not yet microwave ovens, that have less
than 40% European-made components. The plant in Newton
Aycliffe, Durham, should
boost European components in
its ovens to 60%. The new
firm expects to build up to
600,000
magnetrons
and
200,000 ovens ayear.
... AS SHARP BOOSTS
ITS OUTPUT OF OVENS
Meanwhile, Sharp Corp.,
Osaka, has decided to increase its capacity to manufacture microwave ovens
next year at its subsidiary,
Sharp Manufacturing Company of UK Ltd., Wrexham,
North Wales, to 350,000 units
ayear, up from the present
200,000 units. Other Japanese
microwave-oven makers such
as Brother Industries Ltd.,
Hitachi, Matsushita, and Toshiba are expected to follow
the lead of Sanyo and Sharp.
EUROPE NAMES RADAR
SATELLITE R&D TEAM
Designing an advanced satellite-borne mapping radar for
the next century is the task
of four companies recently
selected by the European
Space Agency. France's
Thomson-CSF, the Munichbased group MBB, the Canadian company CAL, and the
Danish firm RS Consult will
define the operational characteristics and architecture of
the radar for the European
Earth Observation Satellite
that will be operational in
1995-2000. The radar will rely
Electronics/ March 31, 1988

on an electronic-scanning antenna and offer several
modes of operation to fulfill
advanced mapping roles. One
mode will deliver ahigh-resolution image-10 to 30 m—of
a designated area of the
earth.
PHILIPS, CHINA INK
FIBER—OPTIC PACT
The Chinese government and
Philips of the Netherlands
have agreed to set up ajoint
venture to manufacture optical fibers and cables for telecommunications. The venture, Yangtze Optical Fiber
and Cable Co. Ltd., Hubei
Province, will use Philips
technology and equipment to
eventually turn out some
50,000 km of fiber a year.
Annual production of cables
using these fibers will total
4,500 km. Production will
start in early 1990.
SAUDIS TO START UP
SOLAR—MODULE PLANT
Saudi Arabia is set to produce solar modules for
powering
communications
gear at remote sites and for
irrigation equipment in desert areas. The Al Jazirah Solar Energy Factory Ltd. facility in Riyadh—established
with the help of West Germany's AEG AG—will initially
produce modules totaling a
500-kW output. Capacity will
later be raised for an output
of 1.5 megawatts.
GOULD, INDIAN FIRM
TEAM UP ON SCOPES
Gould Electronics Ltd. has

set up ajoint venture with
Larsen &Toubro Ltd., one of
India's largest engineering
groups, to manufacture electronic test equipment in India. Oscilloscopes will be the
first products out of the Mysore Province plant but the
range will be extended to include recorders and logic analyzers in Gould's line. Initially, products will be assembled from kits made in
Gould's Hainault, Essex, UK,

facility but local content will
eventually reach 90%. The
25,000-ft2 plant will be ready
in June, the company says.
W. GERMANY SETS UP
AI RESEARCH CENTER
Nme West German electronics companies, two research
institutes, and two universities will set up and cooperate
in aresearch center for artificial intelligence in data processing. The government-supported facility—the amount
of support has not yet been
fixed—will be located in Kaiserslautern and will take up
its work this summer and
eventually employ about 100
scientists. Among the firms
participating in the project
are AEG AG, Nixdorf Computer AG, Siemens AG, and
the German affiliate of Philips. The center will emphasize basic research in AI and
its applications.
EUROPE TO GIVE CARS
NAVIGATION SYSTEM
An integrated automobile
navigation, communication,
and diagnostic system that
promises to help drivers find
the best route, drive safer,
and improve acar's performance is in the works. Europe's Carminat research
group consists of French car
maker Renault, Philips, both
in the Netherlands and
France, and two other
French firms, Sagem and Telediffusion Francaise. The
first two phases of the project, which is being funded
by the companies and the
French and Dutch governments, will take four years to
complete.

for use in the new Mode 'S'
beacon sensor that Westinghouse is making for the Federal Aviation Administration.
The order qualifies for full
credit against the Boeing Aircraft offset obligation to the
British government under
the E-3 Awacs program.
BOOK—TO—BILL RATIO
RISES AGAIN IN UK
Semiconductor book-to-bill ratios in the UK are steadily
improving over the first few
months of 1988, according to
the Electronic Components
Industry Federation (ECIF).
But expansion is restricted to
certain types of integrated
circuits for data processing.
Book-to-bill for February
1988 was 1.17. Figures for
January 1988 and December
1987 were 1.08 and 1.04,
respectively.
CO—OP EFFORT
TARGETS HDTV
Europe's two leading companies
in
television-studio
equipment, BTS Broadcast
Television Systems GmbH (a
joint venture of West Germany's Robert Bosch GmbH and
Philips of the Netherlands)
and France's Thomson Video
Equipment SA, will work together in developing leadingedge TV technologies. The
aim of the venture is to bolster the two companies' position in digital and high-definition TV systems for TV studios and film producers.

ISDN DEBUT IS SET
IN 3 JAPANESE CITIES
Integrated services digital
network will start in three
major Japanese cities—Tokyo, Osaka, and Nagoya—as
UK COMPANY WINS
early as April. On March 17,
AWACS CONTRACT
Nippon Telegraph and TeleOne of the first Awacs offset phone Corp. applied for apcontracts to be awarded to a proval of tariffs for basic
small British firm has gone services at 64 Kbit/s. Serto Pascall Electronics Ltd. of vices include telephone comSunbury-on-Thames. Pascal] munications, high-speed data
will supply logarithmic ampli- transmission, high-speed facfiers worth $1.3 million to simile, and video communicaWestinghouse Electric Corp. tions in several combinations.
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FUJITSU'S PHASE-LOCK-LOOP CHIP CAN
DELIVER UP TO A 30% POWER SAVINGS
The single-chip biCMOS solution is said to be first with an on-chip prescaler
of cellular-radio telephones,
Designers
mobile radios, cordless telephones,

and other battery-operated consumer
communications equipment that demand
low-power operation can get at least a
30% power saving over the competition
with agroup of phase-locked-loop products from Fujitsu Ltd.
For customers who want asingle-chip
solution, Fujitsu is offering two biCMOS
chips—each for a different market—
that save 30% and go one up on the
competition by being the first combined
prescaler/PLL chips on the market, says
the Tokyo-based firm.
In addition, for designers willing to
trade the costs associated with multiplechip solutions for even lower power dissipation, Fujitsu has unveiled atwo-chip,
CMOS-emitter-coupled logic set. The
two-chip set provides an 88% saving
over the competition.
MIXED PROCESS. Even though the
mixed bipolar/CMOS is more complex
than asingle process, Fujitsu engineers
implemented the single-chip solutions in
biCMOS to retain the advantages of earlier chip sets fabricated as a bipolar
prescaler and CMOS PLL. Part of the
design process involved changing many
high-speed gates from ECL to currentmode logic in order to develop circuits
that work down to 2.7 V. By reducing
voltage requirements, they are delivering 45-mW performance for the MB1501
and 30-mW performance for the
MB1504. Many gates remain ECL, however, and circuits are designed with sufficient margin for operation at power
supply voltages up to 5.5 V. Even at the
low power levels, the prescaler circuit
operates in the low gigahertz range.
The devices can be operated directly
from three dry cells, or from two dry
cells with avoltage step-up circuit.
The MB1501 targets applications in
cellular telephone and multichannel access equipment. The MB1504 targets
cordless telephones.
The MB1501 operates up to 1.1 GHz
with a power-supply current of only 15
mA, which means the device consumes
just 45 mW from a 3-V power supply.
The MB1504 also trades alower top frequency for a maximum power require52B

ment of only 30 mW. The 520-MHz top
frequency, however, is more than adequate for cordless telephones, says the
company.
Both devices have the same design,
which differs markedly from the biCMOS
approach in gate arrays from NEC Corp.
and other companies where CMOS and
bipolar transistors are intermixed in each
gate [Electronics, Aug. 6, 1987, p. 82]. In
the Fujitsu devices, curent-mode logic
and ECL are used in the prescaler be-

Fabricated with 1-,urn emitter stripes, the
MB1501 boasts 7-GHz cutoff speeds.

cause only these bipolar circuits can
achieve high-frequency operation required at the low-power-supply voltages
available. Low-power CMOS is used exclusively in all other circuits except for
the bipolar charge pump, which must
handle high currents as it sets the voltage on the voltage-controlled variable
frequency oscillator.
The major difference between the two
chips is the current level in the constantcurrent circuits of the ECL gates. Lower
current levels in the MB1504 reduce the
cutoff frequency of the transistors in
the logic circuits and thus the maximum
frequency of operation of this chip. The
prescaler in the MB1501 is designed for
operation with division ratios of 129 to
128 and for ratios of 65 to 64, while in

the MB1504 the ratios are 65 to 64 or 33
to 32. In both chips, the maximum frequency to the CMOS programmable dividers is either somewhat less than 20
MHz for the lower prescaler division ratio pair or somewhat less than 10 MHz
for the higher ratio pair.
CML and ECL circuits are fabricated
with 1-µ,m emitter stripes fabricated
with diffusion from polysilicon contacts
to achieve cutoff frequencies of about 7
GHz. CMOS circuits are fabricated with
much looser 1.8-p.m design rules because of the relatively low maximum
frequency. A standard n-and-p-well configuration is used. Where possible, process steps are combined—the n+ bipolar collector-contact diffusion and CMOS
n+ source-drain diffusion are done in
the same process. Fujitsu will not reveal
other common processes or disclose the
number of masks because this information is proprietary.
PACKAGING. The devices are fabricated
on a2.77-by-3.62 mm chip and packaged
in either adual in-line or asmall outline
package with 16 pins.
Samples of the single-chip MB1501
and MB1504 are available immediately
priced at 1,450 yen for the MB1501 and
1,400 yen for the MB1504. Production
devices in lots of 10,000 per month are
expected this autumn.
The chips were designed by Fujitsu
VLSI Ltd., adesign center organized as
a wholly owned subsidiary of Fujitsu
Ltd. Fujitsu VLSI is located in Kasugai,
a city near Nagoya. Fabrication is by
Fujitsu Ltd. in Kawasaki.
For applications that require even
lower energy consumption, Fujitsu has
unveiled the CMOS MB87076 PLL and
the bipolar MB509 prescaler for use in
pagers, cordless phones, and the like.
These chips achieve their low power consumption with a special power saving
function that means they are in active
mode typically only 10% of the time
while spending the remaining time in
the power-down mode.
In systems using the MB87076 and
MB509, the microcontroller chip that
controls the pager or cordless telephone
controls must also be called upon to control the on/off duty ratio. Two chips are
Electronics/March 31, 1988

needed because Fujitsu engineers have board costs £495. All are available now.
not yet implemented the power savings
British Telecom Microprocessor Systems
in a mixed-process biCMOS chip. The
Ltd., Martlesham Heath, Ipswich. IP5 7RE,
company, however, expects to develop
UK.
such adevice soon.
Phone 44-473-645120
[Circle 702]
The prescaler draws 11.6 mA when
operating, 180 j£A during standby. The
VMEBUS MEMORY BOARD
PLL draws 3 mA when operating, 100
PACKS UP TO 16 MBYTES
p.A during standby.
The prescaler is implemented on a1.6- A memory module from Chrislin Indusby-1.1-mm chip and sealed in an 8-pin
tries Caribe Inc. permits upward expanDIP or SOP. The PLL is implemented on
dability of VMEbus systems to 16
a 2.34-by-4.16 mm chip and sealed in a Mbytes of dynamic random-access mem16-pin DIP or SOP.
ory on asingle card.
Both the MB509 and the MB87076 are
Fitting into a single VMEbus backin production now. Sample price of the
plane slot, the CI-VMEmory card hanMB509 is 900 yen, while the MB87076
dles word sizes of 8, 16, 24, and 32 bits.
costs 800 yen.
- Charles L. Cohen
Access times are 190 ns for the read
Fujitsu Ltd., Semiconductor Marketing, Furcycle and 100 ns for the write cycle.
ukawa Sogo Bldg., 2-6-1 Marunouchi,
Chiyoda-ku, Tokyo 100, Japan.
Phone 81-3-216-3211

[Circle 500]

POWER-SUPPLY IC
MONITORS 5VOLTAGES
Single-chip monitoring of up to five voltages in switched-mode power supplies
can be achieved with Siemens AG's TDA
4917G. The device can also be set externally to monitor any voltage up to 2.5 V,
compared with most competing devices
which can only monitor preset voltages.
With 12 comparators on-chip, the TDA
4917G uses five pairs to detect rise or
fall in the five voltages being monitored.
One of the additional two comparators
can be configured to work with amicroprocessor to signal abackup battery to
turn on when voltages are out of tolerance.
The remaining comparator may be
used to signal the power supply so it
can take self-correcting actions. The
TDA 4917G is available now. Price depends on importing country.
Siemens AG, P.O. Box 103, D-8000 Munich 1, West Germany.
Phone 49-89-2340

[Circle 701]

ONLY £360 FOR A STEBUS
DEVELOPMENT SYSTEM
British Telecom Microprocessor Systems
Ltd.'s STEbox offers designers a readyto-run STEbus development system for
as little as £360.
The computer consists of aprocessor
card, a five-slot backplane, and a 40-W
switched-mode power supply packaged
in an aluminum enclosure. Two software packages are also included: a debug monitor and a terminal emulator
that lets designers use apersonal computer to develop an STEbus system.
The standard processor board is based
on an Intel Corp. 8052 microprocessor,
but three additional boards can be obtained—up to the power of a 16-bit Motorola Inc. 68000 microprocessor. That
Electronics/ March 31, 1988

A maximum of 4 gigabytes can be
addressed from the board and power requirements are 2.4 A typical and 2.8 A
maximum for the fully loaded 16-Mbyte
configuration. The CI-VMEmory board
is available now. Price depends on importing country.
Chrislin Industries Caribe Inc., P.O. Box.
1657, Canovanas, Puerto Rico, 00629.
Phone 1-809-879-5205
[Circle 703]

IMAGING BOARD DOES
15 MEGASAMPLES/S
Eltec Elektronik GmbH's IPC image-processing computer packs a complete image-processing unit capable of digitized
data rate of 15 million samples/s on a
double-height Eurocard.
The sampling speed produces square
pixels that minimize programming effort when specific pixels must be located. The VMEbus-compatible board contains video acquisition circuitry, frame
buffer, connections to acontrol monitor,
two serial input/output lines, and aMotorola Inc. 68020 microprocessor.

Four video inputs are multiplexed under microprocessor control to an analogto-digital converter for digitizing into 8
bits of video data. The video format is
programmable.
The IPC board is available from stock
at a price of 6,800 DM. Delivery takes
about three weeks.
Eltec Elektronik GmbH, Galileo-GalileiStrasse, D-6500 Mainz 42, West Germany.
Phone 49-6131-50630

[Circle 704]

2400-BAUD MODEM HAS
10-MS SYNCHRONIZATION
The Synchro 24 modem from Mayze
Systems Ltd. boasts a 10-ms synchronization time and operates at 1,200- and
2,400-bit/s data-transfer speeds. It also
runs in asynchronous mode and handles
full-duplex communication on four-wire
telephone lines and half-duplex on twowire lines.
Its fast synchronization speed makes
it well-suited for multipoint and point-topoint applications on leased lines. In
dial-up operation, it can be used for micro-to-mainframe communication, remote data collection, and other filetransfer applications.
The Synchro 24 is compatible with the
CCITT V.26 bis standard for 1,200/2,400baud operation on four-wire leased lines.
It supports the Hayes AT command set
and is software configurable. A dozen
frequently used configurations can be
called up by using buttons on the modem's front panel.
Available now, the modem costs £445
as astandalone unit. It is also available
as acard for rack mounting for £395.
Mayze Systems Ltd., Delta 900, Great
Western Way,
7XQ, UK.

Swindon,

Phone 44-793-511789

Wiltshire

SN5

[Circle 705]

VMEBUS MODULE HAS
16 OPTO-ISOLATED INPUTS
The VDIN module from PEP Modular
Computers GmbH for VMEbus systems
features 16 individual and electrically
separated opto-isolated channels. Designed to serve as asimple interface in
industrial control, the module's opto-isolation offers ahigh degree of protection
against inversion and overvoltages.
The module has a de input voltage
range of up to 24 V. Data polling for
easy programming is available. An optional light-emitting diode display for
showing the input line status. The single-height Eurocard occupies only one
slot in aVMEbus system.
The VDIN module is available from
stock at a price of 690 DM in large
quantities.
PEP Modular Computers GmbH, P.O. Box
1652, D-8950 Kaufbeuren, West Germany.
Phone 49-8341-81001
[Circle 707]
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HDTV TUBE DELIVERS
1,800 PIXELS/LINE

DIP SWITCHES HANDLE
SURFACE—MOUNT HEAT

Designed for the High-Definition TV
standard, the TH X898 camera tube
from Thomson-CFS's Electron Tube Division boasts a limiting resolution of
about 1,800 pixels per line and high-end
light sensitivity. Sensitivity is 120 p.A/
lumen for red light and 155 µA/lumen
for green light.
A 1-in. Primicon photoconductive layer
is used in the tube to achieve color response. The gun also employs advanced
electrostatic deflection/magnetic focus
design and has adispenser type cathode
for long life.
The tube is available now. Price depends on importing country.

The NM series of DIP switches from P.

Thomson Electron Tube Div., 29, rue
Vauthier, BP 305, 92102 Boulogne-Billancourt Cedex, France.
Phone 33-1-46048175

[Circle 706]

10 MBIT/S CARD LINKS
FACTORY PCs IN FACTORY
Blue Chip Technology Ltd.'s SIO-2 communications interface card lets IBM
Corp. Personal Computer XTs and ATs
communicate with other PCs and instruments on the factory floor without the
distance and noise limitations associated
with normal IEEE RS-232C serial communications.
Data transfer takes place at speeds
up to 10 Mbits/s and at distances up to
1km—compared with 50 m for an RS232C connection.
The card plugs into aPC's backplane
and offers two serial channels: an RS232C port and another selectable to RS422 or RS-485, which is identical to RS422 except that several devices can
share a common cable in a multidrop
configuration.
Using the additional ports, which are
normally associated with instrument
buses, means the PC can communicate
with data loggers, dedicated controllers,
and other instruments.
The card costs £175 and is available
now.

meter determines the deviation of the
received signal from the transmitted
signal.
The display indicates the distortion
measured, the display being ±9 ms or
±2.25 ms. At the same time as the measurement is made, the contact resistance
of the system is checked and contact
bounce is monitored.
The DST-1 is available from stock.
Price will be given on request.
Wandel & Goltermann GmbH, P.O. Box
1262, D-7412 Eningen, West Germany.
Phone 49-7121-1570
[Circle 709]

ANTENNA TUNERS OFFER
FAST AUTOMATIC TUNING
Rohde & Schwarz Gmblfs tuning units
for its HF 850 radio equipment family

offer fast automatic tuning, typically
within asecond, thanks to adigital-control technology.
The compact model FK 852 Cl is for
general purpose use; the naval-version
FK 852 C3 and the fast FK 852 H2 are
for frequency hopping. They match any

Blue Chip Technology Ltd., Main Avenue,
Hawarden Industrial Park, Deesdie, Clwyd
CH5 3PP, UK.
Phone 44-244-520222
[Circle 708]

electrically

UNIT COMBINES SIGNAL
GENERATOR AND TESTER

conform to military standards.
Other features common to all models
include low probability of intercept—
thanks to silent tuning within less than
20 ms in 100 preset channels; continuous
monitoring of operational status; and
continuous 24-hour operation.
The tuners are available from stock.
Prices are quoted upon request.

The DST-1 tester from Wandel & Goltermann GmbH includes a signaling
generator, distortion meter, and contact
tester in one package.
The hand-held, battery-operated unit's
generator targets pulse-code-modulation
systems, delivering dialing pulses between 20 and 80 ms duration for controlling the device under test. The distortion
52D

abody
molded of polybuthylene terephthalate
resin and coated with epoxy to achieve
tight sealing and soldering resistance up
to 200°C—high enough for use in many
surface-mount applications.
The switches come in several versions
with 4, 6, 8, or 10 switches in each package. Terminals and contacts of gold
plate on nickel deliver high performance
and an expected life of 2,000 switching
operations.
Body sizes range from 3.5 by 11.4 mm
for the four-switch version to 3.5 by 26.2
mm for the 10-circuit version. All are
rated at 100 mA at 5V and 25 mA at 25
V dc.
The switches are available now. Price
depends on importing country.
Caro & Associates Ltd. comes in

short

antenna—whip,

rod,

longwire, or broadband antennas, for
example—to the transmitter output
stage. Output power ranges up to 150 W
in the 1.5 to 30 MHz range. The tuners

Rohde & Schwarz GmbH, Muhldorfstr. 15,
D-8000 Munich 80, West Germany.
Phone 49-89-41292625
[Circle 711]

P. Caro & Associates Ltd., 2347 Coventry
Rd., Sheldon, Birmingham, B26 3LS, UK.
Phone 44-21-742-1328

[Circle 710]

RECORDER'S SETTINGS
GO FROM 50 NS TO 600 S
The Analog Data Acquisition Memory
(ADAM) transient digital waveform recorder from Réné Maurer AG boasts
sample speed settings from 50 ns up to
600 s by combining high-speed analogto-digital converters with large random-
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access memory buffers.
Since the unit contains a resident
menu-driven signal and acquisition analysis software package, complex testing
can be performed without writing additional software.
The system recorder can test on up to
12 channels with a sampling resolution
of 12 bits at 10 MHz. Each channel has
a64-Kbit data-storage memory. Options
include RS-232C and RS-488 communications channels and an MS-DOS controller
for sophisticated data analysis.
For more complex analysis, the
ADAM sytem offers as an option the
EVA evaluation monitor. EVA allows
the use of standard software and features programmable analog differential
amplifiers from 100 mV to 100 V.
Available now, the recorder's price
varies with importing country.
Réné Maurer AG, Electronic Instruments
Div., Rotzberstr. 7, CH-6362 Stansstad,
Switzerland.
Phone 41-61-48-64

[Circle 712]
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TEXAS INSTRUMENTS REPORTS ON

MEMORY
MANAGEMENT
IN THE ERA OF

MegaChlp
TECHNOLOGIES

Memory management in the Era of MegaChip Technologies:

Memory-management ICs from
you bring memory arrays up to

Memory systems are aprime area for
significant improvements in overall system
throughput. Read how TI's memorymanagement ICs can get you in and out of
memory faster no matter which processor
you choose.

Y

i,„ Lao now solve aproblem
whose solution has eluded design engineers for years: How to catch memory
speeds up to CPU speeds. The solution
lies with Ti's advanced memorymanagement circuits, and you can use
them with whichever processor best
suits your application.

Texas Instruments can help
processor speeds.
TI's comprehensive Memory Management Design Kit (see page 4).

TI's MegaChip Technologies

TI addresses your major
memory-design concerns
TO immediately improve memory-access
time, use both main and cache memories, as shown in the block diagram.
This approach can produce up to a3X
increase in system performance.
Frequently accessed data and instructions are stored in afew high-speed
static random-access memories and
"tagged" by aTi industry-standard
cache controller (SN74ACT2151/4).
These 2K x8 CMOS controllers are the
fastest available and can support deep
cache architectures of 16K or even 32K.
TIMING
CONTROLLER

.11
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2
S
1
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Our emphasis on volume manufacturing
of high-density circuits is the catalyst for
ongoing advances in how we design,
process, and manufacture semiconductors and in how we serve our customers.
These are our MegaChie Technologies.
They are the means by which we can
help you and your company get to market faster with better, more competitive
products.
tions on chip to improve flexibility and
speed and to allow for custom timing
routines. This controller supports
nibble- and page-mode access and
scrubbing-mode refresh to increase
memory output.
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High-speed memories can be designed with less effort and implemented more cost-effectively by using
TI's family of universal memory-management ICs. These devices, all of which are contained in TI's
Memory Management Design Kit, will work with and enhance almost any high-speed processor.

A universal architecture enables
these TI devices to work with — and
enhance — virtually any high-speed
microprocessor or bus structure, even
custom engines.
In addition, your component count
is cut because these are single-chip
VLSI circuits. Your design time and
effort are shorter and easier because of

This scheme is cost-effective because
slower, less expensive dynamic randomaccess memories (DRAMs) can be used
for main memory.
When you must assure system integrity,
use of an error-detection-and-correction
(EDAC) circuit can improve system reliability 500-fold. Since this approach
is necessary with memory arrays larger
than half amillion bits, TI offers its
leadership 32-bit EDAC.
The SN74AS632 detects dual-bit errors and detects and corrects single-bit
errors while avoiding processor wait
states. And at 25 ns for error detection,
it meets your high-performance needs.
Interfacing between processor and
main memory gets tougher as speeds
increase. But TI has the SN74ALS6301
DRAM timing controller. It can
handle any DRAM up to 1Mbit and
incorporates only the essential func-

Soon to come: An ASIC (application
specific integrated circuit) solution.
Reducing over/undershoot is accomplished by TI's 2000 Series buffers and
drivers — 25-ohm series-damping
resistors on the output prevent false
reads at DRAM input. For example,
the SN74BCT2828 driver can reduce
undershoot by 40% compared to traditional approaches. TI's 2000 Series has
ahigh-drive current suitable for VME
and MULTIBUS® Il bus structures.
You can use any or all of TI's
memory-management ICs to obtain the
superior performance that marks amarket winner. And there's no design rule
that says your memory-management
chips and your CPU have to come from
the same supplier.

110. Tum page for more Mfonnation.

The tools you need to design a
high-performance memorymanagement system
are between these
covers:
At $149, the value of TI's Design Kit
far outweighs its cost. In one compact
file, we've included just about everything you'll need to bring your memory
array up to speed. Everything, that is,
except your imagination in creating
your own unique product differentiators. Here's what you get:
•All necessary high-performance ICs,
including
—SN74ACT2154 2K x8 Cache
Address Comparator
—SN74AS632 32-bit EDAC
—SN74ALS6301 16K to 1Mbit
DRAM Controller
—SN74BCT2828 10-bit Buffer/
Driver with series-damping resistor
—TIBPAL16R8-10 and TIB82S105B
High-speed Programmable-logic
Devices for user-defined timing
control
—TMS4464 256K DRAM
•Memory Management Applications
Handbook containing applications reports and briefs that supply valuable
insights into memory-management
system design.
•Data sheets on TI circuits designed
for efficient memory management.
•Memory-management-product software graphic-symbol libraries and
supporting documentation for use
with FuturenetTM or Mentor
Graphics' CAE systems.
For more information on TI's
Memory Management Design Kit, call
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INSIDE TECHNOLOGY
DIGITAL SIGNAL PROCESSING: CHIPS
ARE HERE, BUT SOFTWARE ISN'T
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But new solutions are starting to show up—
high-level language compilers and other
strategies for easier programming, plus
specialized emulators—and they hold the
key to faster growth for these chips
by Jonah McLeod
chip itself. Finally, more sophisticated emulators that
can accommodate multiple DSP chip emulation have
also begun to show up.
The real-time nature of most DSP applications
makes it tough to create programs for them. With its
small instruction set, a DSP chip is like a reducedinstruction-set microprocessor. "Programs that DSPsoftware developers write are small kernels of instructions repeated over and over," says Philip Roberts, senior DSP product marketing engineer at Honeywell Signal Processing Technologies Inc. of
Colorado Springs, Colo. Typical applications include
signal recognition and classification in speech recogni-
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igital
signal
processor
chips are coming on the
market fast and furiously,
but the software-development
tools to support them have been
lagging far behind. The dearth
of such tools is putting a crimp
in the DSP market, keeping it
from the triple-digit growth
rates experienced by other hot new chip markets, such
as general-purpose microprocessors. But now anumber
of new solutions are appearing, holding great promise
for the many semiconductor houses that produce DSPs
and for the system designers who use them.
Among the most promising are high-level language
compilers and other strategies that offer easier programming, as well as specialized emulators that allow
the emulation of multiple DSP chips. Industry watchers have predicted that without the wide availability
of such tools, DSP market growth will be held to a
fairly modest 45% compound annual growth rate over
the next five years. By comparison, the market for 32bit microprocessors is expected to grow 126% in that
time, according to Dataquest Inc. The total DSP market should grow from $470 million in 1988 to almost
$1.5 billion by 1991 (see chart), says Bader Associates,
a Mountain View, Calif., market research firm.
The slow rate at which DSP development tools have
been arriving arises from a basic difference between
microprocessor and DSP development. Anyone who
can program can write microprocessor applications.
But for DSP applications, a programmer must be
knowledgeable about signal processing. The challenge
lies in cramming agreat deal of complex code into the
fairly small code space dictated by the real-time applications typical of signal processing.
In recent months, software and hardware tools to
simplify the programming of DSP applications have
begun to appear. Optimizing high-level C-language
compilers, for example, are now available from DSP
chip suppliers such as AT&T Technologies, Motorola,
Philips, and Texas Instruments. They will speed the
development of DSP-chip software, because it is much
simpler to program in a high-level language than in
machine-level assembly language.
Others are offering alternative techniques that allow programmers to create applications by using
waveform templates. Still other chip suppliers are embedding algorithms for common DSP functions, such
as filters and fast Fourier transforms, into the DSP
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ing users' groups, and so on."
TI is committed to continuing this kind of user support. For its latest TMS320C30 DSP chip, the Dallasbased company has just come out with a C compiler,
which performs some optimization. "What we're going
to be doing is looking at how our customers are using
the compilers, and implementing those optimizations
that seem particularly well suited to DSP applications," says Ray Simar, the chip's principal architect
at TI in Austin. For example, the TI chip has a
capability called delayed branch. A feature found on
RISC processors, it is useful for optimizing branches
and loops. The C compiler can take advantage of this.
Other companies have gotten the message. "Everybody that's getting into the business these days is supporting their chips adequately," says NCR's Johnson. A
high-level language compiler is part of the NCR45SPDS
development system recently announced for his company's Geometric-Arithmetic Parallel-Processor chip (see
figure, below). The chip's development system allows
users to program applications in a 0-like language.
Among the other new compiler entries is a C compiler called C-DSP 5010, which its maker, Philips of
the Netherlands, calls the world's first optimizing C
cross-compiler for DSPs. Designed for use with the
Philips 5010 and 5011 DSP chips, the compiler is now
being tested and will hit the market in afew months,
says Ton van Kampen, who is responsible for strategic marketing for MOS telecom integrated circuits at
the Eindhoven-based Electronic Components Division.
The compiler is the result of a cooperative effort
between Philips and Tasking Software By, a Dutch
software house. It comes with a library of the most
common DSP algorithms such as filters and fast Fourier transforms, and a set of other software tools to
provide an environment that allows short development
times, fast programs, and dense coding. The DSP software tools, which run on the Digital Equipment Corp.
VAX/VMS and personal computers, include assembler,
linker, simulator, and program library.
Philips is not alone. AT&T Bell Labs
in Holmdel, N.J., has had an optimizing compiler in beta site testing since
January for both its DSP32 and the
DSP32C devices [Electronics, July 23,
PROCESSING
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1987, p. 69]. It will be released in July.
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to keep the pipeline busy all the time."
For example, in compiling program code,
the compiler examines data dependencies
The hardware part of a PC-based software development system for NCR's GAPP processors
to see if the current contents of a pipeincludes four geometric-arithmetic parallel-processor arrays, a controller/1/0 buffer, and a PC.
tion or electronic warfare. "An early application of
digital signal processing was filtering and demodulation in a modem," Roberts says. "This application required about 1,000 lines of code," compared with
10,000 or so for early microprocessor programs. But
as DSP processing power increased, so did the number
and complexity of applications for that power—and
the complexity of their code.
But code size could not expand proportionately, because the need to react in real time demands short,
tight programs. With faster signal-processing chips
such as Motorola Inc.'s 96000 [Electronics, March 17,
1988, p. 64], the amount of code can increase somewhat. But there will always be a need to minimize
code size, and this creates programming headaches.
Until the introduction of C compilers for DSP applications, the basic minimal development tool set has
typically been an assembler containing a linker and a
loader. With an assembler, a programmer can write
mnemonic instructions in the assembly language rather than binary l's and O's. The loader converts the
symbolic addresses used in assembly code into binary
addresses in the DSP address space, while the linker
ties independently developed program segments together into one program.
Besides this software support, a DSP tool kit also
contains a hardware in-circuit emulator, which allows
the programmer to download his application program
to the DSP target system for testing and debugging.
Texas Instruments Inc. has become a leader in the
single-chip DSP market partly because of its strong
development support, in the form of compilers, debuggers, and in-circuit emulators, says Keith Johnson, a
DSP systems engineer at NCR Corp.'s microelectronics
center in Fort Collins, Colo. "The NEC Corp. 7720
family was actually introduced before TI entered the
market," he says, "but it didn't catch on because of
perceived lack of support. By contrast, TI has not only
provided good development tools, but has also supported its DSP chips by offering newsletters, organiz-
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line must first be flushed or if it can start using apipe
immediately. The compiler takes advantage of the pipeline by reorganizing instructions.
In an effort to make DSP programming simpler still,
DSP Development Corp. has introduced software that
allows DSP designers to prototype DSP algorithms on
acommon spreadsheet. The product is called DADiSP,
for Data Analysis and Digital Signal Processing, and
works in much the same way as financial modeling.
However, instead of an array of cells containing single numbers, the spreadsheet contains up to 64 windows of entire waveforms.
With DADiSP, "software developers don't have to
write assembly-language programs on DSP chips to
try out new algorithms," says Randy Race, cofounder
of the Cambridge, Mass., company. After developing
an algorithm on an actual DSP system, a developer
can use DADiSP to run test data and compare it with
actual chip output to verify that the algorithm works
or to isolate bugs in the software or hardware.
DADiSP can perform 160 different analyses on waveforms, including signal arithmetic, signal calculus,
fast Fourier transforms, and other routines. Waveforms can be stored in a data base, overlayed, and
manipulated graphically (zoomed, scrolled, compressed, expanded). DSP Development has just added
asignal-editing capability and later this spring will be
offering a version that lets users design their own
DSP filters.
But there is another way to develop algorithms: by
writing them in assembly language on asoftware DSP
development system, a personal computer, or a work
station, and then debugging them on a prototyping
board. Typical of such a product is the 320/PG25
daughter board for the Digital Signal Processing
Workstation made by Atlanta Signal Processors Inc.,
Atlanta, Ga. (see figure, above right).
The future of DSP depends upon making the technology available to users who are not signal-processing experts. "We have a strategy to simplify DSP
programming in the future with Motorola chips,"
says Bryant Wilder, product marketing manager for
DSPs at Motorola in Phoenix, Ariz. "We're working on
aC compiler for the [Motorola] 96000," he says [Electronics, March 17, 1988, p. 64], "but for the future,
we're working on a higher-level DSP type of language." He declines to give details.
Zoran Corp. offers one way to simply the DSP programming problem on its VR34161 and the newer
ZR34325 Vector Signal Processor [Electronics, Sept.
17, 1987, p. 25]. "The chips come with a library of
high-level subroutines in read-only memory on the
chip," including Fast Fourier transforms and finite
impulse response filters, says Michael Stauffer, director of marketing at the Santa Clara, Calif., company.
"Implementing afast Fourier transform becomes one
or two instructions instead of the tens of instructions
normally required," he says. In this way, "a DSP program becomes a half dozen calls, which makes the
programmer's job almost trivial."
The down side of this approach is that wired-in
algorithms make a chip inflexible, says David Fair,
strategic marketing manager for Analog Devices
Electronics/ March 31, 1988

The Atlanta Signal Processors 320/PC-25 board provides a
development system for the TI TMS320C25 DSP chip.

Inc.'s DSP Division, Norwood, Mass. "Zoran's chip is
good for only six functions," he says. "We're looking
for complete, general-purpose programmability."
Stauffer concedes that the prewritten algorithms limit
where the Zoran chips can be used. Still, developers
with requirements that match the on-board library
have aquick means of implementing their application
with a minimum of software development, he notes.
Once the software has been written, the applications developer is faced with finding the bugs in it
when he puts the software and hardware together.
The problem is compounded by the fact that most DSP
applications contain more than one processor. "Over
80% of DSP designs contain a DSP chip and another
microprocessor such as an 8086 or 68000," says William Fleck, product manager at Hewlett-Packard Co.'s
Logic Systems Division in Colorado Springs, Colo.
An applications developer who wants to create systems containing processors from avariety of different
chip vendors can wire together in-circuit emulators
from or buy a turnkey solution from HP. The company is the only supplier of general-purpose development-system software tools and emulators, Fleck
claims.
The developer can connect several of the new lowcost HP 64700 in-circuit emulators into a personal
computer. From the computer, the user can synchronously start all the emulators, cross-trigger them, and
halt them. An integral logic analyzer in each of the
emulators helps diagnose logic and timing problems.
The company already offers support for the Z80,
8086, and 68000 families of microprocessors. Starting
in April, it will provide support for TI's TMS32020 and
TMS320C25. Other DSP chips will follow.
The new and thriving market for DSP chips is finally drawing vendors into the development-system arena. As the market gets larger, it will doubtless entice
more suppliers to produce software and hardware
tools to further simplify DSP software development.0
Additional reporting by Paul Angiolillo, John Gosch,
Wes Iverson, Larry Waller, and Jeremy Young.
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lways an important technical meeting for engineers and researchers in the digital-signal-processing field, the International Conference on
Icoustics, Speech, and Signal Processing now is takng on more of areal-world, commercial east. Exhibits
End papers at this year's ICASSP show clearly the
mpact semiconductor makers are having as their inrest grows in DSP and more chips hit the market.
The new commercial bent will not detract from the
luality of technical papers describing research done in
)SP subdisciplines like image, audio, speech, radar,
tnd underwater signal processing. But more productelated information will be evident at the ICASSP,
;ponsored by the Institute of Electrical and Electrones Engineers. Hot topics at the New York Hilton on
Ipril 11-14 will include commercial DSP chips, peripheral chips, systems built with the new generation of
7ery large-scale integrated circuits, and algorithms
md methods applied to those real-world systems.
Papers to be presented reflect important trends. One
s the move to multiprocessor DSP systems—finding
vays to combine multiple VLSI processing elements to
;•et the kind of power needed for real-time signal pro:essing. Some of the new DSP chips are designed from
he start with provisions for combining them in one way
er another. Another trend, although not rooted in comnercial reality, is the expanding attention being given to
;ignal-processing with neural networks.
"I can see a marked difference in the conference
ever four or five years," says Ray Simar of Texas
nstruments Inc., Dallas. "It used to be very theoreti:al and there was very little in the way of vendors
;howing anything," says Simar, the principal architect
et the TMS320C30, the latest addition to the most
videly used family of DSP chips. "But now the papers
bemselves quite often talk about implementation of
tlgorithms on real hardware. More of the silicon
louses will be there, a lot more than in the past."
TI will be there, describing how the recently introluced TMS320C30 was designed with the aim of supArting C-language compiled software. Papers from
1T&T Co. will discuss how its newest floating-point
)SP chip, the DSP32C, was also designed for compiled
;oftware. Other companies presenting papers include
_SI Logic Corp., Milpitas, Calif., which will describe

DSP's BIG CONFERENCE ENTERS
THE REAL WORLD OF PRODUCTS
The 1988 conference will draw many chip vendors
as multiprocessor DSP systems gather steam
new members of its image-processing chip
family and Zoran Co., Santa Clara, Calif.,
which will report on its newest 32-bit vector
signal processor, a chip with provisions for
attaching multiple processing units to asingle bus.
Honeywell Inc.'s Colorado Springs, Colo.,
signal processing technologies operation
will describe a pair of DSP chips designed
for multiprocessor systems—chips it plans to market
later this year (see figure). The HDSP66110 digital
array signal processor and HDSP66210 programmable-array controller target extremely high-performance fast-Fourier-transform applications through a
cascaded-processor architecture. A single pair of the
1.2-µm CMOS chips performs a 1,000-point FFT in 61
le, the company says, and amultiple-stage implementation handles data rates of up to 100 MHz.
Zoran and Honeywell are examples of chip vendors
on top of the growing trend towards multiprocessor
systems. Real-time DSP applications are abig numbercrunching challenge, and ICASSP papers reflect the
natural progression towards combining many VLSI
processing elements to get the performance needed.
Multiprocessor DSP "is a trend that started several
years ago, but in terms of implementations in VLSI
signal processing, it's more pronounced now," says K.
Wojtek Przytula, a member of the technical staff at
Hughes Research Laboratories in Malibu, Calif., who
chairs an ICASSP session on VLSI signal processors.
"The field [of multiprocessor DSP] has been developing very fast," he says. "A few years ago it was at the
level of university research, first as algorithmic designs,
later designs of architectures, and gradually moving
into the VLSI-based designs. Now Isee this shifting into
the implementation of prototypes either in joint pro-
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grams between universities and industry or just in industrial labs. We have most of the advanced industrial
labs here." Przytula adds that papers about multiprocessor DSP systems are coming from all over the world.
One way to combine multiple DSP elements is in systolic arrays, and there is an entire session devoted to
this subject. A standout paper in this session describes
work at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology's
Lincoln Laboratories in Lexington, Mass., on a waferscale systolic array for adaptive-nulling-antenna applications. The task is to keep updating an array of values
used to cancel out signal interference on multiple antenna elements. "The math for doing that is pretty well
known," says Charles Rader, senior staff member. "But
if you have alot of antennas to work with, it can be a
computationally ghastly problem.
"We're implementing a systolic array with 32 processors" on a single wafer, he says. The processors
are tested and then wired together by a laser-based
process developed and proven at Lincoln Labs. "We
expect to do the equivalent of about 3 billion operations per second in apackage not much bigger than a
cigarette package," Rader adds. The array is not
working yet, he says, although the theory and architecture are done; the researchers are now checking
the layout of the 2-p.m CMOS masks. "It's meant as a
demonstration of the ability to go way beyond what

TECHNOLOGY TO WATCH

ARRAY BOARDS GIVE IBM PCs
NEAR-MINISUPER SPEED
Communications Automation & Control's low-cost
array processors run between 8and 25 megaflops

A

new family of board-level accelerators from Communications Automation & Control gives personal computers near-minisupercomputer levels of floating-point performance at prices starting at
$695—a sharp improvement over plug-in array-processor boards that have typically
cost from $5,000 to $15,000. Based on AT&T
Corp.'s high-speed digital-signal-processor
DSP32 chip family, the boards provide personal computers with a cost effective way to tackle computationally-intensive applications in image processing,
graphics, scientific computing, and signal processing.
Communications Automation & Control, a Bethlehem, Pa., startup, was founded by former employees
of AT&T's DSP group. And the company makes good
use of versions of AT&T's DSP32 family, including one
that will pack up to 25 million floating-point operations/s peak performance—the power of a complete
floating-point chip set—in asingle low-cost chip [Electronics, July 23, 1987, p. 69]. The family is programmable in either C or assembly language, and Communications Automation & Control's designers use that
feature for another breakthrough in floating-point
64

people have done before. It represents about afactorof-33 more difficult problem [in terms of the number
of antenna elements, which is 64] than anything we've
done before."
Another area where research aims to demonstrate a
new technology is that of neural networks in signal
processing. It is not clear whether neural nets will make
it big in this area, but much research is being done to
see if neural-net models can be used to solve intractable
DSP problems. Such topics, which have received only
very isolated attention at ICASSP in previous years, are
the subject of seven papers this year, alarge portion of
the session chaired by Przytula of Hughes Research.
The papers "are not only a general exploration of
the approach, but attempts at applying it to specific
problem areas," he says. A number of signal processing problems, such as pattern recognition, connectedword speech recognition, direction-finding in radar,
and multiple target tracking, have long defied practical real-time processing solutions.
Many of the neural network papers involve simulating a solution to such problems using neural-net
models. If the concepts can be proved well enough to
get the necessary financial backing, work may then
proceed to implementing such networks in silicon. "I
think we can anticipate a full session on neural nets
next year," says Przytula.
-.Jeremy Young

DIGITAL SIGNAL PROCESSING
add-in boards. The company offers a set of software
development tools that makes it easier for users unfamiliar with DSP programming to write applications for
the accelerator.
There is more to the family of boards, however,
than just the DSP chip's performance. Typically, the
overhead required to access an attached array processor may eat up much of the promised performance
boost. But Communications Automation & Control has
designed an efficient host interface to get around the
problem. Another speed enhancement introduced is an
input/output mapping scheme, rather than amemorymap scheme, to assure efficient access to the fast
memory on the array processor board. In addition, the
board family sports analog interfaces to enhance signal processing applications, as well as digital
interfaces.
The first-generation product, known as the DSP32PC, uses a 250-ns n-MOS version of the DSP32 chip
(see figure). The $695 board, which plugs into the
IBM PC bus, provides an 8-megaflops peak performance. The standard 32 Kbytes of zero-wait-state static random-access memory can be upped to 128 Kbytes
for $50 more. Next-generation products for the IBM
PC AT and VMEbus, to be available in the fourth
quarter of 1988, will use the 80-ns CMOS DSP32C chip.
The boards will provide 25-megaflops peak performance at acost of less than $1,500, the company says.
The PC AT version will come with 64 Kbytes of SRAM
but additional on-board sockets allow for expansion to
256 Kbytes.
For applications that require a lot of multiply and
accumulate operations, the DSP32-PC will provide as
Electronics/March 31, 1988

much as 300 times the speed of PC
coprocessors such as the 8087 (66
Kflops at 8 MHz) and 80286 (74
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available in June for $1,500.
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C compiler availability is good
news for system developers. Writing
applications software for DSP chips Communications Automation & Control's array processor board uses AT&T DSP
has not been easy because users
chips to provide from 8to 25 megaflops.
have had to program in microcode
using wide words that controlled anumber of parallel
tion. That routine may either be a library routine, or
operations. To ease that burden, Communications
an application written by the user.
Automation & Control is offering a full suite of softTo improve the efficiency with which the host and
ware development tools, including auser-friendly win- the DSP32-PC board access the on-board memory, the
dow-based emulator, and the C compiler. ProgramDSP32-PC uses an I/O-mapped interface. In aPC envimers can use acombination of C and DSP32 assembly
ronment, an I/O mapped interface provides two signiflanguage codes, coding the bulk of their programs in
icant advantages over a memory-mapped interface,
C, and the speed-critical routines in assembly lan- which was used in earlier array processors to simplify
guage. The assembly routines may be either coded in- address decoding.
line or linked with the main C program.
First of all, the use of an I/O-mapped interface
As an additional development aid, Communications
relieves overcrowding in the PC's address space. In a
Automation & Control provides two function libraries.
memory-mapped architecture, a portion of the PC's
The C run-time library provides most commonly used
address space must be reserved for the array procesfunctions. And an optimized applications library, writ- sor. When this architecture was first adapted for the
ten in DSP32 assembly language, provides 57 comPC environment several years ago, overcrowding was
monly-used math routines, as well as a number of not a problem. Much of the PC's 640-Kbyte address
signal-processing, image-processing, and graphics rou- space (limited by MS-DOS), was unused at that time.
tines. Examples are real and complex FP1's, FIR filToday, however, anumber of third-party vendors are
ters, Hamming window functions, a graphics routine beginning to stake out portions of this previously unthat converts 16-bit color pixels to 5-bit gray-scale
used address space. For example, the EGA graphics card
values, and an image-processing routine that performs
uses the extended I/O space. Consequently, an array
a histogram equalization algorithm for gray-scale processor that uses that space cannot be used in the
imaging.
same system with an EGA card. In an I/O-mapped archiThough the performance of the array processor in
tecture, such conflicts do not arise. The I/O memory
the DSP chip sets the system's peak performance, it is
map lies outside of the PC's 640-Kbyte address space.
the overhead associated with invoking the array proThe DSP32-PC provides analog interfaces to handle
cessor and passing it instructions and data that gener- signal-processing applications, in addition to its digital
ally limits the real system throughput. To help mini- interfaces for scientific computing and processing of
mize host/array processor overhead, the DSP32-PC
computer-generated images. For example, a modular
provides a simple and efficient host interface.
phone-handset connector allows speech to be recorded
To invoke the DSP32-PC from an application pro- and stored on a hard disk, analyzed, and played back.
gram running on the host, the host passes it the name An 8-bit codee provides digital-to-analog and analog-toof the routine and its arguments, and sets a flag by digital conversion, as well as low pass and bandpass
writing to the DSP32-PC's memory. When the DSP32- filtering for speech signals. To interface to higherPC sees that the flag is set, it executes the necessary precision external ADC and DAC boards, or to other
routine, computes the result, uploads the result to the
DSP32-PC boards, the board provides an 8-Mbit/s douhost, and clears the flag. The routine that the DSP32- ble-buffered direct-memory access serial port via a 15PC executes is usually downloaded from the host to pin female D-type connector.
-Tom Manuel
the DSP32-PC's local memory prior to program execuFor more information, circle 480 on the reader service card.
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Teks LT-1000 has the
driver risetimes to test
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VLSI devices operating
at up to 100 MHz.
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a Tek 7104 Oscilloscope.)
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some type of signal processing, so integrating a vector/scalar processor made perfect sense as the first in
afamily of special processors we are planning for the
IOC," says Richard Bowles, Aptec product marketing
manager. "Because of our unique I/O architecture, we
will be able to integrate other special-purpose procesVector/scalar board seeks to replace array
sors with our I/O computer when customer demand is
processors in 32-bit intensive calculations
significant," Bowles adds. He won't say what the
other family members will be.
Aptec says it chose avector/scalar processor as the
ignal and image processing is getting a
first introduction because an integrated processor ofbig boost in applications that rely on
fered price/performance advantages over attaching
high-speed input/output computers to
handle 32-bit floating-point calculation-inten- array processors to its I/O computers. For signal processing applications, the IOC-24 and VSP-1 combinasive applications. Aptec Computer Systems
Inc. is marrying a vector/scalar processor tion is the most cost-effective solution available, Aptec
to its I/O computer architecture. The com- says. For example, afast Fourier transform, the most
pany says integrating vector processing common algorithm used in signal processing, is perinto its fast I/O systems offers performance formed on an IOC-24 with one VSP-1 installed for a
cost of about $2,000 a megaflop. The cost of using
and cost advantages over the more common approach
attached array processors would be $4,000 to $5,000 a
of attaching external array processors.
The Beaverton, Ore., company is introducing an in- megaflop, the company says. What's more, the intetegrated vector/scalar processor board for the Aptec grated VSPs require much less overhead to access and
start up than those attached externally. Data can also
IOC-24 I/O computer (see fig. 1). The VSP-1 board
contains a powerful scalar processor and a vector be transferred between the integrated processors and
processor that can do 20 million 32-bit floating-point the I/O computer at amuch faster rate-12 Mbytes/s
rather than 2Mbytes/s for an attached processor.
operations/s. Both processors share 1Mbyte of 35-ns
The hardware architecture of the VSP-1 is basically
static random-access memory on an 80-Mbyte/s intera32-bit scalar processor, a32-bit vector processor, and
nal bus. The VSP-1 connects to the IOC-24 through
1Mbyte of fast SRAM, tied together with avery highthe I/O computer's data interchange bus. Multiple
speed internal bus and connected through an interface
VSPs can be installed in an IOC-24 to provide a peak
potential of more than 300 megaflops—up to super- to the IOC-24 data interchange bus (see fig. 2). Such
hardware is of minimal use, however, if customers
computer performance level.
Aptec's I/O computers are popular in signal- and cannot readily implement applications on it. So Aptec
image-processing applications because their architec- is also providing a complete software development
tool kit with the VSP-1. The VSP-1 operates more
ture can easily handle high volumes of input data.
efficiently by having both the program and data inAptec's strategy is to leverage its architecture by
providing built-in special-purpose processors as an al- stalled in its 1-Mbyte local memory instead of fetching
them from the host memory. Aptec's original product
ternative to the external accelerators that many of its
customers now attach to the system. More special- philosophy for its I/O computer was to design a special computer to manage the data flow between highpurpose processors in addition to the VSP-1 may be on
speed peripheral devices and special-purpose procesthe way.
sors. It succeeded in that goal and now offers two I/O
"Over 50% of our current customers are involved in
computer models, the 24-Mbyte/s IOC-24 and
the 200-Mbyte/s IOC-200 [Electronics, Nov. 13,
1986, p. 54]. But while the VSP-1 has arrived to
piggyback on the IOC-24's success, plans are
not settled for developing an integrated vector
processor for the IOC-200, Aptec's high-end
product. "We are taking a wait-and-see attitude with respect to the I0C-200—waiting to
see what chips and software will become available to match the performance of the 200,"
Bowles says.
The VSP-1 complements the IOC-24 by adding high-speed 32-bit computational capability
to fast I/O operations. It is well suited to executing a broad range of numerical algorithms
in signal and image processing, commonly
found in radar, sonar, and surveillance applications. The 20-megaflops 32-bit floating-point
1. A vector/scalar processor board for digital signal processing and high-speed
performance is targeted to signal- and imagefloating-point applications is designed to fit into the Aptec 10C-24 system.

APTEC LINKS INTEGRATED
PROCESSOR TO I/O SYSTEM

S
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processing applications that do not require 64-bit precision. Signal- and image-processing applications typiTYING VECTOR AND SCALAR TOGETHER
cally have fixed algorithms that operate on big
streams of data.
A single VSP-1 processor is priced at $24,900. A
complete IOC-24 system with a VSP, 16 Mbytes of
memory, and a complete application development tool
kit including an application subroutine library, is
priced at $99,500. This system contains 10 empty slots
ready for expanding the number of VSPs and the
DIRECT-MEMORYSCALAR
VECTOR
PROCESSOR
ACCESS INTERFACE
amount of main memory. An expansion cabinet proPROCESSOR
AND DATA FORMAT
(MC68020/
(32 BITS)
vides 12 more slots. "A realistic maximum number of
CONVERTER
MC68881)
VSPs in an IOC-24 system is 10 because you have to
12 MBYTESís
leave room for memory," Bowles says. Aptec will
have the first production VSP-1 processor ready to
TO 10C 24 DATA INTERCHANGE BUS
ship by Sept. 1.
The VSP-1 architecture includes a general-purpose
32-bit microprocessor-based central processing unit as
2. The VSP-1 board ties together avector processor with ascalar
the scalar processor, a direct-memory-access interface
processor and 1Mbyte of fast static random-access memory.
and data-format converter, and a 32-bit floating-point
vector processor, all sharing access to 1 Mbyte of of program development tools for the VSP-1 includes
SRAM on an 80-Mbyte/s local data bus. The general- an assembler, linker, librarian, and loader for the scapurpose CPU is based on a Motorola Inc. MC68020 lar processor. And for the vector processor there are a
microprocessor, operating at 10 MHz. An MC6881 sca- simulator, assembler, linker, application subroutine lilar floating-point unit and an MC68851 memory-man- brary, and VSP supervisor, which runs on the scalar
agement unit complete the CPU. The vector processor processor.
part of the VSP-1 vector/scalar processor uses the
Code that is being targeted for the scalar processor
Weitek Corp. 1232/1233 32-bit adder/multiplier and
is typically developed on a Digital Equipment Corp.
the 1066 shift register. "We chose the Weitek parts
VAX superminicomputer using the language compilers
because of the amount of software available for them
and source-code debugger supplied by Aptec and the
and because it is amature component family," Bowles
standard VMS operating system utilities.
says. The Weitek chips come with acomplete applicaA big boost is given to application-program develoption subroutine library.
ment for the vector processor by Aptec's library of
Low-level control of the VSP-1 is provided through
application subroutines. "It is very comprehensive and
registers accessible through the I/O computer data
has been optimized for the VSP-1 architecture,"
interchange bus. This allows the I/O computer to
Bowles says. The subroutine library maintains stanstart the VSP-1, run diagnostics on the VSP-1, and dard calling conventions and procedure and subroutine
initiate vector processing. This control path also pro- names. The parameter syntax is standard throughout
vides direct communication from any other processor the library for simplicity.
in the I/O computer to the VSP-1.
The most popular routines for signal and image
The DMA interface is controlled by the VSP-1 CPU's
processing, simulation, and seismic research are insupervisor program and provides high-speed, low-over- cluded in the library. For example, it has vector and
head transfers between the 1-Mbyte local memory and
matrix operations; one-, two-, and three-dimensional
the I/O computer's main memory. Transfers directly
FFTs, both real and complex; dot-product function; and
across the data interchange bus can be regulated to
coordinate tranformations.
run between 0.2 and the full 12 Mbytes/s. By being
Applications programs are written either in assemable to control and minimize the transfer rate when
bly language, Fortran, or C, and can also include calls
full performance is not needed, more VSPs can be to subroutines in the library. Programs execute from
accommodated. Transfers to or from another VSP-1
the local VSP-1 memory and find their data there also.
and transfers between I/O processors connected to the The programs manage and access blocks of the IOCI/O computer's Unibus and Openbus interfaces for 24 memory and shuttle data and code in and out of
VAX and other host-computer peripherals in the I/O
the local memory through the DMA interface.
computer are done through the DMA.
When needed, the program calls upon the vector
An important feature for signal and image process- processor to perform the high-speed vector-computing
ing supported by the DMA is a broadcast mode in
tasks. The vector processor's code runs out of its
which all the VSPs in the system can be sent the same writable control store. A program can also call on
data simultaneously. The broadcast capability results
other system processors to perform various file manin a significant system performance improvement.
agement, I/O synchronization, and computing tasks.
The VSP-1 hardware is not useful without applica- The VSP-1 receives data or control interrupts on the
tion software. To make the building of applications
data interchange bus in two ways: either through its
for the VSP-1 as simple as possible, Aptec is providing own unique address or on one of the four broadcast
an extensive kit of software for program development addresses.
-Tom Manuel
to be ready when the VSP-1 is ready to ship. The set For more information, circle 481 on the reader service card.
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ADSP-2100 microprocessor chips have become the second most widely used programmable microprocessor
architecture for high-speed DSP applications, trailing
only the TMS 32000 family from Texas Instruments
Inc. in design wins. And Analog Devices recently introduced 10- and 12.5-MHz versions of the 2100 series,
Analog Devices puts memory on its best-selling chip
called the ADSP-2100A. Both the original 2100 and the
for systems where volume and price are crucial
newer A versions are being used in image-processing,
missile-control, high-performance-modem, speech-recnalog Devices Inc. is turning its digi- ognition, and data-compression applications.
The ADSP-2100 and 2100A processors incorporate
tal-signal-processing microprocessor
computational units, data-address generators, and a
into a microcomputer that can handle
cost-sensitive high-volume applications. The program sequencer all on one chip. However, their
data and program memories are external devices. The
new microcomputer is faster than other single-chip DSPs, says Analog Devices, and it need for outboard memory devices makes them less
attractive for cost-conscious users in volume applicaoffers some functions they don't—such as
automatic data buffering and flexible buff- tions—the external devices cost more and take up
er definition.
more board space.
The Norwood, Mass., company is creating its ADSPNow come the new microcomputer chips, the ADSP2101/02 DSP microcomputer by embellishing its best- 2101 and 2102, in which the data and program memories
selling ADSP-2100 microprocessor chips. It added data reside on the chip (see fig. 1). The on-board memories
allow Analog Devices to aim them at applications where
and program memories, an oscillator, two serial ports,
an interval timer, and two multiplexers. Yet the new the 2100/2100A series does not fit well because systems
DSP microcomputer chips are housed in 68-pin pack- built around them end up being overqualified and too
ages whereas the 2100 microprocessors need 100-pin
costly. Additional on-chip features help designers keep
packages for the extra signals to access external
their DSP systems simple and inexpensive and therefore
memory. The smaller package makes the 2101/02 suit- suitable for high-volume production. Two double-buffable for designers who want to build simple DSP sys- ered serial ports, for example, provide automatic data
tems at low cost.
buffering, and the integrated oscillator can be driven
from an inexpensive crystal. In addition, a set of softThe 2101/02 can do a 1,024-point in-place radix-2
complex fast Fourier transform in 4.4 ms with scaling;
ware development tools is available to make it easier to
and that, says the company, compares with 6.4 ms and
design systems that use the chips.
22.5 ms, respectively, for two other popular single-chip
Even though simple and low in cost, these new DSP
DSPs, the Motorola DSP56000 and the Texas Instrusystems offer impressive performance. Like the 2100A
ments TMS320C25. The Analog Devices chips do a processors, they sport an instruction-execution rate of
1,024-point radix-4 FFT complex in 3ms, with scaling,
10 or 12.5 MHz.
compared with 17.5 ms for the TMS320C25. And the
Their main advantage, though, is the on-chip memo2101/02 can do afinite-impulse-response filter at 80 ns ry. The feature is not unique to the 2101/2102, but it
per tap; comparable figures are 97.5 ns per tap for and the other features combine to make the devices
the Motorola chip and 100 ns per tap for the TI chip.
especially suitable for a broader range of DSP uses,
In a little more than two years, the 6- and 8-MHz
some of which Analog Devices had to walk away from

HERE COMES A HIGH-END DSP
FOR LOW-COST SYSTEMS
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1. The new DSP microcomputer chips from Analog Devices Inc. include large on-chip program and data memories with a choice of RAM or ROM.
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until now because heir high-volume, cost-sensitive nature made use of the 2100 impractical. Those include
telecommunications, such as European mobile radio,
where system size and cost are important
considerations.
The difference between the two models of the new
microcomputers, the 2101 and 2102, is in the types of
memories used. The ADSP-2101 is a random-accessmemory-based device intended for lower-volume products and for prototyping. The 2102 is a mask-readonly-memory version aimed at volume usage—that is,
usage encompassing at least 10,000 pieces per year.
Both units will sell for $54 each in quantities of 1,000,
compared with $132 each for the 6-MHz version of the
2100 in quantities of 500.
Samples of commercial versions of the devices are
scheduled for availability in the fourth quarter of this
year, with production quantities set for the first half
of 1989. Units that meet MIL-STD 883B Revision C
are scheduled for sampling in the first quarter of
1989. The company expects volume production to follow in the third quarter.
To get the memories and additional functions onto
the new chips and still shrink the package, Analog
Devices designers have taken advantage of a newer
CMOS process with finer geometries. The old 2100 is
fabricated in a2.0-µm drawn, 1.5-µm effective process.
By contrast, the newer parts use a 1.0-µrn drawn, 0.8FITI effective process.
The 2101/2102 series internal DSP architecture is
identical to that of the 2100 except that the latter's 24bit-by-16-word instruction cache is supplanted by the
on-chip program memory. The two product series are
object-code program compatible.
TWO TYPES OF MEMORY
Two types of on-chip memory are provided: a 1Kbyte-by-16-bit data RAM, which is expandable to 16
Kbits off chip; and a 2-Kyte-by-24-bit program/data
memory, also expandable off the chip to 16 Kbits. The
latter can store both programs and data. The difference between the 2101 and 2102 is in this block's implementation. In the 2101, the program/data memory is all
RAM; in the 2102, any fraction of it can be implemented
in masked ROM for systems in which the volume is
sufficient to justify the mask costs.
"Having both program and data memory available
means that the microcomputer can fetch the next instruction and the next two data values in a single
cycle, even if one of those accesses is an external
fetch," says David Fair, strategic marketing manager
in the Digital Signal Processing Division. In the 2100,
only one data value is fetched per cycle.
Further, internal program memory can be loaded
from an external byte-wide 2764 erasable programmable ROM. "Customers indicated an interest in having
that ability because it allows them to update their
systems simply by changing the EPROM, which is a$2
or $3 part," Fair says. He points out further that as
many as eight programs can be loaded into the
2101/2102 using a 27512 EPROM.
Like the on-board memories, the two double-buffered serial ports are not unique in the DSP market.
Electronics/ March 31, 1988

BUILDING AMINIMUM DSP SYSTEM
•
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2. A simple DSP system is easy to build with the ADSP-2101; all
that's needed is two codecs, an EPROM, and aclock.

But, again, they make possible other functions such
as automatic data buffering and flexible buffer definition. These are available only on the 2101/2102, according to Fair. Two full-function data address generators are included.
Flexible buffer definition means that the system
designer can specify the length of the buffer, depending on the complexity of the algorithm to be executed.
Then when the receive buffer is full or the transmit
buffer is empty, a data-transfer instruction is automatically generated without a system-slowing program interrupt. Program interrupts not only slow the
system, but they also require software overhead to
accommodate the switching necessitated by interrupts. On the other hand, if interrupts are desirable in
a given application—for example, when checking for
certain data or a range of data values—one of the
serial ports can be reconfigured for two additional
external interrupts.
Analog Devices designers put an oscillator on the
2101/2102 chip to further minimize costs for system
designers. Instead of the more expensive off-chip
clock required by the 2100, the new microcomputer's
oscillator can be driven from an inexpensive crystal or
clock that runs at four times the processor instruction
rate-40 MHz for the 10-MHz chip, for example.
With so much complete computer capability on the
2101/2102 chips, a minimum system that is very simple and inexpensive to build can be designed to perform advanced signal-processing applications. Such
systems can be made very small for embedded and
mobile applications. One example of a minimum system (see fig. 2) would need only four parts in addition
to the ADSP-2101 chip—two decoders/encoders, an
EPROM chip for booting programs into the DSP chip's
program memory, and a clock or crystal.
Software development tools will be available on a
similarly phased schedule. They include cross software for the IBM Corp. PC, the Digital Equipment
Corp. VAX/VMS, and Berkeley 4.2 Unix; an in-circuit
emulator with a trace option; and a C compiler.
The cross-software modules include a system builder that translates a user-defined description of the
target hardware system into a form that can be used
by other cross-software modules. The other cross-software modules are a linker, a PROM splitter, and an
ADSP-2101/2102 simulator.
-Lawrence Curran
For more information, circle 482 on the reader service card.
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mips board, including software and documentation, is
about $4,450.
The board owes its speed to three factors. One is
the use of a fast DSP chip made by Analog Devices
Inc. of Norwood, Mass. The second is alarge amount
of fast memory that keeps data ready for the procesChips from Analog Devices help West Germany's
sor. The third is the DSP architecture, which CMS has
CMS turn PCs into high-speed number crunchers
designed to avoid timing and communication delays,
incorporating input/output sections that offer a fast
he fastest digital signal processing add- link between the PC and the board.
The basis of the 2100 is the Analog Devices ADSPon board now available for IBM Corp.
PC AT and compatible personal comput- 2100 single-chip digital signal processor. Running at a
125-ns clock speed, the DSP chip delivers the board's
ers runs at ablazing 8million instructions/
peak performance of 8mips. The chip uses amodified
s. It turns a PC into a high-speed signal
Harvard architecture with separate paths for data and
processor and a number cruncher for realtime applications. The board comes from a instructions.
company in Ettlingen, West Germany called
The architecture of the DSP chip allowed the CMS
designers to be creative in the memory architecture of
CMS GmbH.
When four of CMS's DSPB 2100 boards are plugged their DSP board, installing on the DSPB 2100 an uninto a PC, it becomes a powerful 32-mips number usually high memory capacity for aDSP board. Includcruncher selling for less than $25,000. But for most ed on the board is aboot-paging read-only memory for
real-time applications just one board will do, says Jür- the boot program of up to 8 Kbytes by 24 bits and a
16-Kbyte by 24-bit random-access memory in the progen Walter, co-owner of CMS—the name stands for
Computergestützte Mess-systeme, German for com- gram-memory section. Also included are a 16-Kbyteputer-aided measuring systems—and head of develop- by-24-bit data RAM in the program memory and a 16Kbyte-by-16-bit data RAM in the data-memory section
ment at the four-year-old, 18-person firm. Plugged
into aPC, a single board will handle frequency analy- (see figure).
The board architecture is based on design principles
sis jobs "about 50 times faster than an IBM PC AT
used for decentralized process control and data manfitted with Intel's 80386 microprocessor and 80387
agement systems in real-time applications. Therefore,
arithmetic processor," Walter says.
the interfaces between the board and the host PC
Thus far, CMS has built about 100 of its DSPB 2100
boards. Deliveries are starting now, with marketing facilitate afast and independent exchange of data and
abroad scheduled to start this spring. A version for programs, which helps to avoid overloading the PC
bus.
the Apple Macintosh II will be available by mid-year,
Data can be read into the board at a rate up to 70
and a faster version of the board-12.5 mips—is
Mbytes/s. Each of the board's two inputs and two
planned for later this year. The price of the current 8outputs handles a 16-bit word and has a 1Kbyte first-in, first-out buffer.
Another design element that further enhances the board's speed is the way the board
is coupled to the host PC. To prevent overloading of the PC's data bus, the incoming signals
DIGITAL
SIGNAL
are fed via an on-board parallel bus and the
PROCESSOR
16-KBYTES
16-KBYTES
32-KBYTES
FIFO buffer memories into the board's processCHIP
RAM
PROM
RAM
(AOSP-2100)
(16 BIT)
(24-BIT)
(24 BIT)
ing section. With this concept, the data
throughput is boosted even when the PC uses
several DSP boards. The signals coming in at
SYSTEM REGISTER
INTERRUPT
DIAGNOSTIC
up to 70 Mbytes/s are distributed over the
INTERFACE
CONTROLLER
input FIFOs of up to four boards. Data reducSTATUS REGISTER
tion takes place on board. The compressed
data is fed to the PC's data base for storage or
to its monitor for display.
A follow-up product to the DSPB 2100, a
INPUT
OUTPUT
STATUS
CONTROL
INPUT
OUTPUT
12.5-mips board, is now in development at CMS.
FIFO
FIFO
REGISTER
LATCH
FIFO
FIFO
I/O
I/O
It will use a faster version of the ADSP-2100
DSP chip and will reach the market four to six
weeks after Analog Devices starts delivering
that chip in volume—Walter figures the 12.5mips boards will be available during the fourth
CMSGmbH incorporates agreat deal of memory on its DSPB 2100 boards, which keeps
quarter of this year.
-John Gosch

THE FASTEST DSP ADD-ON
BOARD AROUND HITS 8MIPS

T

AMEMORABLE DSP BOARD

data handy for processing and therefore speeds the board's operation.
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What do you need to build
on arough application concept?

Dnents of success.
Whether you're building a
visionary home—or a
breakthrough product or
system—getting from concept to completion demands
more than bricks and
mortar, or metal and silicon.
There are other components that can make a
critical difference in meeting your market window
on time, and on budget.
We call them the
components of success—
ready for immediate
delivery from AT&T.
The component of
commitment: here today,
here tomorrow
AT&T is in the components
business to stay. We have
formed aseparate unit,
AT&T Microelectronics,
to bring our more than 100
years of electronic components experience to the
marketplace. And, we have
the capital, people, and
technical savvy to meet our
commitment to the future.
The component of
innovation: AT&T Bell Labs.
Count on Bell Laboratories
to help make your `blue-sky'
designs areality With
everything from DSPs and
optical data links, to custom
designed products such as
ASICs, multilayer boards,
and power supplies. And
throughout planning and
manufacturing, count on
AIM to keep your product
up to the minute with the
latest Bell Labs advances.
The component of quality
Through our Integrated
Quality System, Bell Labs
work
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our history— and our future.
The component of
management involvement.
AT&T Microelectronics gives
you total support, right
up to its president, Bill
Warwick. If our solutions
aren't on the money,
call him at 1201 771-2900.
The component
of quick response.
With 12 plants and an extensive network of design
centers and sales offices
worldwide, AT&T is ready to
meet your volume demand
for components. Ready with
everything you need to get
ideas off the ground and in
the market—successfully.
To learn why AT&T is
more than ever the right
choice, just give us acall.
DIAL1800 372-2447
AT&T Microelectronics
Major Product Lines:
ASICs
Digital Signal Processors
Communication ICs
32-bit Microprocessors
and Peripherals
Solid State Relays
Multilayer Circuit Boards
HICs
Optical Data Links
Fiber Optic Components
Power Products
Transformers and Inductors
Wound Film Capacitors
© 1987 AT&T
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The right choice.
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You can spend months
integrating atotal-solution MMIC workstation.
Or plug this one in now!
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EEsof presents the MMIC Design Workstation.
The only fully integrated, turnkey MMIC system.
• Fully integrated schematic capture, simulation,
full-custom layout, design verification—
tailored for the MMIC design process
• Open architecture, fully configurable by end user
• Available on industry-standard UNIX
• Consistent user interface

platforms

EEsof is the acknowledged leader in microwave
CAE/CAD/CAT systems. Just ask any
microwave engineer about EEsof sTouchstone
—or the other elements of EEsofs fully integrated,
total-solution workstations. Call (818) 991-7530.
Or write: EEsof, Inc. 5795 Lindero Canyon Road,
Westlake Village, CA 91362 !FAX (818) 991-7109 TLX 384809)

• Foundry Library options
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TECHNOLOGY TO WATCH

T

he limits are being stretched again in the drive to
combine high density and high gate utilization in
CMOS gate arrays. Jumping ahead of its competitors, Fujitsu Microelectronics Inc. of Santa Clara,
Calif., has developed a new family of 1.25-pm CMOS
gate arrays that combines three levels of metal interconnection with what it calls a sea of basic cells to
achieve densities as high as 100,000 gates and gate
utilization rates as high as 80% to 90%.
Designated the AU series, the new family (see fig.
1) ranges from the 30,000-gate C-30KAU to the
100,000-gate 100KAU. And depending on application
and the mix of memory and logic, Fujitsu specifies a
basic cell-utilization rate of up to 75%, says Zohair
Mogri, the company's semicustom product marketing
manager. However, when calculated the way the industry does, he says, gate-utilization rates translate
into about 80% for apure logic implementation and to
about 90% for a mixed memory and logic design. By
comparison, he says, most present three-level implementations using standard sea-of-gates implementations are capable of gate-utilization rates of no more
than 80% for designs that mix memory and logic. The
Fujitsu arrays are capable of implementing embedded
static random-access memory blocks of up to 16 Kbits,
with access times of 20 ns. On embedded read-only
memory with densities up to 64 Kbits, access time is
only 25 ns.
Key to achieving such high densities without sacrificing either speed or high gate utilization is the use
of a proprietary basic gate cell. The cell consists of
four normal-size transistors, two n-channel and two pchannel, similar to a standard gate, ta which four
more smaller n-channel transistors, optimized for
memory, have been added (see fig. 2). The exact size
of both sets of transistors is proprietary, Fujitsu managers say, but the smaller transistors are no more
than atenth the size of normal-size n-channel transistors and atwentieth the size of the p-channel devices.
This arrangement results in a basic cell about 5% to
10% larger than typical two-input NAND or NOR gates
used in most arrays, Mogri says, but the larger size is
more than offset by the increased gate utilization in a
typical design.
Each device in the family consists of an array of
anywhere from 30,000 to 100,000 gates. Unlike present
arrays, they have no dedicated wiring channel regions
in between the columns or rows—dedicated channels
restrict the way arrays can be connected and sometimes result in a long interconnecting line, which cuts
down speed. Basic cells are spread throughout the
chip, except in the input/output region, with wiring
channels that can be allocated freely in discrete units
wherever necessary. In addition, logic and memory
blocks can be placed in arbitrary positions anywhere
in the array.
Fujitsu's design contrasts with other approaches to
uncommitted-gate-array design, which are generally
based on basic gate structures optimized for logic
rather than memory design—even though many applications require a mix of the two, especially at higher
Electronics/ March 31, 1988
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FUJITSU UPS THE GATE-ARRAY
ANTE: 90,000 USABLE GATES
A basic gate cell is the key to achieving high
density without sacrificing speed or utilization
densities. A typical uncommitted gate array consists of four transistor gates suitable for implementing such basic logic
functions as two-input NAND or NOR
gates. It is usually implemented with basic
cell columns separated by dedicated wiring channels between them. The disadvantage of this approach, says Mogri, is that
to implement a memory cell requires the
use of anywhere from two to eight gates. While this
is acceptable for small density memories below 4
Kbits, he says, at higher densities—anywhere from 16
to 64 Kbits—the arrangement results in considerable
wasted space being consumed by the unused channel
regions between gates.
One alternative that allows chip designers to incorporate large memory blocks without wasted space and
the reduced gate utilization that results is to use a
structured array approach. In such an approach,
blocks of RAM or ROM of predetermined size reside in
specific locations. This allows an array to be built with
normal-sized logic transistors in the logic portion and
with smaller n-channel transistors in the memory
blocks. Doing so does increase the overall overall gate

1.1n the 75KAU, one member of its AU family, Fujitsu achieves gate utilization
of 75% by combining three-level-metal and proprietary gate design.
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flipped over so that the n-channel transistors abut each
other. The result of such aconfiguration, says Mogri, is
asignificant improvement in the ratio of the cell area to
wiring channel area over the standard single column
structure by at least two to three times.
In an eight-transistor SRAM, the transmission gates
and latches can be built using normal-sized transistors
only or using normal-sized p-channel devices for the
transmission gates and the smaller n-channel transistors for the latches. In a six-transistor SRAM, transmission gates are built using normal-sized n-channel
transistors and the latch with smaller n-channel
devices.
In the Fujitsu arrays, designers can take advantage
of higher-density layout alternatives not available in
other arrays. Using conventional techniques, a logic
element can be built in a Fujitsu array using normalsized transistors, with the small-transistor regions
used for wiring channels. In this approach, a column
of basic cells between columns of logic
cells is used as a wiring region for 24
channels. Alternatively, every column
of basic cells can be configured so that
DOUBLE COLUMN STRUCTURE
10 wiring channels can be allocated in
the small transistor regions of adjoinONE BASIC CELL
ing basic-cell columns. This eliminates
the need for using alternating basic-cell
columns as wiring channels, in effect
doubling the density of the array. A
third possibility is to take advantage of
the fact that the driving capability of a
pair of parallel-connected small transis(2)
(4)
(4)
(2)
(2)
(2)
tors is the same as that of normal-sized
n-CHANNEL
p
CHANNEL
n•CHANNEL
nCHANNEL
pCHANNEL
TRANSISTORS
TRANSISTORS
TRANSISTORS
TRANSISTORS
transistors. Taking advantage of this, a
TRANSISTORS
higher level logic implementation such
as a4-bit full adder and ashift register
2. Key to high density and high gate utilization in the series is aproprietary basic
can be built in amuch smaller area by
cell with four normal-size logic gates and four smaller n-channel transistors.
using two adjoining columns. This aptors, the devices in the new family can serve as either proach doubles the gate density over comparable dememory or logic elements with equal efficiency. Un- signs built with one column of basic cells.
Indicative of the higher efficiency of this new aplike the structure of traditional gates, the logic tranproach is the complexity and gate density of some
sistors have separate source/drain regions while the
n-channel transistors have acommon source/drain re- typical test designs using a two-level-metal, 1.8-µm
CMOS 30,000-gate implementation of the same basic
gion for each pair.
The advantage of such a structure is that memory architecture. For example, a 16-by-16 multiplier with a
and logic cells can be fabricated separately or in com- 32-bit block-carry lookahead added, a 16-by-16 array,
and 32-bit input and output registers can be achieved
bination in the same basic cell. Twenty-four vertical
wiring channels, using the first aluminum layer, can with as few as 10 basic gate cells with agate density
be allocated in one column of basic cells and six hori- of about 320 gates per mm2,equivalent to that of
zontal wiring channels, using the second aluminum many standard cell layouts, say Fujitsu engineers.
The multiplier array alone, the company says, contains
layer, can be allocated in one row of basic cells.
But the most important benefit, at least in memory- about 3,000 gates, has a gate density of about 230
intensive designs, is that a six- or eight-transistor gates/per mm2,about 1.5 times that of aconventional
uncommitted gate array. A 16-bit-by-64-word eightSRAM cell can be constructed with asingle basic cell,
or one logic gate. In conventional uncommitted-gate- transistor SRAM has adensity of 230 bits/mm2,two to
array implementations that are not optimized for three times that of conventional arrays, the company
says. A 16-bit-by-256-word ROM, on the other hand,
memory design, a comparable memory cell requires
has a bit density of 1,900 bits/mm2,about five times
anywhere from two to four logic gates, says Mogri.
higher than conventional gate arrays. In the tripleTo further improve gate utilization in mixed memory
and logic designs, the Fujitsu array uses a double-col- metal CMOS implementation of the same architecture,
says Mogri, gate densities and complexities should be
umn structure as its basic repetitive element. In this
—Bernard C. Cole
structure, each set of basic cells consists of mirror im- at least doubled.
For more information, circle 484 on the reader service card.
ages; that is, in each set, one of the cells has been
count, says Mogri. However, it also cuts down on gate
utilization in the logic portion. And it tends to increase
cost, because the structured array must be designed
with predetermined applications in mind.
Another solution that has been pursued by many
manufacturers is a variation on the sea-of-gates approach, in which small memory cells are embedded under predetermined wiring channel regions. While this
approach allows amemory block to be located anywhere
on the array, it is still requires more than one gate to
implement a single memory cell, Mogri says.
Fujitsu engineers have overcome the limitations of
each of these approaches by taking the opposite tack.
That is, rather than adding transistors to the array
outside the basic logic cell in order to reduce the
number of gates required to build a memory cell,
Fujitsu designers have instead used as their starting
point an entirely new building block, abasic cell. With
its four logic transistors and four n-channel transis-

LAYING OUT ASEA OF GATES
•
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INSIDE TECHNOLOGY

T

he race is heating up to develop high-performance, multifeatured controller chips for disk
drives using the Small Computer System Interface. Emulex Corp. and NCR Microelectronics, its second source, are rolling out a new chip to counter the
recently introduced controller from Adaptec Inc. The
new generations of chips are the main weapons in the
two camps' fierce competition for first place in the
high-end SCSI market. And the stakes could go even
higher: speculation is mounting that IBM Corp. is
about to endorse the SCSI standard for personal computers. Adding IBM's Personal System/2 line and upcoming PS/2 compatibles would give the SCSI market
a big boost.
The third-generation SCSI device from Emulex, of
Costa Mesa, Calif., and NCR, of Ft. Collins, Colo.,
matches many of the innovations in the AIG6250 controller chip from Adaptec, of San Jose, Calif. Notable
among these innovations are a 16-bit data bus and
separate 8-bit control bus, a configuration first introduced in SCSI controller chips in Adaptec's AIG6250
[Electronics, Aug. 20, 1987, p. 61]. In previous SCSI
chips, one bus carried both data and commands.
Emulex and NCR are introducing two versions of
their new controller chip. The Emulex ESP +1 and the
NCR 53C94 offer single-ended input/output pins, and
the ESP +2, and NCR 53C95 offer differential I/O
pins. They'll be available in the third quarter, and
Emulex says they'll cost less than $25 each in originalequipment manufacturer quantities.
If IBM adopts the SCSI interface, the market for
SCSI chips will explode. But even without the additional demand that IBM would represent, Joe Molina of
the Technology Forum in Chanhassen, Minn., says
that unit sales of SCSI chips will grow at an annual
30% rate, from 3.8 million units in 1988 to 6.5 million
units in 1990.
What fueled the latest heat in the SCSI race was
Adaptec's move to aseparate 8-bit control bus and its
widening of the data bus from 8 bits to 16 bits. The
separate control bus overlaps commands and data,
which speeds up the execution of commands. The wider data bus enables the Adaptec AIG6250 to transfer
data at 20 Mbytes/s—four times faster than earlier
SCSI chips. The new Emulex/NCR chips boast a 16byte buffer—twice as deep as Adaptec's—to achieve a
burst data transfer rate of up to 24 Mbytes/s.
An important plus for the new Emulex/NCR chips is
the reduced time required to transfer blocks of data,
says Harry Mason, product line manager at NCR. The
key, he says, is adding the 16-bit data bus and improving the on-board state machine, which handles bus
overhead. He says throughput—the time it takes data
to go from a peripheral device, through the SCSI controller chip, to the SCSI bus—has two components: the
overhead to get on and off the bus and the transfer
period for a data block.
The second-generation chip, the Emulex ESP, or NCR
83C90, took 1.5 ms total-0.5 ms of bus overhead and 1
ms for data transfer—to transfer a 1-Kbyte block from
a disk drive to the SCSI interface. Other chips need
Electronics/ March 31. 1988

SCSI RIVALRY HEATS UP AS
NEW CONTROLLER CHIPS VIE
Chip makers turn their attention to computer OEMs;
will IBM endorse SCSI for personal computers?
anywhere from 1.2 to 1.8 ms. Now, the new
Emulex/NCR chips reduce the 1-Kbyte transfer time to 900 ps, Mason says.
A number of the new ESP+ chips' features are responses to innovations on the
Adaptec AIC-6350, concedes Gary De Rochers, director of marketing at Emulex. One
such feature of the Emulex/NCR chip is the
ability to combine and link multiple commands; for example, aseek command linked to aread
command. Another feature, aimed at the computersystem OEMs, is through parity—bits added to the
data and transfered along with the data to the host
computer's memory. This feature is a response to the
trend toward checking data going to and from random-access memory, which is more error-prone than
earlier, lower-density RAMs.
Meanwhile, the stakes may be rising in the sharply
competitive SCSI market—as more computer-system
manufacturers are won over and begin adopting SCSI
interfaces (see figure). "Until now, most computer
manufacturers have not adopted the SCSI interface as
aggressively as have the drive manufacturers," says
Kenneth Hallam at ENDL Inc., amarket research firm
in Saratoga, Calif. Two exceptions are Apple Comput-

PLAYING HOST TO SCSI CHIPS
BACKPLANE BUS

HOST ADAPTER BOARD

LOCAL
MICROPROCESSOR

P

DIRECT-MEMORY-ACCESS

CONTROLLER

8BITI
MICROPROCESSOR
DATA BUS

16•BIT
OMA BUS

53C94 OR 53C95
SCSI CONTROLLER
>3 MBYTES/s ASYNCHRONOUS MODE
>5.0 MBYTES/s SYNCHRONOUS MODE

SCSI BUS
53C94 —SINGLE-ENDED MOOE
53C95 —DIFFERENTIAL MODE

SCSI controller chips can find work on a host computer, as shown here,
although until recently, the chips were embedded mostly on disk drives.
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er and NCR's General Systems Division—both of
whom are NCR customers.
So the struggle between Adaptec and Emulex/NEC
is shifting to winning design starts among computer
system makers. Adaptec admits says it has not been as
successful in selling to drive manufacturers as Emulex
and NCR, but it says it is doing well in the competition
for computer manufacturers installing SCSI ports.
And it's also getting some ideas for its next-generation chip. "When we showed the 6250 to computer
system manufacturers, they liked its 16-bit host bus
interface. But most new designs are built with 32-bit
microprocessors so they wanted a a 32-bit version of
the 6250," says G. Venkatesh, marketing manager at
Adaptec. To use the 16-bit-wide SCSI chip on a 32-bit
computer design, a computer manufacturer calls for
two chips, with some external interface and control
logic, to create a 32-bit-wide controller.
The Adaptec AIC-6250 was a response to the success of the ESP and 53C90, the second-generation
Emulex/NCR chip. "The ESP and 53C90 won anumber
of design-ins with various disk-drive manufacturers—
Micropolis and Maxtor, among others—which embedded the SCSI controller on their drives at the expense
of Adaptec," say Dal Allen, an ENDL market researcher. The Emulex/NCR chip's success encouraged
Logic Devices Inc. of Sunnyvale, Calif., and Advanced
Micro Devices also of Sunnyvale, Calif., to enter the
market with almost identical products.
What made the Emulex/NCR second-generation chip

TECHNOLOGY TO WATCH

so attractive was the availability of acompanion chip,
the Merged Architecture Controller chip. The MAC
performs the control functions needed to carry out
SCSI commands received by the SCSI chip. For example, if the command is aseek, the MAC chip directs the
disk drive to move the read/write head to the desired
track location.
That is one area where Adaptec concedes a disadvantage. "We have not had as complete a solution,"
says Venkatesh. "However, we have recently addressed the problem by teaming up with National
Semiconductor. Their 8466 disk-controller chip is a
good match for our 6250 and the combination makes
us more attractive to drive manufacturers."
But there's no question that the battle is now shifting to design wins at computer makers, and that's
why IBM's endorsement of the SCSI standard for PCs
is so important. Word from arecent analysts' meeting
held recently in Boca Raton, Fla., is that an IBM
representative showed an I/O specification for a future product and said that it was an implementation
of the SCSI interface. "It appears that IBM is about to
announce synchronous SCSI," says Philip Devin, senior analyst at Dataquest in San Jose, Calif. The speculation is that the SCSI port will appear on the upcoming PS/2 model 70. The port will enable the system to
accommodate awide variety of I/O devices—CD-ROM,
document scanners, printers, write-once optical disk
drives—and possibly even a 51
/-in, erasable magneto4
optic disk drive.
-Jonah McLeod

SOFTWARE

And like any Unix application, it can be shared by any
number of users.
A front-end processor in XDOS (see figure) performs a global-flow analysis—a method of learning
and then imitating logical operations—to determine
how an MS-DOS application uses the operating system
With Hunter software, the conversion is a one-time
and hardware environment. It then converts the MSoperation with no limit on the number of users
DOS program into a Unix application, which can run
on the target system as fast as or faster than the
ntil now, a user of atime-shared com- original MS-DOS program would on apersonal computer. The converted application is passed to a back-end
puter terminal or a work station who
processor, which executes the program in the Unix
wanted to run an MS-DOS application
environment. Because the program has been convertprogram on aUnix system had two choices:
ed into aUnix application, it can be shared among any
use third-party software that emulated the
MS-DOS application in the work station or number of users.
The techniques used for global-flow analysis have
computer's Unix environment, or buy an
add-in board to plug into the computer been used in the past by optimizing compilers. "Combackplane. The former usually turned out piler techniques that make programs run quickly on
RISC computers are the same techniques we use to
to be very slow; the latter, very expensive.
convert an 80286 machine-language program efficientBut Hunter Systems Inc., a Mountain View, Calif.,
third-party software supplier, has solved the dilemma ly into 68020 and eventually RISC machine language,"
says Colin Hunter, president of Hunter Systems. "But
with a new software product, XDOS. Unlike a softwe use global-flow analysis to determine how best to
ware emulator, XDOS converts the binary code of the
MS-DOS application into binary code that can run on a convert one machine language program into another,
68020 central processing unit under the Unix operat- instead of compiling a high-level language efficiently
ing system. It is being licensed to computer original- into machine code for a processor."
Back-end processors use a library of system funcequipment manufacturers and has a suggested price
tions that emulate in the Unix environment the operatof between $425 and $2,000, depending on system
ing system features of the MS-DOS environment. So
size—a far cry from the costs of providing each comXDOS supports different 68020-based Unix systems; in
puter or work station with its own $2,500 add-in card.

NOW, A PRACTICAL WAY TO
RUN DOS CODE UNDER UNIX/80

U
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the future, it will support several different reducedinstruction-set processors running on Unix. XDOS has
only one complex front-end processor and several simpler back-end processors, keeping the cost to modest
levels with a potentially large market in the installed
base of Unix systems.
The front-end processor is the key element that
distinguishes XDOS from other software-emulation solutions. It makes the conversion of the MS-DOS application into a Unix environment a one-time task as
opposed to the use-by-use approach of the other emulator-based converters. Each time the user with emulator software calls the MS-DOS application, the emulator runs concurrently, generating the same number of
additional 68020 instructions for every original instruction. This can generate as many as 15 instructions for
every instruction in aPC application, because an emulator program evaluates each instruction in real time
and gives equivalent orders to the target system.
With XDOS, by contrast, the front-end processor
analyzes the MS-DOS application off-line and then converts it into aUnix application, aone-time task which
can take between five and ten minutes of computer
time. Thereafter, the MS-DOS application exists as a
Unix application on the target system; the original
program need not be used again.
To do this conversion, the front-end processor's
global-flow analysis follows asequence of instructions
in the program being converted until it encounters a
conditional branch instruction. The analysis follows
the flow through one branch until it reaches the leaf
procedures—those routines that do not call or jump to
any other program. The analysis repeats for every
possible path in the program.
One example of the superiority of global-flow analysis to a simulator is its intelligent approach to the
condition codes, or flags, that result after the execution of an instruction. It is able to determine what
must be evaluated and what is irrelevant to the program. An emulator, on the other hand, cannot determine what is vital and what is not.
An arithmetic or logical operation can produce a
number of results—overflow, azero result, anegative
or positive result. Each of these conditions sets aflag
which the application can evaluate after the arithmetic
instruction is executed. In many cases, however, the
flags are not relevant to the program. For example, if
the applications programmer writes an add instruction, he may never examine the flags after the operation because the outcome of the operation may not be
relevant to the flow of the program. Global-flow analysis looks ahead in the program flow to determine
which, if any, flags are checked following an arithmetic operation. If none is checked, no flag is simulated.
An emulator, however, has no way of knowing if the
flags will be checked later in the program or not.
Thus, it must assume that they all will be tested and
must simulate each flag.
Another example of how the global-flow analysis
pays off is by determining when to compensate for
differences in programming conventions on the 80286
and 68020. On the 80286, a move instruction does not
change the flags during an operation. But on the
Electronics/ March 31, 1988

68000, a move instruction sets all flags to 0. A program simulating the 80286 on a 68000 will have to
save all flags because the simulator has no way of
knowing what will occur after later instructions.
Using global-flow analysis, however, the XDOS software only saves the flags when there is an arithmetic
operation, followed by amove instruction, followed by
a flag-test instruction. This situation will typically occur once per program. If the flags do not require
testing, they are not saved.
After the front-end processor performs its flow analysis, it converts the application into binary code for the
68020 microprocessor. However, the code cannot execute
as is. The front-end processor provides the code to a
back-end processor that performs two functions: configuring the code to execute in agiven 68020 environment
and directing calls made by the converted program to
the correct Unix equivalent in a special library.
Different back-end processors are required for individual 68020 Unix systems, because system manufacturers
implement their hardware environment differently. Accordingly, the XDOS back-end processor configures the
code to execute in a particular 68020 environment
A second job for the back-end processor is to direct
any calls that the converted program makes to an MSDOS operating-system function to the correct Unix
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Afront-end processor converts MS-DOS into 68020-based Unix
code; aback-end processor tailors it for aspecific Unix system.

equivalent of the function in a special Unix function
library. The library contains a set of functions to
provide emulation for operating system features of
DOS, the BIOS, and the PC hardware.
The library contains functions that emulate the
three elements of the operating system with which
the DOS application usually interacts during execution. "When the application opens or closes adisk file,
accesses the BIOS, or writes a bit pattern to the control register of adevice, the back-end processor knows
what the application is attempting to perform because
of the previous global analysis," Hunter says. "It accesses the library function that provides the Unix resource to perform the function most efficiently.
"Mostly what the back-end processor does is redirect the DOS call down to the appropriate Unix resource," Hunter says. "As aresult, the overhead associated with XDOS is small. Instead of simulating the
whole behavior of the device, we're just mapping it
down into Unix."
-Jonah McLeod
For more information. circle 485 on the reader service card.
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TODAY'S DEFENDER WEARS
A DIFFERENT KIND OF ARMOR.

Circle 82 on reader service card

one-third electronics and software.
By 1991, Lockheed projections show
Modern military platforms
more than half its revenues being
need more than firepower to survive. derived from these vital technologies.
Nearly 40% of Lockheed's engineers
Fighter aircraft must jam enemy
now work in these disciplines, and
radar to conceal their positions.
Cruisers must coordinate their guns plans started in 1984 should put more
and missiles with split-second timing. than $700-million in new electronics
facilities and equipment in place by
Artillery batteries must use laserguided munitions to strike with pin- 1988. The purchase of Sanders
point precision.
Associates in 1986 adds even more
capabilities from one of the outstandToday's defense depends on
ing companies in the field.
advanced electronic systems for its
On land, at sea, in the air, and
success. That's why electronics is
such afast-growing part of military now on-orbit, electronics is the new
armor that gives modern military sysbusiness opportunities, and why
Lockheed has positioned itself to be tems their winning edge. Lockheed is
making sure this armor fits, no matakey participant in this growth.
ter where the defense stands guard.
In 1986, Lockheed's business
profile included 20 different lines of
business in electronics; and sales can
be characterized as approximately
Giving shape to imagination.

Lockheed
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SELLING TO THE MILITARY:
IS IT ABOUT TO GET EASIER?

T

hese are tough days in the defense business.
Spending is down, competition is up, and government regulations are stringent. The burdens of
paperwork, documentation, and multiple audits—the
legacy of the public's furor over $640 toilet seats and
$435 hammers—are forcing contractors to make everharder decisions. With fewer new programs to go
around, companies are finding they must bid on more
contracts than ever, just as preparing those bids is
getting more expensive. It's ajungle out there.
And watch out: a slew of changes is in the works.
In Congress, legislators are working on bills aimed at
streamlining Pentagon management, stripping out
waste, and limiting the profits contractors can earn
(see figure). At the Pentagon, Robert B. Costello, the
newly appointed undersecretary of defense for acquisition, is pushing for major changes in the way the
Pentagon does business. In the middle of the fray are
the defense contractors, worrying about an uncertain
economic future and hoping to fend off legislative
attacks on their bottom lines.
The bill that has defense companies most worried is
the Defense Contractor Profits Act (HR 3134), which
would require contractors to open up their financial
books—for both government and non-government
work—for review by federal auditors. The bill poses a

A rash of bills before Congress threatens
to fundamentally alter the business practices
of defense suppliers, and a new undersecretary
for acquisition at the Pentagon aims to make
major cultural changes in procurement procedures
by Tobias Naegele
serious threat to the well-being of any government contractor, says Dan Heinemeier, director of the Government Procurement Relations Council at the Electronic
Industries Association in Washington. "Everybody
agrees there's already too much oversight going on," he
says. "We are concerned about astatutory mandate for
profit reporting. It raises the issue of renegotiations."
Most contractors already consider auditing a major
problem, says Seymour Zeiberg, vice president of research and technology at Martin Marietta Corp.'s Electronics and Missiles Group. "The amount of auditing, of
looking over your books and processes and methods and
operations in the factory, is enormous. It's too much."
Moreover, opening acompany's books to the General
Accounting Office will also open them up for Congres-

WHAT CONGRESS IS PROPOSING
Bill / Backer

Purpose

Potential Effects

Status

Defense Contractor
Profits Act (HR 3134)

•Establish a mandatory profit-reporting
system through the Defense Contract Audit
Agency
•Provide a method of identifying excess
profits in government contracts
•Allow government access to contractors'
business records for both government and
non-government work

•Give Congress access to financial details of
the non-government businesses of
government contracts
•Provide the Pentagon with more detailed
information on profits
•Improve the Pentagon's position when
negotiating contracts
•Cause some companies to reduce their level
of government work to protect financial
information

•Referred to the House
Armed Services Committee

•Abolish cap on independent research and
development
•Require contractors' reward to be
commensurate with risk
•Provide uniform training for DOD
procurement work force
•Eliminate restrictions on multiyear
procurement
•Coordinate the audit process to eliminate
duplication
•Provide a uniform policy for indemnifying
contractors against liability caused by acts or
omissions of the government

•Improve the U.S. industrial and technological
base by encouraging investment and
innovation
•Improve the business relationship between
contractors and government by reducing
audits and adding security with multiyear
procurement contracts
•Protect contractors from liability in cases
such as the space shuttle Challenger, where
equipment failures are the fault of the
government and not the contractor

•None of the provisions has
been endorsed yet by either
senator, but aides for the
Senate Subcommittee on
Science and Technology hope
to have a bill ready by July

Rep. Charles Bennett
(D-Fla.)

Defense and Industrial
Base Improvement Act
(being drafted)
Sen. Jeff Bingaman
(D-N.M.)
Sen. Phil Gramm
(R-Texas)
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•Hearings have not yet been
scheduled

•The goal is to attach the
measure to the fiscal 1989
appropriations bill in
September
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sional scrutiny, says a Congressional aide familiar with
the bill, but he adds that a portion of it provides for
confidentiality. The contractors aren't sure how confidential the audits might be, however. And they don't
want Congressional investigators pointing, for example,
to the difference in price between acommercial memory
chip and asimilar chip that meets military specifications,
and asking why the latter costs so much more.
"Industry is opposed to any profit-reporting bill
which would require the reporting of commercial profits," says Leroy J. Haugh, vice president of procurement and finance at the Aerospace Industries Association. "The intrusion of the government into contractors' business by requesting commercial profit data
can only lead to further allegations that defense profits are too high. It's an apples-to-oranges comparison,
and it's not valid."
Haugh says Congress should worry more about
costs and less about profits, "which is only 10% of the
pie." But killing the legislation will be tricky, he adds,
because of the public's distrust of the defense industry. If the bill can survive the House Armed Services
Committee, he says, it has a good chance of passing.
"If this thing goes to the entire House, it's hard to
imagine many people would oppose it. It's a motherhood issue," he says.
Another measure on the horizon is getting much
more support from defense contractors. The Defense

and Industrial Base Improvement Act, which is still in
the draft stage, addresses anumber of issues brought
up in areport to the Senate Subcommittee on Defense
Industry and Technology by an advisory group of
industry executives representing such companies as
Lockheed, Martin Marietta, and GE/RCA Aerospace
and Defense. Among other things, the bill would protect contractors from undue risk in developing new
systems, eliminate restrictions on multiyear procurement, and coordinate the auditing process to eliminate
duplication of effort.
The measure is in its earliest stages now, and
hasn't yet won the endorsement of any senator. The
AIA supports most of the advisory group's recommendations, but isn't convinced new laws are needed.
"This is an area where the less legislation we have,
the better," Haugh says. "We don't need more legislation, except for legislation to correct for the overcorrections we saw in the last few years."
That's also a key issue for the Pentagon, which
doesn't want Congress to impose any more legislative
restrictions on the department. The DOD argues that
such restraints will force it to do business only under
rigid ground rules—making it harder for the Pentagon to reform its internal management. Undersecretary Costello, who is leading the effort toward those
reforms, says, "It's obvious that most of our constraints are regulatory"

HOW THE DOD WILL CUT RED TAPE TO SPEED UP CHIP BUYING
1987, p. 32], and are being considered
Supply
for standard-cell ASICs and possibly
Center is radically changing the way
very-large-scale
integration
the DOD buys and specifies chips, with some
new programs designed to boost quali- chips, says L. Darrell Hill, chief of
DESC's Qualifications Division. Meanty, cut costs, and speed leading-edge
while, DESC is looking at other ways
technology into weapons systems.
It hopes to produce what Undersec- to handle its microelectronics specs.
"We want to expedite the release of
retary of Defense for Acquisition Robert B. Costello calls "living specifica- detailed performance mil specs [for individual parts], and we want to expetions" that don't change with each
dite and capture new technologies
technology advance. The ability to
quicker," Hill says. Revised specs for
grow with technology, Costello hopes,
military ICs came out this winter and
will accelerate the often excrutiatingly
revisions for passive chips are coming.
slow process of getting leading-edge
To accelerate the use of new designs,
technology into military systems.
DESC is pushing the Performance MaDESC is experimenting with socalled generic specifications; develop- trix, which "attacks the standardization
ing anew method of part certification process earlier than ever before," says
DESC engineer Michael Frye. With the
to speed technology insertion; and givPerformance Matrix, chip makers can
ing more responsibility for certificasupply DESC with performance charaction to the manufacturer.
teristics early enough in the
Generic specs qualify a
product cycle to produce a
manufacturer's process and
spec in three months to a
fab line, rather than individyear. Three years are needual chip designs. They will
ed now.
most likely eventually beA related effort involves
come the prevailing military
the standard military drawspecification for integrated
ing, which DESC seeks as a
circuits. They already exist
replacement for source-code
for hybrid circuits and gate
drawings. They are customarray
application-specific
made military specs written
Hl LL
ICs [Electronics, Sept. 17,
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for parts for which a mil spec doesn't
exist. Each source-code drawing (or
SCD) costs the DOD roughly $8,000; 400
or more SCDs have been known to describe the very same part, says Steven
Searcy, chief of the Circuits Division at
DESC.

The standard military drawing (or
SMD), on the other hand, is adocument
shared among contractors as a sort of
temporary mil spec for all vendors. But
critics say it takes too long for the documents to be produced. "If the SMD
program was working properly and we
were getting part numbers issued on a
real-time basis, the need for SCDs
would be eliminated," says Gary Cohrt,
director and general manager of the
government products division at VLSI
Technology Corp. "We continue to issue an extraordinary number of SCDs."
Cohrt says change won't come easily.
"We need less of the DOD telling us
how to do things," he says. "Tell us
what you want—and we'll do it."
That's just what the DOD wants,
Hill says. The revised specs "will provide us with substantial savings, but
it's also going to place a lot more of
the burden where it belongs—on the
manufacturers. We're not going to
hold their hands."
-T.S.N.
Electronics/ March 31, 1988

Costello took over as the DOD's acquisition czar last they become major ones later on in the manufacturing
September. He is attempting, in effect, to make a process.
major cultural change in the DOD by streamlining
Defense systems companies are excited by the efprocurement practices, bypassing unnecessary regula- fort because it addresses what they see as their bigtions, and aggressively seeking out waste. His goal is
gest problem: paperwork. The detail required to bid
to cut costs by at least 20% over the next five years
on military contracts is out of line with what is really
by eliminating cumbersome extra layers of manageneeded, says Allan F. Beaupre, vice president and
ment and reducing the paper work involved with mili- general manager at Harris Corp.'s Government Comtary specifications.
munications Systems Division. "When we're writing
But, Costello says, "we need a stable environment proposals, there are requirements for us to get comin order to do all these things." The ongoing legisla- petitive price quotes for all the materials and compotive upheaval over defense budgets and procurement nents we'll use," he says. "Price quotes are generally
regulations will only hinder the streamlining process,
short, 60 or 90 days. Looking at quotes for every
he believes; most of the reforms he wants can be
screw gets to be too expensive." By the time the
handled internally, through directives and policy
Pentagon awards acontract, it often has to be renegochanges.
tiated because the deadline has come and gone, and
Among the changes Costello is seeking are reforms
parts prices may have changed. To help minimize the
based on the notion of a "living specification," one
extra work, Harris is trying to sign long-term agreethat does not need to be changed every time technolments with suppliers of commonly used components.
ogy advances by a small step. He applauds the work
That's fine with Costello. Part of his goal is to get
in this area being done at the Defense Electronics
the contractors, as well as the DOD program managSupply Center, in Dayton, Ohio (see panel, left). Simi- ers, thinking about ways to cut costs. Recent legislalarly, he says, the Pentagon needs living regulations
tion, he notes, helped create an adversarial relationand policies that don't require acts of Congress every
ship between contractors and the DOD that has been
time the economic winds change direction.
counterproductive. The two need to work together to
Whether Costello can institute enough of a change
solve their problems. EIA's Heinemeier agrees: "It's a
to survive the end of the Reagan presidency is open to
balancing act—you need agood arm's-length business
question. "I don't know how far he's going to get,
relationship. You need a partnership."
D
because it's the last year of this administration," says a legislative aide
for the House Armed Services Committee. "Nobody has much expectaMilitary contracts are traditionally
followed through with full-scale applition. What we're looking for is a
awarded on a simple price basis: the cations. When the list of qualified
change in attitude and mindset. We
lowest bidder wins. But as the De- companies was released in mid-March,
don't think that can happen in the last
fense Department struggles to keep only 18 companies were included on it
year of an administration."
its costs down, it's looking to adopt [Electronics, Mar. 17, 1988, p. 139]. Of
Costello, however, thinks that by actcommercial buying practices that take those 18 companies, however, three
ing decisively and quickly, he can set in
delivery and quality into account.
were qualified in more than one
motion the kinds of changes the PentaLeading the way is the Defense Eleccategory.
gon needs. "We are putting in place
tronics Supply Center, which spends
Companies were required to docudemonstration and pilot programs to
over $600 million on 160,000 contracts
ment their quality and delivery histotest our ideas now," he says, referring
every year.
ry in detail for the prior 12 months.
to the 36 efforts going on under his
DESC's Quality Vendor Program,
To qualify, they had to meet very
Pilot Contracting Activities Program,
one of 36 pilot contracting activities
strict standards: no more than one
among them DESC's Quality Vendor
sponsored by the Office of the Secre- major defect in every 200 parts, no
Program (see panel, right). "Are you
tary of Defense, lets the agency
more than one minor defect in every
going to go back to those people 12
award contracts to certified suppliers
100 parts, and an on-time delivery
months from now and tell them to
even if their bids are 20% higher than
rate of at least 90%.
stop? You'll have a riot on your
the lowest competitor.
DESC will review the performance
hands."
Gathering enough industry support of quality vendors every six months.
For contractors, Costello's streamlinfor the program may take some time,
If their deliveries slip or their defect
ing initiative is of great importance.
however. DESC invited 5,000 compa- rates climb, they'll be dropped from
His aim is to broadly institute what he
nies last summer to apply
the list. "Regulations got
calls the "could cost" concept. In pracfor certification in five
so tight it was putting a
tice, the concept involves eliminating
areas:
communications
stranglehold on the acquisieverything the Pentagon and contracequipment, discrete semition process," says Col.
tors do that adds cost but no value to a
conductors, integrated cirLouis Diel, director of conproduct the DOD is buying. It means
cuits, antennas and wavetracting and production at
less concentration on end-of-the-line
guides, and synchros and
DESC. "Rather than all the
testing and more on in-line process conresolvers.
negative restrictions and
trols. The intention is to ensure that a
But only 144 companies
punishments we've imposed
quality product comes off a production
responded in writing, and
in the past, this is apositive
line and to catch small problems before
fewer than half of those
Dl IL
incentive."
-T.S.N.

BIDDING LOW IS NOW ONLY PART OF WINNING
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THE HYTEK
SOLUTION:
HYBRIDS FROM
START TO FINISH

A

tHYTEK microsystems, we believe that one vendor should
be able to meet all of your custom hybrid circuit needs—
from Computer Aided Design to finished manufacturing in
any volume you need. That's why, over the past 14 years, we've
developed the industry's most complete hybrid manufacturing
capability for our commercial and industrial customers.
Recent MIL-STD-1772 certification of our Carson City, Nevada
Military Products Division emphasizes this capability and ex
tends it to military contractors requiring products manufactured
in afacility audited and certified by DESC.

FROM START

CAD/CAE DESIGN CENTER
• Fast turn around—circuit schematic to hybrid layout
• Computer generated artwork
COMPLETE SUBSTRATE PREPARATION
• CO 2 laser scribing and drilling
• Automated print and fire
• Computer controlled laser trimming
AUTOMATED ASSEMBLY
• Computer controlled die attach and wire bond for
repeatability and throughput
• Military products assembled in Class 1000 clean room

TO FINISH

PACKAGING AND TESTING
• Inspected in conformance with MIL-STD-883C
• Wide range of package types
• Environmental and performance testing

FAST RESPONSE

Talk to us today about your hybrid circuit requirements from
design to manufacturing. We serve your needs from START
TO FINISH.

THAT'S THE HYTEK SOLUTION
HYTEK mIcrosystems inc.
980 University Avenue, Los Gatos, CA 95030
TEL (408) 395-2300, FAX (408) 395-9677

HHYTh
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INSIDE TECHNOLOGY

C

omputer-based modeling is radically changing the
way Texas Instruments Inc. deals with the thorny
problems of integrated-circuit package design.
The technique, a modification of the Finite Element
Analysis used widely in mechanical-engineering stress
modeling, can quantify and graphically reveal the effects of materials, form factors, and processing methods on IC packages. So far, the Dallas-based company
has achieved excellent correlation between model predictions and observed device failures.
Using the technique as a computer-aided-design
tool, a semiconductor packaging engineer can characterize stresses and deformation throughout apackage
for any type of mechanical or thermal load. This data
eliminates the trial-and-error approach to the experimental analysis and design of IC packages. Computer
modeling is also much faster and cheaper than constructing and modifying physical samples.
The development of Finite Element Analysis modeling is directly linked to the growth of VLSI highdensity semiconductor technology, which not only demands fine geometries but also requires the housing
of very large chips in ever smaller packages, says
Walter Schroen, a TI Fellow and department head of
semiconductor packaging. What's more, he says, since
many more functions must be accommodated inside
new VLSI packages or housings, designers must be
even more confident that the housing can be depended
upon to prevent catastrophic system failures, especially in unmanned aerospace equipment where replacement of ICs is impossible. Because they are often
subjected to the most severe operational and storage
environments, high-reliability military and aerospace
ICs are especially in need of efficient packaging.
Without the proper packaging, even the best product can fail. That's because package design is a key
factor in device reliability (see fig. 1). The effect of
stresses on devices is reflected in their mechanical
integrity, electrical characteristics, or both. A poor
package and leadframe design can often result in the
accumulation of corrosion-causing moisture on achip's
surface. Moreover, improper packaging design can
cause slower switching speed and an insufficient surface area for heat dissipation. A poor packaging process can also lead to failures through lead breakage
and bending or decreased lead pull strengths. Accurate modeling of potentially destructive mechanical
and thermal stresses offers enhanced electrical reliability for both ICs and their packages. By devising
models upon which to simulate the effects of stress on
adevice's critical structural elements—materials, leadframes, oxides, metallization, and overcoats—manufacturing processes can be designed to reduce stress
at sensitive points, minimizing IC failures.
Finite Element Analysis demonstrates the importance of understanding exactly where and why excessive stresses occur in an IC package. If the analysis
indicates strengthening a structurally weak package
by increasing its thickness, the packaging designer
must realize that such a course can result in greater
thermal stresses. Thermal stresses, on the other hand,
Electronics/ March
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TI FINDS A NEW WAY TO
PREDICT PACKAGE RELIABILITY
Computer modeling can estimate the reliability of IC
package designs and show the predictions graphically
change over time and with environmental
conditions. The stress magnitudes predicted
by the model under analysis may not agree
with actual magnitudes, but the shape of
the distribution and relative magnitudes
have proven to be accurate.
Because high-speed computers are a necessary adjunct to the successful implementation of computational-intensive Finite Element Analysis routines, the work is performed on 32bit Apollo work stations. The analysis requires a numerical description of a shape's geometry. An
equation must be written in the computer program for
each degree of freedom at each node.
The number of equations is determined by the number of nodes. A two-dimensional model of an IC
package can generate 3,000 equations, so the computer must be able to handle amatrix of 9million terms.
If the model is expanded to three dimensions, 10,000
equations and 100 million terms are needed. Fortunately, most model problems can be broken down to
fit on the Apollo machines using matrix partitioning
or substructuring.
Finite Element Analysis works by dividing a physical structure into a large number of small elements.
Elements are interconnected at a discrete number of
nodal points that describe the geometry. A set of
mathematical operations embodied in a computer pro-

WEAK POINTS IN APACKAGE
BAR OVERCOAT
CIRCUIT PERFORMANCE
DEGRADATION,
BAR STRESS

MOLD COMPOUND
MATERIAL AND
PROCESS

BAR-MOUNT
MATERIAL
AND PROCESS

MOISTURE
LEAKAGE
CORROSION

LEADFRAME
MATERIAL
AND PROCESS

LIFTING
BREAKAGE

SOLDERABILITY

LEAD FINISH

1. The IC chip/package combination has many mechanical, material, and
thermal factors that can cause device failure or degradation.
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gram allows a piece-wise approximation to the mechanical equations governing equilibrium. The basic
premise of the process is that a solution to a set of
equations can be approximated analytically by replacing the set with an array of discrete elements.
A structure such as an IC package can be modeled
by dividing it into a large number of small elements
tied together at a number of common points and
superimposing that physical geometry on acoordinate
grid system. After the grid is established, coordinate
values of the element corners are identified. The values are arranged according to a prescribed formula
into a strain or B matrix for each element. This matrix is defined as the proportionality constant between
the strain and displacement vectors.
A second matrix called the elasticity or D matrix is
defined from the elastic properties of the package

FINDING CHIP STRESS LEVELS
100

CENTER
OF CHIP
50

SHEAR STRESS
IMEGAPASCALS1

o

INITIATION SITE FOR
PASSIVATION CRACKS
AND METALIZATION
LINE SHIFTS

2. A 3d model

reveals chip stresses not shown in asimpler 2-d

model. The chip corner has an especially high-stress level.

materials. This matrix is the proportionality constant
between the stress and strain vectors. When both
matrices are established, a set of matrix operations
transforms the B and D matrices into athird or stiffness matrix (called K). A number of K-matrices are
assembled into what is called a master stiffness matrix for the IC package.
At this point, the effects of temperature on strain
must be considered. Specific elements within the K
matrix are combined with the applied thermal load to
reveal displacements (strains) imposed by the load.
The displacements indicate thermal stress as calculated by Hooke's Law.
Testing a model undergoing Finite Element Analysis against a theoretical prediction verifies only that
the model—not the actual physical world—agrees
with theory. The model must, then, be shown to conform to physical reality. To prove this, TI designers
prepare test chips that contain diffused strain-gauge
test structures or sensors based on the property of
semiconductors to exhibit a measurable piezoresistance effect under strain (resistance changes with
strain). Since the sensors generate quantitative resistance values, measurements can be taken from vari88

ous locations on a chip and compared with the model
predictions. The correlation between measurements
and model predictions often turns out to be very close.
This process allows VLSI package designers to see
many stress-related failure mechanisms that they
would not be aware of using conventional methods.
For VLSI devices having large silicon chips with elaborate surface structures, Finite Element Anaylsis can
establish package design rules.
For example, a three-dimensional model has been
developed by TI designers to verify the assumption
that relatively high stress concentrations occur at various locations over the cross-section of a device. Initially, the device was modeled using two-dimensional
analysis, showing stress contours in the area of the
chip edge and lead attachment.
After analyzing the stress contours of several types
of leadframe arrangements, the TI design team discovered that none of them offered any apparent advantages in relieving stress. The three-dimensional
model was then generated to gain further insight into
the stress problem.
Shear stress parallel to the chip's surface reaches a
maximum at the corners and decreases to zero at the
center (see fig. 2). The intense concentration of stress
within 0.4 mm of the chip's corner (at least 50 MegaPascals) explains potential failures such as passivation
cracks, metal line shifts, and sheared ball bonds.
Since the shear stress immediately above the chip
surface is highly concentrated—and within fractions
of amillimeter of the corner—any bond or soft metallization in this neighborhood can be placed only with
caution. For example, if the metallization becomes too
ductile and yields when subjected to small strains, the
passivation is left unsupported, or only partially supported, and may crack.
Finite Element Analysis modeling can also determine how tight assembly and packaging processes
must be to ensure packaging integrity. Cracks in the
housing material covering the silicon chip can result if
the overhang distance between the chip and its leadframe pads are too short. Repetitive modeling of the
distance can predict the optimum chip placement control required in production. For example, analysis revealed that, in one case, apad overhang of 5mils can
relieve the dangerous stress concentration that builds
up when the overhang is only 1mil.
But correct leadframe packaging alone is only half
the battle. "Stress distribution alone is not sufficient
data to evaluate apackage design," Schroen says. "A
packaging designer must understand that the
strength of various materials determines whether a
material can withstand a specific stress state." The
modified Coulomb-Mohr theory of brittle failure can
be applied at the output of models to define a "safety" number N based on the material's tensile strength
T and compressive strength C.
The safety number for an element of the model is
calculated from the sign and magnitude of the maximum and minimum stresses at the element. A safety
number equal to or greater than 1identifies amaterial that will be less susceptible to brittle fracture than
amaterial whose number is less than 1.-Jerry Lyman
Electronics/ March 31, 1988

The Most Advanced
Ideas in Aerospace
Interconnections...
Coming to You

From Brand-Rex
Some of the best ideas in wire, cable and interconnection
systems are now coming out of Brand-Rex. That's why
more aerospace people than ever are looking to
Brand-Rex for their complete interconnection requirements ...from ground support systems to advanced
avionics. Some examples:
Airframe Wire. One of the most comprehensive lines in the industry including new
lightweight MILW-22759/44, 45 and 46
cross-linked Tefzel,
Military Data Bus Cables. Cables for MIL
STD 1553B which can be tailor-made to any configuration or insulation.
Fiberoptics. From complete systems to
single cables including the first tactical
neoprene-jacketed cable to meet MIL-C-13777

Aircraft Power Cable Assemblies. On
the ground, Brand-Rex and Burton have developed
flexible UNIPACTM 400 Hz cable assemblies and
retrievers.
Modular Interconnection Systems.
New crimp-style package of connectors, cables
and tooling that by-passes soldering and is
ideal for mass termination.
For literature, samples or more information on these and other
Brand-Rex interconnection products, call us at 1-800-848-4400,
Ext. 274 or write:

—

— T—
.==_.=1 teC
Corporation
—

BRAND•REX CABLE SYSTEMS DIVISION
1600 West Main Street
Willimantic, CT 06226-1128

*Dupont Trademark
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SNEWEST MODELS

Three impressive machines from aproven
source. Everett/Charles Test Equipment has joined
the Saab-Scania Combitech Group, which means
major advantages for ATE users.
Long aleader in sophisticated ATE systems,
Everett/Charles now draws on the technical and
financial resources of a$5.6 billion international
corporation with automotive, aerospace, and
automation excellence.
It's anatural connection. Two engineeringdriven organizations known for advanced technology, solid reliability and exceptional customer
service. And synergism with other high-tech,
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entrepreneural members of Combitech. All to

assure that we'll continue to be the first with the
latest in ATE systems.
See what today's Everett/Charles has to offer.
And discover why we're apreferred supplier to
most major computer and communications companies around the world. Contact: Everett/Charles
1st Equipment Inc., 2887 N. Towne Avenue,
Pomona, CA 91767 USA. Telephone (714) 621-9511.
TWX 910-581-3838. FAX (714) 626-4540.
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Everett/Charles Test Equipment

TECHNOLOGY TO WATCH

C

ustom circuitry is no longer
the only game in town for
users of power hybrids.
Omnirel Corp. is launching a
family of standard metal packages and circuit modules that
considerably simplify the job of
designing and assembling a
power hybrid. Because these
new units (see fig. 1) provide standard building
blocks for power hybrids, they cut the time and expense of acomplex in-house design effort or of ordering a custom hybrid from an outside source. They'll
be particularly useful for military applications, where
many power hybrid designs are used.
The new packages are one-for-one equivalents of
standard plastic packages, so they sport familiar form
factors. They allow Omnirel to put combinations of
power semiconductors into small, hermetically sealed,
thermally efficient thick-film modules. The Leominster, Mass., company is also selling packages to Motorola Inc. for a line of power MOS FETs (see p. 26).
Omnirel also is going a step further with the OM
9015FS module that adds control circuitry to the power semiconductor circuitry, making it practically a
complete power supply. With the simple addition of a
few passive and active components to this module, a
user can quickly assemble acomplete supply—a highpower, pulse-width-modulated, push-pull dc-to-dc converter that meets military specifications.
Power hybrids, consisting of power semiconductor
and integrated circuits wire-bonded to athick-film pattern on a ceramic substrate with a high thermal conductivity, are one of the best ways for a designer to
meet the military's demands for reduced size and
weight, and increased power density for high-power
circuitry such as supplies and motor controllers. However, the technology needed to produce a power hybrid is quite different from that of a conventional
hybrid, particularly in the areas of the thermal, mechanical, and electrical properties required for apower hybrid's package, substrate, wire bonds, and solder
attach. As a result, design, assembly, and production
of power hybrids is a complex, costly, and time-consuming process requiring an expertise beyond the capabilities of most electronic firms and even of the
great majority of the suppliers of thick-film hybrids.

MILITARY

AN EASY WAY TO MAKE POWER
HYBRIDS: BUILDING BLOCKS
Omnirel's family of standard metal packages and
circuit modules is an alternative to custom design
Ordinarily, to meet the military's tight specifications, a designer has three choices: discrete power
devices, smart power devices, or thick-film hybrids.
For most high power-density applications, packaged
discrete power devices are simply too large. At the
present time, smart-power devices (monolithic integration of low-power logic and medium-power components on a single chip) can provide output power levels up to 50 W in some applications. Beyond that, the
real-estate requirements of the output power transistor and rectifiers are so great that they make further
integration uneconomical. The power hybrid has neither the power nor the real-estate limitations of
smart-power devices. In addition, the hybrid power
approach can accommodate any number of useful nonchip components to achieve optimum performance.
A key goal for Omnirel was the design of a standard series of packages that can be used in avariety
of power-hybrid applications. Most power-hybrid packages today are custom designed to fit the users' requirements. The exception is some low-density hybrids
that fit into TO-3 and TO-66 metal packages with forms
which are undesirable for high density packaging and
are fairly inefficient in space utilization. Their main
attractions are cost and availability.
Omnirel's new family of power packages are hermetic-metal packages with the same dimensions as standard plastic packages: TO-220, TO-218, TO-247, and single
in-line and dual in-line packages. They are easy to
mount and have been designed for the thermal, mechanical, and electrical characteristics of power hybrids.
The new hybrid packages can carry currents of up
to 50 A steady state and 500 A pulsed and can dissipate up to 500 W steady state (1 kW pulsed). To do
this, they use copper or copper-cored pins 60 mils in
diameter, thick-film substrate metallization, and 20mil-diameter aluminum wires for interconnection.
The power rating of a power hybrid module is di-

1. Omnirel's new family of hermetic metal packages are one-for-one replacements for such standard plastic packages as the TO-220, TO-247, and SIP.
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are presently available in TO-247 packages and would
again reduce overall board space when compared with
two TO-3 assemblies. The push-pull converter of fig.
2e is the same as the forward converter, but with the
addition of one more TO-247 containing a power MOS
PET and a zener diode.
A further reduction in the size of a power supply
can be realized by combining logic and power functions in a hybrid module. And Omnirel has done just
this in a voltage-mode-control power supply module
that will be available in the first quarter of this year.
Basically, the circuit consists of a 1525A pulse-width
modulator, two 2N6770 MOS FETs, an LM158 feedback
amplifier, two 2N6391 Schottky diodes, and associated
resistors, capacitors, inductors, and small-signal transistors, diodes, and zeners.
This circuit is a basic building block of the power
supply industry and is referred to as apwm push-pull
dc-to-dc converter. This supply usually operates from
a de input (18 to 36 V) and provides an output of 5V
at 10 A. The pwm control and MOS drive circuit on the
primary side of the power supply will serve as a
standard hybrid circuit component for voltage-modecontrol power supplies.
In Omnirel's new module, the circuitry is partitioned
HYBRIDS FOR ALL OCCASIONS
into logic and power subassemblies allowing for the
With the introduction of Omnirel's wide array of stan- high-dissipation components (MOS transistors) to be
fabricated on Be0, and the logic section on aluminum
dard power packages, producing standard and custom
power hybrid circuit modules for abroad range of appli- oxide, the typical substrate for alow-level hybrid. This
cations is achievable. These hybrids can be more cost- procedure provides for good thermal and electrical
effective because of larger production volume and ulti- isolations of power and logic—a feature that is not
readily achieved in smart power technology. The remately more reliable through the use of fixed processes.
Different standard hybrid blocks can encompass anum- sult is a reduction of noise coupling from the power
switches to the logic section and the elimination of
ber of standard switching power-supply topologies, some
difficult board assemblies.
of which are shown in fig. 2.
In the actual assembly, the Be0 and A1203 subIn the flyback converter of fig. 2a, a hybrid circuit
strates are 2.9 em2 and 3.7 cm2,respectively. The
consisting of apower MOS PET, zener-diode gate protection, and the output Schottky high-efficiency rectifi- theoretical junction temperature rise for the power
er has been assembled in the SIP of fig. 1. This hybrid substrate is only 15°C above ease temperature for a5greatly reduces the board space consumed by a dis- V 10-A power supply. A 2.5-by-5.0-by-1.0-cm 16-pin molybdenum power package was chosen to house the
crete TO-3 package, and axial leaded diode.
A forward converter topology (fig. 2b) can be built circuit. The module's operating temperature range is
-Jerry Lyman
up by using a MOS FET-zener hermetic module and a from -55°C to +150°C.
For more information, circle 487 on the reader service card.
center-tapped Schottky module. These two assemblies

rectly related to its thermal impedance and its ability
to withstand thermal fatigue during its operating life.
The critical parameters in thermal impedance are the
thermal conductivity and thermal capacity of the substrate, the dice and substrate attach materials, and
the package.
The substrate material chosen for Omnirel's new
modules is beryllium oxide, which has a thermal conductivity of 2.5 W/cm/°C. In the future, substrates of
aluminum nitride (2 W/cm/°C) may be used. The attach material for the modules' power chips is solder
chosen for low thermal resistance as well as for high
resistance to thermal fatigue. For the smaller (lowerpower) packages, copper has been chosen as the package material since it provides the lowest thermal resistance because of its high thermal conductivity (3.9
W/cm/°C), and is the most cost-effective. However,
from a thermal fatigue viewpoint, the high thermal
coefficient of expansion of copper requires special attention in choosing the right substrate attach material
and substrate size. So for higher power packages,
Omnirel is using acompromise materials like molybdenum (1.5 W/cm/°C) or molybdenum-copper laminate
(1.8 W/cm/°C).

HYBRID BUILDING BLOCKS
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2. With the new packages, Omnirel can offer hybrid units that replace discrete implementations of standard switching power supply circuitry.
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Unclutter your1553 data, bus.
Now you can have amore reliable
MIL-STD 1553 data bus system that uses
less real estate. All on our monolithic,
dual-redundant UT1553B RTI.
Fully proven in military and
aerospace products of United
Technologies Corporation, UTMC's
RTI is ready for your system.
It features the low power
consumption of CMOS technology and
is the standard LAN used for military
systems requiring aserial bus with low
EMI/RFI susceptibility and high data

integrity. Of course, the UT1553B
RTI is screened to selected tests in
MIL-STD 883C.
This RTI reduces host overhead
with an automatic DMA and address
generation and can be used in a
transparent dual-port RAM configuration.
It interfaces with data bus transceivers,
system memories, and 8- or 16-bit CPUs.
Various 84-pin package options available.
If your 1553 data bus needs are
getting lost in amaze of hybrids, call
UTMC. We'll unclutter things.

Product Marketing
United Technologies
Microelectronics Center
1575 Garden of the Gods Road
Colorado Springs, Colorado 80907
1-800-MILUTMC
UNITED
TECHNOLOGIES
MICROELECTRONICS
CENTER
Circle 93 on reader service card
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Our non-stop
development of rad-han
technology is guaranteed.

American ICs for American strength... that's been o r
commitment since 1965.1n the Polaris program. In Poseidon.
In B-1B, Trident, MX/Peacekeeper, SICBM, SDI, and more.
Today, in fact, we're the number-one supplier of military rad hard integrated circuits.
Some IC companies have uncertain futures. We don't. We'll
be here. American-owned and American-run. Providing
products and product accountability throughout the lifetime
of your systems.
And developing tough new products to keep your systems
competitive...like our HS-6504RH rad -hard 4K RAM, that's
produced in our MIL-M-38510, Class Scertified facility.
We wrote the book on your future needs. Harris'
Rad-Hard/Hi-Rel Data Book: hundreds of pages of information
on what's here now and what's coming next.
RAD HARD H. FIEL
.•, .
Ask for acopy.
Phone Harris Semiconductor Custom
Integrated Circuits Division. In the
U.S.: 1-800-4-HARRIS, Ext. 1908, or
(305)724-7418. In Canada: 1-800-344-2444,
Ext. 1908.

IN RAD-HARD/HI-REL
THE NAME IS

"So Harris' rad-hard
data hook is
Class-A?"
"Yeah, and their
rad-hard IC facilities
are MIL-M-38510,
Class Scertified"

HARRIS
Harris Semiconductor: Analog -CMOS Digital
Gallium Arsenide -Semicustom -Custom

1987, Hams Corporation
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MILITARY/AEROSPACE NEWSLETTER
HONEYWELL: BiCMOS WON'T MAKE IT AS A MILITARY TECHNOLOGY
DI CMOS may be emerging as one of the hottest new process technologies
Ufor high-speed and low-power commercial integrated circuits, but Honeywell Inc. believes the technology won't be needed in the military chip business. "We've chosen not to continue to invest in biCMOS technology," says
David Wick, ASIC product line manager at Honeywell's Solid State Electronics
Division, in Colorado Springs, Colo. "Honeywell is focused primarily on the
military, where system performance hasn't moved up enough to require a
biCMOS technology now. And when it does, we'll be able to satisfy the
requirement with submicron CMOS," Wick explains. "Our studies have shown
that when you get down to below 1 i..tm, the intrinsic advantage of biCMOS
disappears." Honeywell is in production on 1-p.m CMOS gate arrays and
expects to introduce products based on 0.5-gm CMOS in late 1989.
D

DEFENSE SUPPLIERS MAY FACE REDUCED PROFITS
will borrow more money
Dduced returns on investment
in
efense contractors

and end up with vastly rethe next several years, thanks to piece-

meal changes in the way the Defense Department buys goods and services,
says anew study made for the Aerospace and Electronics Industries associations and the National Security Industrial Association. The report, prepared by
The Mac Group, a Washington consulting firm, predicts sharp reductions in
company profits in the early 1990s resulting in decreased private funding for
research and development and asmaller, less-competitive defense industry.
Electronics companies may be the first to feel the squeeze. "I don't see any
relief in sight," says Dan Heinemeier, director of the Government Procurement
Relations Council at the EIA in Washington. "It's going to be a lean few
years." The Mac Group says financial hard times will impact subcontractors
first. "They're going to be most affected because they're small companies,"
says Mac Group analyst Russell Aney. "They don't have the diversity the
larger companies have. They work on a shorter-term basis. And there's a
good chance that some of these are going to fall off the face of the earth." D

VITESSE WILL SUPPLY GaAs STATIC RAMs TO SUPPORT DARPA's 32—BIT GaAs PROCESSOR
Vitesse Semiconductor Corp. of Camarillo, Calif., will supply 16-Kbit gallium
W arsenide static random-access memories for the Defense Advance Research Projects Agency's GaAs microprocessor effort. The memories were
designed for high-speed computer-cache-memory applications and use Vitesse's enhancement/depletion mode transistor technology. Darpa is funding
an effort to develop a 32-bit GaAs microprocessor capable of running 200
million instructions/s [Electronics, Oct. 1, 1987, p. 93], and the Vitesse parts
will be used in support of early prototypes of those parts. Vitesse will deliver
the SRAMs in May to Texas Instruments Inc. and McDonnell Douglas Corp.,
which are each developing microprocessors under the Darpa program.
D

THESE SOFTWARE PROGRAMS HELP MANAGE MILITARY CONTRACTS

WMainstay Software Corp. has come up with apair of software packages
ith all the paperwork and detail required to handle a military contract,

the prayers of every military product manager: two
programs for cost and schedule analysis. Mainstay CPR, for Cost Performance Report, and C/SSR, for Cost/Schedule Status Report, provide cost
performance analysts with analysis tools that run on IBM Corp. Personal
Computers and compatibles and can be licensed for as little as $1,000 per
year. The programs let users plot information on over 20 types of graphs
within six categories to get up-to-date data on aprogram's status.
D
that it says answers
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MILITARY/AEROSPACE NEWSLETTER
TERMINATING AN ACCIDENTAL MISSILE LAUNCH: A NEW USE FOR SDI?

T

Strategic Defense Initiative Organization is studying the feasibility of
he
developing an added capability for President Reagan's Star Wars missile
defense shield—the ability to knock down an accidentally launched missile.
Speaking before the House Subcommittee on Research and Development on
March 16, SDIO director Lt. Gen. James A. Abrahamson said initial results will
be available this spring and summer. Although he did not disclose what
options are under consideration, Abrahamson did say that several alternative
architectures are being considered. The idea of developing a system to abort
accidental launches comes in response to suggestions made by Sen. Sam
Nunn (D-Ga.), chairman of the Senate Armed Services Committee, and a
number of other senators and science policy advisors, Abrahamson said.
Current studies are looking at the cost, practicality, and effectiveness of
accidental -launch options, especially as they relate to their compatibility with
the so-called Phase 1 architecture, which includes space-based surveillance
and tracking systems and a space-based interceptor.
D

NASA AIMS TO FILL THE GAPS IN ITS TECHNOLOGY BASE...

T

he National Aeronautics and Space Administration is aiming to "redress
gaps in the technology base" with several nonmilitary development efforts.
Joseph Alexander, NASA's assistant associate administrator for space science applications, says NASA's Pathfinder program will begin in 1989 if it
gets the $100 million NASA is seeking. The program aims to develop a range
of technologies, including optical communications, a planetary rover, space
nuclear power, and equipment that will allow in-space assembly and construction of space-based equipment. "If one looks at what we aim to do in the 21st
century with the space station, there are a lot of technologies that will be
required that simply don't exist today," Alexander says. NASA is spending
$115.2 million its Civil Space Technology program in 1988, and is asking for
an increase in 1989 to $156.8 million. Most of that growth will be in the
propulsion area, where NASA is looking to develop new Earth-to-orbit and
booster rockets, but the initiative will also address high-capacity power sysCI
tems, robotics, and sensor technology.

... AS IT GEARS UP THE NEXT GENERATION OF SPACE-SCIENCE PROJECTS

T

he space-science projects now under way at the National Aeronautics and
Space Administration will all be completed by 1993, and NASA officials are
hurrying to prepare for the next wave. Beginning in 1989, NASA plans to
launch at least one small-scale experiment per year, using a small new rocket
known as Scout. The compact launcher will carry only "technically mature"
experiments "in traditional science disciplines," such as astronomy, physics,
and geology, says Joseph Alexander, NASA's assistant associate administrator for space science applications. A request for proposals for experiments is
expected in April. Other planned science-oriented schemes include the Advanced X-Ray Astrophysics Facility, a $1.5 billion X-ray telescope project set
to begin in 1989 with $27 million in start-up funding; the Mariner Mark II space
explorer, which won't begin in full scale until 1990, but is still budgeted to get
$15 million in 1989; and the Earth Observing System, aimed at deploying an
automated space-based observatory, which won't begin in earnest until 1991,
although NASA is seeking $15 million for the early stages of the program in
1989. "The space-science program that we're working on today will be
completed by 1993," says Alexander, referring to the advanced programs
that are already under way. "We have to look now at what we are doing in
the second half of the 1990s, because if we don't, we won't have a program
El
to speak of."
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In aNavy test, aTomahawk cruise
missile exploded into aconcrete building.
When the dust settled, little remained but
gravel and fragments of casing.
And the Abbott model C28D0.8 you
see here.
Its aluminum baseplate and an adjustment cap were ripped off in the blast.
But reconnected on aworkbench, the

unit still provided asteady .8 amp of
DC current — just as it was designed to.
Abbott Transistor Laboratories, Inc.
2721 South La Cienega Blvd.,
Los Angeles, CA 90034. (213) 936-8185
When reliability is imperative®

abbott
MILITARY POWER SUPPLIES
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From the industry's first
choice come the industry's
first choices.

1

and high vibration designs for critWe designed the original TO-5 double and 4-pole styles, and in
relay over 20 years ago. But that
hybrid versions with internal diode ical, hi-rel applications. We even
was just the beginning. Since those and transistor drive. All with excel- have versions that can be driven
directly from CMOS and TTL
first days, we nudged it into father- lent RF switching characteristics.
ing afamily of adaptations and
Today, there's aversion for just (qualified to "L" and "M" levels
extensions along the way.
about any application—general pur- of MIL-R-28776).
If you'd like complete techniIn the process we also
pose and sensitive, commercial, and
pioneered many innovative techmilitary (qualified to "L," "M" and cal information on our TO-5
"P" levels of MIL-R-39016).
niques for production, for manurelay and all its offspring, or some
facturing, and for quality control
Our family boasts the Centiapplications help, or just alittle
grice possibly the most advanced
to ensure areliability level so conhistory, drop anote or give us a
sistently high it would be taken for hermetically sealed armature relay
call.
granted.
available today. The Maglatch, a
Like proud parents, we love
relay with memory and low power
to
talk
about the family.
Of course, for us it never was.
requirements. And lots of brothers
and sisters to handle applications leTELEDYNE RELAYS
Soon, TO-5 relays were availlike high temperature, high shock, Innovations In Switching Technology
able in latching versions, in single,
12525 Daphne Ave., Hawthorne, California 90250 •(213) 777-0077
European Hqtrs: Abraham Lincoln Suasse 38-42, 6200 Wiesbaden, W. Germany •06121-768
Belgium Sales Office: 181 Chaussee de la Hulpe, 1170 Brussels •(2)673-99-88
U.K. Sales Office: Heathrow House, Bath Rd., Cranford, Hounslow, Middlesex, TW5 9QP •1-897-2501
Japan Sales Office: Taikoh No. 3Building, 2-10-7 Shibuya, Shibuya-Ku, Tokyo, 150 Japan •(3) 797-6956
France Sales Office: 85-87 Rue Anatole-France, 92300 Levallois-Perret •1-7587160
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NEW PRODUCTS
IC DRIVERS FOR LCDS BOOST VOLTAGE
THREEFOLD FOR BRIGHTER DISPLAY
Micrel's MIC8031 for dichroic displays weds 5-V CMOS logic and 100-V DMOS power
Inc.'s integrated-circuit driver
Micrel
for dichroic liquid-crystal displays

voltage translators to boost 5V to 100
V, and 38 push-pull 100-V output drivers.
Load- and chip-select inputs provide host
microprocessor control.
The chip's flexible clocking path includes arelatively high-voltage analog input, RC-controlled internal oscillator to

Since no off-chip logic is needed to set
up the slave mode, fewer pins are necesovercomes the high-voltage limitations
sary. The divide-by-256 circuits run the
of CMOS that have barred dichroic
internal oscillator at relatively high fretechnology from producing bright,
quencies while the driver delivers the
sharp images. The MIC8031 achieves
200-Hz switching speeds common to
this performance by integrating 5-V logLCD backplanes. The higher internal
ic with diffused metal-oxide semifrequency
increases stability,
conductor (DMOS) 100-V push-pull
which means smaller capacitors
outputs—three times the voltage
and resistors can be used to save
of existing dichroic LCD drivers
board space and cost. The chip
that depend on CMOS drivers.
38-BIT
SHIFT
can automatically detect the pres5-V INPUT DATA
REGISTER
The high output voltage sharence of another 8031's voltage on
pens LCD images, increases viewthe LCD backplane when multiple
ing angles, and—because it does
devices are cascaded.
38 BIT LATCH
LOAD
not have to run at peak power limA bonding option in the 8031 alits—boosts reliability. These are all
lows customers to match the chip's
OSCILLATOR
essential assets for military, avionpinout and package size to the
VOLTAGE
ic, and industrial displays.
number of display segments in the
TRANSLATORS
Until now, engineers who wantLCD panel. A 48-pin dual in-line
VOLTAGE
ed to design in dichroic LCDs
package brings out all 38 highTRANSLATOR
have been limited to power IC
voltage drivers. A space-saving 44drivers of about 32 V—that's the
pin leaded chip-carrier package
100 -V OUTPUT
100 -V OUTPUT
upper end of what can be done
(conforming to Military Standard
DRIVER
DRIVERS
with standard CMOS processing,
883C) will hold chips configured
says Marvin Vander Kooi, direcfor 30- and 32-segment control.
LIQUID-CRYSTAL
LCD SEGMENTS
tor of power CMOS applications at
The 8031 draws 0.25 mA and reDIODE BACKPLANE
the Sunnyvale, Calif., company.
quires a +5 to +15 V supply for
Mierel boosted driver output to
logic. The military version in 44100 V by using a proprietary, 17- The 8031 integrates a 38-bit input shift register, 38-bit latch pin cerquad packages costs $54.50
mask-layer CMOS/DMOS process register, voltage translators, and 38 100-V output drivers.
each in 100-unit lots. A commerthat allowed its engineers to pack
cial 44-pin eerquad version costs
analog circuits and 5-V CMOS logic close
manage the clock setting, voltage transla- $39.50 each and $27.90 in a48-pin plastic
to the high-voltage, 100-V vertical DMOS tor, a divide-by-256 frequency stabilizer DIP.
-J. Robert Lineback
drivers without cross-talk—and to do it for the 100-V backplane output, and autoMicrel Inc., 1235 Midas Way, Sunnyvale,
all on a 190-by-192-mil die.
matic detection circuitry that can set the Calif., 94086.
FASTER. Diehroie LCD displays are supechip to aself-oscillation or slave mode.
Phone (408) 245-2500
[Circle 360]
rior to current LCD technology in battery-operated consumer products such
as watches and calculators because they
operate faster at low temperatures and
boast both better contrast and wider
viewing angles.
In addition to LCD displays, the processor can drive flat panels based on
Dy implementing its 10,000 gate bipoal self-aligned emitter base process that
plasma, vacuum fluorescent, and ac or
Ular gate arrays in an advanced bipoincorporates polysilieon electrodes and
de eleetrolumineseent technology. "Belar ECL process, Fujitsu Microelectronresistors and combines groove isolation
cause the 8031 is fundamentally apushics Inc. engineers are delivering unload- with more traditional field oxide isolapull 100-V driver IC with latches and a ed gate arrays that outperform the com- tion, says Joseph M. Schwartz, bipolar
shift register, it applies to anything that petition by afactor of three.
custom/semicustom product marketing
needs those functions—a printhead drivThe ET10000H boasts 100-ps unloaded
engineer at the Integrated Circuits Divier or any capacitive load, for example,"
gate delay at 2.44 mW and 180 ps at 1.22 sion, San Jose, Calif.
says Kooi.
mW. Loaded gate delay is 400 ps per
The process features 0.5-gm emitters
The 8031 incorporates a serial 38-bit gate at 2.44 mW. Keying the perfor- using a 1.0-gm mask, 2-gm channel
input shift register, 38-bit latch register,
mance is the company's three-level-metlengths, and 4.5-gm metal pitch on the

A BRIGHTER IDEA: 100-V LCDs

FUJITSU'S BIPOLAR ARRAY
BOASTS 100-PS DELAYS
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interconnections. The polysilicon-emitterbased self-aligned structure makes possible extremely shallow active areas resulting in asignificant reduction in parasitic capacitance, allowing the gates to
run faster with less power, Schwartz
says.
A thick oxide layer also contributes to
reducing the parasitic capacitance of the
resistors and the wiring channels. And
the use of the grooved isolation structure reduces collector substrate capacitances. In the case of the collector base
structure alone, says Schwartz, a 30%
decrease in capacitanc:e results in a10%
improvement in gate delay.
Compatible with both 10K and 100K
ECL circuits as well as mixed ECL-TTL,
the arrays offer 25, 50, or 100 n ECL
output options. ECL input/output delay,
including that of the package, is 950 PS,
input buffer delay is 1.0 ns, and output
buffer delay is 3.5 ns.
The ET10000H contains 9,856 equivalent gates in the internal array and up
to 200 gates in the I/O section. These
gates are organized into 1,792 basic cells
that are capable of toggle rates up to
1.1 GHz.
The arrays are designed using Fujitsu's integrated design system, which is
available on several popular computeraided-design work stations, including
Daisy Systems Corp., Mentor Graphics

Corp., and Valid Logic Systems Inc., in
conjunction with an Amdahl Corp. 5840
mainframe computer.
Fujitsu offers an extensive cell library
of over 90 logic cells and 83 I/O cells.
Implemented using ahierarchical design
structure, the Fujitsu CAD tools allow,
says Schwartz, up to 90% cell utilization
of the array, with a guaranteed 100%
fully automatic place and route without
any interactive intervention on the part
of the designer.
Available now, packaging options for
the 512-by-512 mil device include a 208
ceramic-pin grid array and a ceramic
flat package supplied with pre-attached
heat sinks. Multiple heat sink options
are also available. -Bernard C. Cole
Fujitsu Microelectronics Inc., Integrated Circuits Div., 3545 N. First St., San Jose,
Calif. 95134.
Phone (408) 922-9000
[Circle 363]

MAD BOOSTS
MICROCONTROLLER
RELIABILITY
A watchdog timer circuit with exMended error-detection features gives
Advanced Micro Devices Inc.'s newest 8bit microcontroller, the 800521, aleg up
on the competition by solving the three
major reliability problems that pester
those devices.
The new microcontroller is more tightly
coupled to the central processor unit,
which enhances the watchdog timer's ability to interpret keyed input data, says
Robert O'Dell, senior engineer for microcontroller products at the Santa Clara,
Calif., company. He says the watchdog
timers of previous-generation microcon-

trollers sometimes transmitted an "all is
well" signal to the on-board CPU by misinterpreting keyed input data.
The device is also protected from a
second problem—software errors, which
crop up when the program counter
branches to an illegal address. This, in
turn, leads to executing pseudo random
instructions. Third, the 800521 does not
switch off during high voltage spikes
caused by electrostatic discharge or
voltage noise.
A CMOS pin-compatible version of the
industry standard 8051, the 800521
comes in 12- and 16-MHz versions. It is
programmable over arange from 128 le
to 4s, and also features twice as much
memory as the 8051-8 Kbytes of readonly memory and 256 bytes of randomaccess memory. Also being introduced is
aROMless version, the 80C321.
In addition to the three reliability
problems, the new design also avoids
the performance drop that occurs in
most 8051 derivatives whenever external
memory is accessed. This bottleneck occurs because of the programmer's constant need to set up data pointers in the
internal register field with the correct
address before data is loaded or stored.
This is resolved in the 800521 by the
use of two identical 16-bit pointers
which can be selectively enabled.
Throughput is increased, says O'Dell,
since fewer instructions are required to
complete the same task.
Available now in production quantities, the 800521 costs $8.80 each in
1,000-lot quantities, while the ROMless
80C321 is $8.83 each in 100-lot quantities. An EPROM version of the device is
under development. -Bernard C. Cole
Advanced Micro Devices Inc., 901 Thompson Place, P.O. Box 3453, Sunnyvale,
Calif., 94088.
Phone 408-732-2400
[Circle 362]
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Varta Ni-Cd button cells are the ones
to put top value into your long-term
performance. Their extremely low
self-discharge means they still have
40% capacity after more than
12 months in use (without any recharging). Or, in other words, higher
unit autonomy & increased product
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guarantee

autonomy.
In cells that offer you:
minimum dimensions and favoura
shapes
resistance against mechanical
stressing
wave-solderability (short-circuit
proof)
an anti-polar mass as protection
against polarity reversal
Why not ask for your free samples?
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VARTA Batterie AG •Am Leineufer 51 •D-3000 Hanover 21 •W.-Germany
Ç446
11
..bw
VARIA Batteries Inc. •300 Executive Boulevard •Elmsford •N.Y. 10523-1202 •USA
VARIA Batteries Pte. Ltd. •P.O.Box 55 •Bedok North Post Office •Singapore 9146
The world's largest battery only manufacturers

MILIBIZI111.111111111111111111L.

Special Classified
Computer
Software Section

THE SOFTWARE DRIVEN
PROGRAMMER THAT
WON'T GO OBSOLETE
eLou--11,

21,11,P2g

MAY 12TH
ELECTRONICS

"Electro
Preview"
L•.•• CLOSES
APRIL 18TH

CERTIFIED BY
IC Manufacturers
111...10.1.1.111111.1e
You can now program just about any fuse programmable device
such as PLDs, EPLDs, EE/EPROMs, PROMs, MICROs, etc. on
one single socket without requiring any modules or adaptors.
Over 1800 different devices supported and new ones are added
by the hour. ALLPRO is today's lowest cost programmer in its
class of product.

All From A Name You Can Trust

To place
your ad call
llene Fader

212-512-2984

LOGICAL DEVICES INC.
Represented In 18 Countries
1201 N.W. 65th Place, Fort Lauderdale, FL 33309
For More Details Now Call:

I

1-800-331-PROM

(305) 974-0967 Telex 383142 Fax (305) 974-85 31
IBM ME

IMM

I
IM

Circle 101 on reader service card

RESUMES

Resumes by PREP— Harvard MBA/Yale experts. Professional resumes and employment placement. Satisfaction guaranteed.
For
free
job
change
packet,
call
1-800-533-2814.

SPECIAL SERVICES

Switching Power Supply Expert for hire.
State-of-the-art designs in less time and less
expensive. Also consulting. Call for information (519) 837-1646.

Short Circuit Location on PCBs, bare or
loaded. Shorts located quickly including
power / ground. Reasonable rates. Save
time, money and scrap. Tekworks, 16 South
St., Morristown, NJ 07960, 201-540-1096.

Confidential Design, prototype, short production run services. CAD PCB layout.
Micro-P Control Systems, Interactive Video,
Smart House, Telecom. Communications
Systems Labs, 23 S. Kam Hwy, #206,
Wahiawa, HI 96786 Telex 6502990026MCI
or Toll-Free 800-521-1364.
Electronics/ March 31, 1988
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The WIDEST RANGE of DIGITAL SIGNAL PROCESSING
(DSP)TOOLS AVAILABLE for the IBM-PC:
DSP DEVELOPMENT &APPLICATIONS SYSTEMS:
•TMS32020/320C25 Development Systems
•Ariel DSP-16 Real-Time Data Acquisition Processor
•77230 Development System
•ADSP-2100 Development System
•DF-1 Dataflow Processor
•7763/64 Speech Recognizer/Synthesizer

$2,595
$2,495
$1,995
$2,995
$1,495
$1,695

HIGH-PERFORMANCE DATA ACQUISITION:
(via Direct Interface to Dev't System standardized bus)
•4-Channel In/2-Channel Out (12-bit, 50KHz/Channel)
•32-Channel Board (12-bit, 200 KHz AID, muxto 32 Chan.)

$ 845
$ 845

DSP SOFTWARE TOOLS:
•"C" Compilers for TMS320C25/& ADSP-2100
•Assemblers for TMS32020/320C25 &NEC p.PD77230
•Cross-Software &Simulator for ADSP-2100
•SignaLink 320 data acquisition &digital oscilloscope
•DADiSP worksheet-style algorithm development
•DISPRO digital filter design &simulation

$ 280
$ 795
$1,150

SPECTRUM

SIGNAL PROCESSING INC

USA East: 1-800-323-1842
USA West: 1-800-663-8986

in Mass:
(617) 890-3400
in Canada: (604) 438-7266
Circle 111 on reader service card
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COMPUTERS & PERIPHERALS

SQUEEZING IBM PC POWER
INTO A BOOK-SIZED UNIT
Paravant uses state-of-the-art packaging and memory chips to build
a rugged hand-held personal computer that runs MS-DOS software
ing the computer for a specific applicaBy combining the latest commercially
B y
memory chips with state-of- tion, for example, might use the
the-art packaging technology in its RHG EPROM to store an expert-system or
88 handheld computer, Paravant Comput- graphics program, says McNeight.
Other technologies contributing to the
er Systems Inc. has squeezed the functionality of an IBM Corp. Personal Com- ultra-dense package are NEC Corp.'s 16bit V-40 microprocessor, programmable
puter into arugged, book-sized box.
logic devices for glue logic, and six- and
The Melbourne, Fla., company uses
eight-layer pc boards using through-hole
four 1-Mbit dynamic random-access
and surface-mount fabrication technolmemory chips to implement the RHG
88's 512-Kbyte operating memory. Be- ogies. The NEC V-40—besides being
cause the ruggedness standard demand- - compatible with the Intel Corp. 8086—
boasts ahigher level of integration than
ed by the Department of Defense's
MIL-STD-810D rules out moving-disk the Intel part, which reduces part count.
The company has targeted four broad
storage, designers opted for batterybacked 256-Mbit static RAMs that deliv- application areas: government, specifically military; manufacturing control;
er 512 Kbytes of secondary storage,
field maintenance, where tutorial prosays Richard McNeight, vice president.
grams can direct technicians toward
The RHG88 also has two internal expansion slots, giving users the option of troubleshooting solutions; and gas and
adding up to 1.5 Mbytes of storage. For electric utilities for logging data.
Communications are handled by an
easy memory expansion, the system will
19.2 Kbit/s RS-232-C serial port and an
accept 1-Mbit SRAMs when they become
readily available, thus boosting second- optical port for downloading data. It
runs on rechargeable NiCad batteries,
ary "disk" memory to 8Mbytes.
Paravant's designers also integrated or on ac current with an adapter. Five
alkaline batteries can be used in apinch.
192 Kbits of erasable programmable
Its liquid-crystal diode screen mearead-only memory into the RHG88 to
sures 5-by-2 3
/-in.—about one-third the
4
handle application-specific functions. An
size of atypical desktop PC. It is backoriginal-equipment manufacturer adapt-

The RHC-88 imegrates aNEC Corp.'s 16-bit
V-40 microprocessor and PLDs for glue logic.

lighted and offers 256-by-128 pixel resolution. The nonstandard keyboard has 52
keys and is waterproof.
The RHC-88 measures 9.4-by-6.4-by-2.6
in. and weighs 4Y2 lbs. Because it uses
Microsoft Corp.'s MS-DOS 3.2 operating
systems, the computer is compatible
with virtually all software written for
the IBM PC. Data acquistion boards can
be plugged into its expansion slot.
Available now with delivery within 60
days, the RHC-88 costs $3,995 in single
unit purchases.
-Jack Shandle
Paravant

Computer Systems

Inc.,

7800

Technology Dr., Melbourne, Ra. 32904.
Phone (305) 727-3673
[Circle 341]

PC BOARD COLLECTS ANALOG DATA 3TIMES FASTER
IBM Personal Computer ATs and compatibles can now collect analog data at
750 KHz—triple the current speed. Data
Translation's DT2i322-L board achieves
its faster speed by storing incoming
data in a 1,024-word, first-in first-out
buffer while the system performs overhead operations such as interrupts, direct-memory-access buffer switching,
and disk operations.
Previously, adesigner had to channel
data into a separate coprocessor board
geared for digital signal processing applications to achieve athroughput of 750
MHz—or else settle for input speeds of
less than 250 KHz. The FIFO buffer is a
simple, nonproprietary idea, says Richard Pleau, director of marketing at the
Marlboro, Mass., company. "Once we
added it, the obvious question was why
we didn't do it before. The obvious answer was that the cost of FIFO chips is
down from about $100 three years ago
to about $15 today."
Besides its FIFO buffer, the DT2822
102

uses a proprietary dual switching technique to gather large amounts of data
continuously. The mechanism chains
data through two buffers, each linked to
a separate direct-memory-access channel. The board is intended for data-intensive applications including waveform, vibration, speech, radar/sonar processing,
particle analysis, materials testing, and
advanced biomedical research.
The board provides 12-bit resolution
for 16 single-ended or four differential

The D12822-L board handles waveform, vibration, speech and materials testing.

inputs. The sampling of input analog
and digital signals is controlled by alist
with 16 locations in the random-access
memory.
During the output of analog signals,
two deglitched, 12-bit digital-to-analog
converters reduce noise. Each converter
has a throughput rate of 130 KHz, 16
lines of digital I/O, a programmable
clock, and interrupt support. The company says software programs written for
its earlier DT2821 series are fully compatible with its latest model. Also, the
new board is supported by Atlab, a library of subroutines for uninterrupted
data transfer to memory and disk, error
processing, and high-level interfaces to
Fortran, Pascal, and C languages.
The 250-MHz D'P2,822-G costs $3,195
and a750-MHz L costs $3,495. Available
now, both run on popular work stations
and PCs.
-Paul Angiolillo
Data Translation Inc., 100 Locke Dr. Marlboro, Mass.. 01752.
Phone (617) 481-3700
[Circle 340]
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68030 COMPUTERS
OFFER MINI POWER
AT 1/10TH THE COST
new
Two
systems

68030-based microcomputer
from Motorola Inc. have
been added to the VMEbus Delta series
to offer original-equipment manufacturers a range of performance roughly
equivalent to a minicomputer—but at
prices an order of magnitude lower.
The price/performance of the model
3300, model 3600, and the previously introduced model 3800 computers in the
Delta series of work group and departmental computer systems stand out far
above typical 32-bit superminicomputers.
For example, the 3300 models, which
range in price from under $7,000 to just
over $20,000, match the performance of
VAX 8600 systems costing over
$400,000.
NIGH END. At the high end, the model
3800 from the company's Microcomputer
Division in Tempe, Ariz., matches the
Digital Equipment Corp. VAX 8650 in
performance and surpasses that of the
IBM 4381-2. Model 3800 systems range
from $40,000 to over $100,000 but the
DEC VAX 8650 systems and the IBM
Corp. 4381-3 cost between $600,000 and
$800,000.
The model 3300, rated at 4.5 million
instructions/s, is driven by anew singleboard computer which combines the procesing power of a20-MHz 68030 with 4
or 8 Mbytes of memory, a 68882 floating-point coprocessor, aSmall Computer
Systems Interface, Ethernet interface,
four serial input/output ports, and a
Centronics printer interface. Because so
many functions are on this one board,
there are five open slots for expansion
equipment in the 3300.
The six-slot VMEbus multi-user open
system targets commercial, technical,
and networking applications where industry standards are important. The
model 3300 in abasic configuration will
sell for $6,995 in 10-system purchases
and is available now.
The other models, the 3600 and 3800,
are bigger and faster versions of the
same basic single-board computer. Using a25-MHz 68030, 64 Kbytes of cache,
8to 40 Mbytes of memory, and 450- and
1,200-W power supplies, these systems
are rated at 6.5 mips. The 12-slot model
3600 will ship in June for $11,895. The
$27,970 (quantity 100), 20-slot 3800, introduced at Comdex last November, will
ship in July.
- Tom Manuel
Motorola Inc., Microcomputer Div., Marcom
Dept., DW283, 2900 S. Diablo Way, Tempe, Ariz. 85036.
Phone (800) 556-1234
[Circle 345]
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Highly Reliable
Miniature Clock Oscillators
We offer microc
DIP, TO-8 and TO-5 packages

Reliability performance. Wh

fully tested to MIL-U-5 5310

you consider oscillators select
experience—McCoy Electron-

specifications.
Custom design capability

ics Company. For catalog or

provides awider range of con-

additional information write:

figurations and performance

McCoy Electronics Company,

characteristics from which to

100 Watts Street, P.O. Box B,

choose.
McCoy maintains acomplete
in house thick film hybrid and

Mt. Holly Springs, PA 17065.
Or call: (717) 486-341 1; TWX
510-650-3 548.

crystal manufacturing operation, along with all of the

'T\

necessary environmental test
to furnish MIL spec-

ELECTRONICS COMPANY
a subseiery of OAK Technology mo.

Circle
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Product Showcase
An exciting new marketplace of
products and services in full color.
Electronics' Product Showcase section is afast and easy way for you to:
• Obtain information on new
products
• Find out about new capabilities
• Get aquick look at new
applications

• Send for new catalogs
• Request product literature
MI Get free samples
And if you'd like to advertise your
company's products or services,
contact Advertising Manager, at
(212) 512-2143.

Electronics
103

New and Current
Products Presented
by the Manufacturer

Product Showcase
To advertise call Steve Argila (212) 512-2787 or Ron Lewis (212) 512-2143
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AP100 HIGH PERFORMANCE
UNIVERSAL PROGRAMMING SYSTEM

t
-FAST, EASY TO USE: NEW DRIVEN

-The power of the 66000, in conjunction with
the 12 menu keys and 2X 40 char LCD cisplay
provide for fast, simple operation.

.EXPANDABLE: PROGRAM OVER 1000 DEVICES

-SINGLE OR MULTCOPIES: EPROMs, EEPROMs, MICRO,
alPoiar PROMs, PLDs, EPLDs, EEPLDs.

•HIG1 PERFORMANCE. REUABLE: 2 YEAR WARRANTY

-POWERFGL screen dc mere editor on video composite.
512k x 8 RAM. 2 serials. 1 parallel interfaces.
Vechr. era checksum ord other testhg mire tle ARCO
efficent h both development and production.

figp

GP PLECTPOGICS

inc.

7804 W. 26th street 113- (312)442-5029
/North Riverside, IL 6C546 TEE% 282916 GPEL

GP ELECTRONICS INC

CIRCLE 213

MIL-L-85762 LIGHTING FILTERS
Specially formulated monolythic glass construction — many shapes and sizes available to
fit most application requirements for night
vision. Goggle compatible and infrared secure
lighting — ideal for integral lighting applications requiring MIL-L-85762 for anvis green "A".
Glar-Ban, A Mark IV Company. 199 Wales
Avenue. Tonawanda, N.Y. 14150. Phone
716/694-5076, FAX 716/694-4662.

GLAIR-BAN
104
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LEADLESS CERAMIC CAPACITORS
High dielectric constant and temperature compensating gold finish leadless ceramic
capacitors for direct soldering applications.
Serve in low and high voltage applications including: voltage multipliers, feed-thru filters,
stand-offs, temperature sensitive and UHF circuits. Shapes available: discs, rectangles, rods,
trapezoids and donuts. Dielectric constants
6to 5,000. Capacitance .1 pfd to 1,500 pfd. Free
samples on request.
H.P. HIGGS COMPANY, INC., 29 Samson Ave.,
Madison. New Jersey 07940, 201-377-5546.

H.P. HIGGS

CIRCLE 221

EXORbusTeil -TYPE CARD EXTENDER
Model 9630, Card Extender. Conveniently
troubleshoot your EXORbus system by extending boards to an external position. $74.00 each
in single units. Quantity discounts available.
Take a iook at our catalog "Everything for the
EXORbus".
Contact: Creative Micro Systems
3822 Cerritos Avg., Los Alamitos, CA 90720
(213) 493-2484 TM Motorola Inc.

CREATIVE
MICRO SYSTEM

CIRCLE 205

FORWARD ERROR CORRECTING CHIP
•Optimum short block Galay code corrects 3
errors and detects 4 errors
•DC to 20 MBS user data throughput
•MIL-STD 188-2XX and MIL-STD-188-1XX compliant versions available
•Patented auto-sync circuit
•Encoder and decoder on same chip
•MIL-STD-883C parts available
• Low power, keliable CMOS design
SRT 2323 S. Voss Rd., Suite 123, Houston, D(
77057, Phone: 713-782-2244, FAX 713-783-7446

SPACE RESEARCH
TECHNOLOGY, INC.

CIRCLE 220

AT/FORCE RISC SYSTEM: 10 to 50 MIPS
High speed coprocessor board for IBM/AT and
3865. Runs sieve in .028 sec. ideal for real-time
control, data acquisition, image or signal processing. Uses Harris Semiconductor's new
HCMOS Forth RISC Core Set: 10MHz RISC
Core, 1-cycle 15-channel prioritized Interrupt
Controller, 1-cycle 16x16 Multiplier, and 2
64-word Single Stack Controllers. Forth
development software included. $3995.
Silicon Composers, 210 Califorria Avenue,
Suite K, Palo Alto, CA 94306 (415) 322-8763.

SILICON COMPOSERS

CIRCLE 214
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PC-AT BUS RACKMOUNT COMPUTER WITH
BUILT IN COLOR EGA MONITOR FOR
INDUSTRIAL APPLICATIONS
ST-1000 EGA is fully AT compatible computer with 10
MHZ zero wait state AT CPU plug-in card with CMOS
VLSI chips and apassive backplane to provide reliability and serviceability. The standard features Include:
19" rack-mount or tabletop rugged light weight enclosure
Built in 9" color monitor with .28mm dot Ditch, black matrix
nonglare CRT, EGA card with 640x350 re,mlution.
20M13 shock mounted Hard disk, 1.2MB HD floppy drive
1MB RAM, Serial and Parallel Ports
200 Watt Power Supply, 110/220V, 50-400 HZ
Positive Pressure cooling, replaceable Air-Filter
Keylock ON/OFF switch for security, Enna-iced Keyboard with
rackmount shelf.

Also available ST-3000 EGA, 80386 based system with .
above features and Custom configurations. For
details contact:
IBI SYSTEMS INC., 6842 NW 20 AVE, FT. LAUDERDALE,
FL 33309. 305-978-9225, TELEX: 529482 161 SYSTEMS
IBI SYSTEMS INC.

CIRCLE 246

BRIDGE RECTIFIERS AND
HV DIODES AND ASSEMBLIES
Thousands of stock items are shown in the
mini-catalog. HV diodes, silicon bridges packs,
assemblies, cartridges, solid-state rectifier
tubes are illustrated. They feature power to
100 amps, all voltages, with standard fast and
superfast recoveries (to 50 NS). Many case
styles, terminations, and custom designs
available. Electronic Devices, Inc., 21 Gray
Oaks Ave., Yonkers, NY 10710. (914) 965-4400.

ELECTRONIC DEVICES

FREE COPY
CIRCLE 218
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WE PROVIDE SOLUTIONS TO MANY
INTERCONNECT PROBLEMS ....
* Test Adapters (Socketed LCC/PLCOPGA)
* Test Clips (Surfaced Mounted SOIC/PLCC)
* 150 Types of Prototyping Board Adapters
* 125 Types of Programming Socket Converters
* Many Types of Emulator Pod Converters
* PGA/PLCC Extraction/Insertion Tools
* And Much, Much More...

.
2/11Emulation Technology, inc.
2358-B Walsh Ave • Bldg

D•Santa

Clara, CA 95051

TEL (40131 982 0660• FAX (4081 982-0664

EMULATION TECHNOLOGY, INC. CIRCLE 250
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ELECTRONIC CAD

SCHEMATIC AND PCB SOFTWARE

Experience powerful, easy to use electronic
design with the Douglas CAD/CAM Professional System. This fully integrated package
takes you from schematic to final routed
board. Runs on the Apple Macintosh. Features
unlmtd multilayers, SMT support, digital
simulation, net list generation and multi-pass
routing. Layout $1500, Schematic 8i
AutoRouter $700 ea Douglas Electronics, 718
Marina, San Leandro, CA 94577 (415) 483-8770.

Create and revise schematics and PCBs quickly
and simply with HiWIRE-Plue and your IBM PC.
With aclick of the mouse button, select asymbol from our extensive library or create your own.
Netlist, bill-of-materials, and design-checking
utilities are included. HiWIRE-Plus is $895 and
comes with a 30-day money-back guarantee.
Credit cards accepted. Wintek Corp., 1801 South
St., Lafayette, IN 47904. (800) 742-6809 or (317)
742-8428.

DOUGLAS ELECTRONICS INC.

WINTEK CORP.

CIRCLE 243

TAKE THE APTOS CHALLENGE
WE'LL PUT OUR MONEY
WHERE OUR MOUTH IS!

CIRCLE 260
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1024.131T SERIAL CMOS EEPROM
The 93C46 is a CMOS EEPROM configured as
a 1K bit serial access, 64x16, 5 volt only. The
device draws only 3milliamps max. active and
100 microamps in standby. For applications
requiring up to 10,000 erase/wire cycles per
register. The 93C46 is in stock at all Marshall
Industries locations. Pricing is $1.66 each for
100 pieces. International CMOS Technology,
Inc., 2125 Lundy Av., San Jose, CA 408/434-0678.

INTERNATIONAL
CMOS TECH.

CIRCLE 217

INCREDIBLE NEW ND CONVERTERS!

Call and order your FREE CHALLENGE KIT
containing IC cell design software and two-way
GDS-Il file transfer. Receive a $1,995 DeskTop
CELL PRO cell design system FREE, if you can't
transfer your existing cells in and out of our system. CELL PRO operates on an IBM PC/AT/PS2
or 386 with EGA graphics. (408) 438-2199.
APTOS SYSTEMS CORPORATION
5274 Scotts Valley Dr., Scotts Valley, CA 95066

Software driven by IBM PC/XT/AT. Loaded with
software features. No RAM modules ever
needed. Rugged, industrial quality. Free demo
disk. Sailor PAL: Now supporting over 10 mfrs
and 500 PLDs: bipolar, CMOS, EPLDs, GALs,
PEELs etc. Universal electronics. $1295 complete. Sailor-2,-8: 2 and 8-socket Set/Gang
EPROM programmers. From $575 complete.
1050 East Duane Ave., Sunnyvale, CA 94086.
408-984-8600. TLX 5106005624 ADVIN.

Get all the performance you need from "board
level" A/D conversion systems in one 28 pin
package. An ADC808E is easy to use—just
supply power and analog input. You can do
away with clock and control inputs, and digitize analog signals to 60KHz. This CMOS
device doesn't use much power either (100
milliwatts). It's 8-bit parallel outputs are TTL
and CMOS compatible. Priced from $85.
R-K MANUFACTURING, 5931 Ravenswood
Rd., Unit #20A, fort Lauderdale, FL 33312
(305) 963-2948

APTOS SYSTEMS CORP.

ADVIN SYSTEMS, INC.

11-1( MANUFACTURING
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SMART PLD & EPROM PROGRAMMERS

CIRCLE 209
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Great Designs Start With
Tango-Schematic: Just $495.

DATA ACQUISITION DIRECT TO DISK
SDI Signal to Disk Interface for hours of
real-time signal data storage using an IBM PC.
Record/playback 2 channels, 16 bits, up to
50kHz per channel. 50 to 250 M byte Winchester
drives, 800 Mbyte optical. SCSI interface
supports up to 7 drives! Advanced graphicsassisted cut & paste editing. Tape recorder
simulation. From $3495. Ariel Corp., 110
Greene St., NY, NY 10012. Call (212) 925-4155.

ARIEL CORP.

CIRCLE 207

Designs quickly come to life with Tango-Schematic's easyto-use drawing editor and extensive component libraries.
Features four line types, four text sizes, repeat and block
functions, unique built-in word processor. Includes DRC,
BOM, Wire List, Net List outputs and crisp plots, prints, or
laserprints.The perfect front end to our popular
Tango-PCB and Tango-Route board design systems.
For IBM PC/XT/AT/PS2. Just $495. Full-function Demo
Package: $10. Order toll-free 800 433-7801. VISA/MC.
Thirty-day money back guarantee.
ACCEL Technologies, 7358 'Dade St., San Diego, CA 92121
Outside N.. S. America contact HST Technology (Australia)
Phone: 61-02-34-8499 FAX 61-02.23-8771

Glide Through PCB Design.
TangoPCB

Create the toughest board designs
with powerful layout software that's asnap to use.
Function-rich Tango-PCB supports eight layers, 1mil
grid, OrCAD - or Schema" netlist input, print/plot/
photoplot output, and more.
'"
TangOROUte Get impressive completion rates
and remarkable speed with Tango-Route, afour layer,
eleven pass autorouter.

Just $495 ea&

For IBM PC/XT/AT/PS2. Compare features and you'll buy
Tango. Or try full-function Demo Package, just $10.
Order toll-free: 800 433-7801. VISA/MC. Thirty-day
money back guarantee.
CIRCLE 243
ACCELTechnologies, 7358 'Dade St., San Diego, CA 92121

CIRCLE 243
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TMS 320C25 DSP
DEVELOPMENT SYSTEM
SCHEMATIC CAPTURE TO PCB LAYOUT
$695.00
Before buying EE Designer, FutureNet, PCAD,
or separate Schematic & PCB editors, check
our one CAD Total Solution. Schematic/PCB
editor supports 15 hierarchy levels, 50 layer,
auto parts package, rat's net, rubber banding,
1mil resolution, unitd trace widths, GND plane,
etc. Optional Auto-Router and GERBER. $75.00
for full function evaluation kit. Interactive CAD
Systems, 2352 Rambo Court, Santa Clara, CA
95054. (408) 970-0852.

INTERACTIVE CAD
SYSTEMS

IC

CIRCLE 244

usAEAsT: 1-800-323.1842
mass. (617) 890-3400
USA WEST: 1-800-663-8986
Canada (604)438-7266
SPECTRUM SIGNAL PROCESSING CIRCLE 219
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GP-IB, HP-IB CONTROL FOR YOUR PC,
PC/AT and IBM PERSONAL SYSTEM/2 -

$37.95
37.50
14.95
6.75
6.50
$10.95
4.85

• Control instruments, plotters, and printers.

s
o9 ,71

MasterCard VISA or UPS CASH COO

Factory New, Prime Parts _Woe
MICROPROCESSORS UNLIMITED, INC
24.000 S Peona Ave (918) 267-4961
BEGGS OK 70021
No minimum order. Pease -9>e 99a, v•ces

• Supports BASIC,C, FORTRAN and Pascal.
• Fast and easy to use. Thousands sold.
•Software library. Risk free guarantee.

cec

Capital Equipment Corp.
99 South Bedford St.
Burlington, MA. 01803

FREE demo disk. Call (617) 273-1818
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ARIEL CORP.

CIRCLE 208

"D" SIZE PLOTTER

gricast

$36.50
9.25
10.75
9.25
9.25
8.95
8.40
9.25

DAYS, 7 30 MAYO PM SHIP VIA FED-EX ON SAT

TDELIVERY
INCLUDED ON
0-EX DADE ns
RECEIVED BY
9141* SI I
Fr PI SIEURS

SINGLE CARD DATA ACQUISITION
DSP-16 is asingle card for the IBM PC or compatibles. Real-time 16 bit data acquisition on 2
input and output channels at up to 50 kHz
simultaneously. User programmable TMS32020
or TMS320C25. 512K or 2 Meg buffer. Concurrent sampling and anti-allas filters. Complete
with software for applications and program
development, common language interfaces.
Ariel, 110 Greene St., NY, NY 10012.
Call (212) 925-4155
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IBM•PC based development system for Texas Instruments' TMS 320C25. With 16-bit 50kHz AID & DIA,
sample-end-hold, 16x16 RAM (35ns, 0wait state) expandable to 128K on board, WO expansion, standardized bus
allows interface to data acquisition boards, supports
multi-board applications. Debug monitor provides singlestep, breakpoints and full-speed operations. US$2,595.
TI's Macro Assemble/Linker - avail.separately US$395.
"C" Compiler with COFF Assembler/Linker
USS2,500. TMS 32020 version of above Development
System with TMS 32020 Processor USS2,295.

--"e"

$2295 0°
RETAIL

$1,695 00
INTRODUCTORY
OFFER

•Model PC 3600
•Repeatability .001"
•Speed at 7" Per Second
•Vacuum Paper Hold Down
•High Resolution Circles: Suitable for
PCB Artwork
(415) 490-8380 zericcmv
Box 1669 • Fremont, CA 94538

CAPITAL EQUIPMENT

CIRCLE 241

ZERICON

CIRCLE 206
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FLOATING POINT SEEKS
COMPUTER DEAL...
Floating Point Systems Inc.,
atechnology leader in array
processors and minisupercomputers, says it will suspend development of its nextgeneration T-Series systems
unless it can find afinancial
partner. The T-Series is a
massively parallel hypercube
design, and Floating Point
has had trouble finding support for the exotic design,
which is not compatible with
the Beaverton, Ore., company's other systems [Electronics, March 3, 1988, p. 56].
The company says it will continue to support the T-Series
systems it has already sold,
and will continue with limited
sales.
... AND UNVEILS
NEW M64 PRODUCTS
Just as it put its most advanced computer project on
hold, Floating Point Systems
Inc. unveiled five new models
of its M64 series of parallelprocessing
minisupercomputers. The Beaverton, Ore.,
company claims that the new
machines are 70% more powerful than products from the
competition. Peak performance of the M64/145 models ranges from 33 million
floating-point operations/s to
341
megaflops.
Pricing
ranges from $395,000 to $1.75
million.
DOD SEEKS MORE
CONTROL OF R&D FUNDS
The Defense Department is
attempting to get more control over how it spends university-based research-anddevelopment funds. The DOD
plans to spend about $700
million on university R&D in
1989, says George Millburn,
the acting deputy undersecretary of defense for research
and development, but federal
law prohibits the DOD from
spending more than 14% of
that in any one state. Millburn says the DOD is working to try to remove the re108

striction, so that research
contract awards can be
"made solely on technical
merit and DOD needs."
EPOCH WILL UNVEIL
FIRST FILE SERVERS
Epoch Systems Inc., a oneyear-old startup in Marlborough, Mass., is about to unveil its first products—highcapacity file servers for
networked work stations.
The company, which is headed by president Kenneth D.
Holberger, a former vice
president for engineering at
Data General Corp., will disclose its plans for aline of
servers that are compatible
with Sun Microsytems Inc.'s
Network File System later
this year. Holberger says
there's aneed for such file
servers, especially for 32-bit
graphic work stations, where
he says on-line storage needs
are rapidly becoming inadequate. Epoch plans to offer
system file servers with capacities ranging from one to
several hundred gigabytes.
APPLE SUES HP
AND MICROSOFT
Apple Computer Inc. is suing
two competitors on allegations that they mimicked the
look and feel of its userfriendly Macintosh screen.
The Cupertino, Calif., company claims Hewlett-Packard
Co. of nearby Palo Alto and
Microsoft Inc. of Redmond,
Wash., illegally copied the
Macintosh user interface in
two new programs—the
Hewlett-Packard New Wave
software and the Microsoft
Windows 2.03. Apple's suit,
filed in U. S. District Court in
San Jose, Calif., charges that
the programs violate protected rights to the Mac's audio
visual interface.
NYNEX GETTING
SRX CONTROLLER
Nynex, the regional Bell operating company based in
White Plains, N. Y., has
signed a multiyear develop-

ment agreement with SRX
Corp. of Dallas, to develop
and supply anew central office controller. The controller
will be installed in central offices of New England Telephone Co. and New York
Telephone Co., both Nynex
companies. Nynex will fund
the project, which aims to
put the controller into service
next year. SRX has the right
to sell similar products to
other
telecommunications
companies outside Nynex's
service area.
GCA FINDS NEW NOME
IN GENERAL SIGNAL...
GCA Corp., a struggling
maker of microlithography
semiconductor
production
systems that has failed to
turn aprofit since 1984, is being merged into General Signal Corp., Stamford, Conn.
GCA, an Andover, Mass.,
company, will become part of
General Signal's Semiconductor Equipment group, which
already includes the Ultratech Stepper subsidiary. Analysts applauded the move,
saying it will strengthen both
companies, which will continue to offer customers a
choice: GCA's mask reduction
lithography or General Signal's 1:1 approach.
... AS GENERAL SIGNAL
SELLS MASK DIVISION
Just aday after its $76 million merger agreement with
GCA Corp., General Signal
Corp. of Stamford, Conn.,
sold another operation, the
Ultratech Photomask Division—which is not part of Ultratech Stepper operation—to
Rexotech,
a Colorado
Springs, Colo., company. The
$12 million division makes
photographic plates for imprinting circuit patterns on
semiconductor wafers. Jack
Halter, aGeneral Signal vice
president, says the sale will
allow General Signal to concentrate its efforts on semiconductor
manufacturing
equipment rather than materials for the chip industry.

STORMY WEATHER FOR
THE MAKER OF 1-2-3
High-flying Lotus Development Corp., maker of the
best-selling personal computer spreadsheet Lotus 1-2-3, is
running into turbulence. Seven Lotus executives recently
sold off a total of 550,000
shares of their personal stock
holdings. Soon afterward,
Charles J. Digate, head of
software development, was
forced to resign. And last
week the Cambridge, Mass.,
company announced that
shipments of the latest version of 1-2-3 will be delayed
six months until late this
year. Help may be on the
way, though. W. Frank King
III is taking over for Digate
as senior vice president for
the
Software
Products
Group. King's previous post
was vice president of development for the Entry Systems Division at IBM Corp.
PLEXUS RAISES
NEW CAPITAL
Plexus Computers Inc. says
it will use $15 million in new
financing to develop its
planned Extended Data Processing System. The San
Jose, Calif., company wants
to expand its product line in
departmental
computers,
merging Unix-based departmental computers with arelational data base for MSDOS personal computers.
WESTERN DIGITAL
BUYS DISK BUSINESS
Western Digital Corp. has
completed its deal to buy
Tandon Corp.'s Winchester
disk-drive business for atotal
of $49 million. The deal gives
Western Digital, of Irvine,
Calif., Tandon's engineering
and manufacturing facilities
in San Jose, Calif., and Singapore, as well as its plated media operations located in Santa Clara, Calif. Tandon, now
solely acomputer manufacturer, will buy and use diskdrive systems from its former subsidiaries.
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tough
attenuators
1195

one-piece design defies rough handling
• Each unit undergoes high-impact shock test
• Unexcelled temperature stability, .002 dB/°C
• 2W max. input power (SMA is 0.5W)
• BNC, SMA, N and TNC models
• Immediate delivery, one-year guarantee

• 50 ohms, dB values,
1 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 12, 15, 20, 30, and 40
• 75 ohms dB values, 3, 6, 10, 15, 20 BNC only
• Price (1-49 qty.)
CAT (BNC) $11.95
TAT (TNC) $12.95

SAT (SMA) $14.95
NAT (N) $15.95

finding new ways
setting higher standards

*Freq.
(MHz)

Amen. Toi.

DC-1500 MHz

±0.3

froni

Allen. Change, (Typ.;
over Freq. Range
DC-10001 1000-1500
(16
0.8

*DC-1000 MHz (al 75 ohm or 30 dB models)

(1-49)

VSWR (Max.)
DC-WOO Ml-'z 11000-1500 MHz
1.3
1.5

DC-500 MHz (all 40 dB models)

Model Availabtlity
SAT (SMA)

AT (BNC)

NAT el)

TAT (TNC)

Model no =aseries suffix and dash number of attenuation.
Examp e: CA- -3 is CAT series, 3dB attenuatiqn

Precision 50 ohm terminations only $6.95 (1-24)
DC to 2GHz, 0.25W power rating, VSWR less than 1.1
BNC (model BTRM-50), TNC (model TTRM-50)
SMA (model STRM-50), N (model NTRM-50)

UZI Mini-Circuits
A DevIslon of SclentIfIc Comporrferts Corporatron

P.O. Box 350166, Brooklyn. New York 11235-0003 (718) 934-4500
Fax (718)332-4661 Domestic and International Telexes: 6852844 or 620156
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Circle 901 on reader service card

EMI Noise Sensor
catches the source of EMI.
In this electronics age, troubles of electronic equipments by EMI

Compact design and ligntweight construction allow you to take the

tend to increase in various fields of industry. In order to solve this

most effective countermeasures at any time and anywhere.

problem, it is necessary to take the following two measures simultaneously:
One is to enhance the noise immunity of electronic equipment itself
for preventing malfunction, and the other is to suppress the source
of EMI which may be produced from electric and electronic equip-

Before testing your products in a large-scale open site, thoroughly
study the effective countermeasures for EMI in your factory. The
EMI Noise Sensor sharply cuts the time and cost required for passing the approval test.

ments.
The EMI Noise Sensor is designed to search for the source of
interfering electro-magnetic wave and to indicate its intensity by
LED bar graphs approximately according to each frequency band
classified based on the FCC, CISPR, VDE standards, so you can
monitor the effectiveness of noise countermeasures you have taken

<FEATURES>
•FVC1000 indicates the intensity of interfering electro-magnetic
wave approximately according to each frequency band classified
based on the FCC. CISPR, VDE standards.
• No necessity for a shielding room or RF anechoic chamber.

in your products.
We are a company specilized in the manufacture of EMI simulators,
measuring instruments and components.

NOISE LABORATORY CO., LTD.
2662-1, NOBORITC, TAMA-KU, KAWASAKI CITY, KANAGAWA PREF. 214 JAPAN
TEL(044)933-4311 FAX(044)932-4511

NOISE R

NOISE LABORATORY CO., LTD.

Circle 902 on reader service card

